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Translator’s Note 

St Thomas' magnifcent Commentaries o the Works of Aris. 
{otle have long remained closed books (o the Englisreading puts 
lic. A trandlation of the Commentary on the Phsics, Books 111, 
by Dr. Raymond Kocourck, . Thomas Collge. . Paul, Minn 
bas recently appearcd. The present translation, of the Comme 
tary on the Nichomachean Ehics, Books VIILIX, s intended a6 & 
modes: addition to.this small ore. The choice of subject 
has becn dictated by a desie to appeal to a broad secton of 
readers. Since the Aristotelan concept of friendship. aio em- 
braces our concept of love,the excerpt has been entitled LOVE 
ND FRIENDSHIP. A tsanslation of the Latin text of Arisotle 
which St. Thoms employed precedes cach chapter i order that 
the reader may experiente for himself the skil with which St 
Thomas clucidates and claborates the ters sentences of Aris. 
wotle. The reader may, however, entirely_omit the text of 
Aristole, s it is fully fncorporated into the commentary of 
St. Thomas, Certain technical division of the matter have been 
somewhat teduced 10 aford smoather reading, The chapters 
cortespond to the lectues of St. Thomas, which in turn torre: 
spond (o the chapters in Aritotle except that Book IX, Chapters 
214 cormespond to Book IX, Chapters 812 in Aristorle. I is 
oped that the seader vill be indulgent with the imperfections 
of the present trandlation, intended to satsy in some small vay. 
il stch tii a8 more and beter transacions shall appear, the 
cvergrowing desire for greater knowledge of St. Thomas 
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Introduction 

Man's whole pursuit of happiness is in a sense a pursuit of 
friendship, a pursuit of something more than himself, since he 
feels and knows that he is not complete alone. In the more 
specific sense, love and friendship for others are intégrally woven 
into our concept of ultimate well-being, whatever that concept 
‘may be. No man would call himsel( happy if he had all other 
goods, but lacked friends. Thus any discussion of happiness will 
involve a discussion of friendship as an integral part of happiness. 

In order 1o situate this discussion of friendship more pre. 
cisely within the general pattern of happiness a bricf outline of 
the complete subject matter of Aristotle’s Ethics will be uscful. 
Aristotle justfics his discussion of happiness by saying that if 
there is some ultimate good of man (happiness) surely one would 
gain by endeavoring to determine what it is and how one may 
attain it. “Shall we not, like archers who have a mark to aim at, 
be more likely to hit upon wha js right?” 

This leads him to establish first that happiriessis not a thing, 
but a state of man, comprising all that is g00d for him. Since 
the perfection of a thing which can act will consis in activity, 
happiness will also be an activity. Since it is the happiness of 
man, it will definitely consist_in an activity proper to man. 
T will therefore consist in intellectual activity. This does 
not mean intellectual activity in the exclusive sense, but rather 
places the material aspects of happiness in an accessory role. 
/Thus happines will be the possession of the good of the intellect, 

which is infinite good and truth, with all the necessary material 
adjuncts. Although this goal is not atainable in this lfe, happi 
mess in_this lfe will nevertheless consist in the closest possible 
approximation o this goal. 

The pursuit of happiness thus becomes the work of co- 
ordinating man's activity in the service of the highest principle 
within him. This involves the study of moral acts, those acts 
proceeding from reason and a deliberate will by which man moves 
toward his ultimate end. But these acis must not be merely 
occasional—one swallow does not make a spring—but consistent 
Thus the discussion will ultimately be of those habits of moral 

acts which are the virtues. 

  

      

   
  

  

   



Aristotle firs treats of those virtues concerned with the pas- 
sions: fortitude and temperance; then of that concerned with 
external activities: justice; finally of the intellectual virtues and 
that virtue in particular which regulates human activity in gen- 
eral: prudence or practical wisdom. The highest virtue of all, 
however, is that which concentrates on divine things, and that 
is wisdom in its absolute sense. 

Since no man would be considered happy in this lfe without 
friends, Aristotle appends, in Books VIILIX of the Nicomachean 
Ethics, after the discussion of the virtues, a discussion of friend- 
ship. Book X, the final book, discusses pleasure as the necessary 
concomitant of happiness. 

The discussion of friendship itself likewise follows a logical 
procedure. In friendship, as in everything concerned with happi- 
ness, we pursuc a good. Thus Aristotle is led to examine the 
three goods pursucd in friendship: useful good, pleasurable good, 
and the good of virtue. This last is true and absolute good. It 
is friendship founded upon this last good which is friendship in 
the perfect sense, since it alone comprises the essential element 
of being for the sake of another. 

  

  

Subsequent to the general outline of friendship, Aristotle 
treat of friendship between unequals. Then he discuses the 
important point of whether friendship consists more in loving 
or being loved. Because it is the former, it must be based on 
giving rather than recciving, on activity rather than pasivity, 
which relates it to the fundamental truth that happiness 13 
actvity 

Since friendship is fundamentally an association, Aristotle 
next shows the similarity between particular assocfations, such 
as those o friends or families, and those larger asociations which 
are political communities. He thereby shows that the funda- 
mental characterisics of friendship are equally applicable even 
in che national and international spheres. On the other hand 
it is the lack of a common ground, of sharing and of communica. 
tion, that brings about quarrels and even the dissolution of 
friendship. 

Coming to the intinsic components of friendship, Aristotle 
analyzes the three acts which form its progressive structure 
benevolence (goodwil), concord (agreemen) , and. hencficence 
(doing good) . This naturally leads to an exa 

    

 



norm for doing good. Is it oneself, and is it really selfish to love 
oneself best? 

“The final task is 10 fit friendship into the patiern of happi- 
ness. This brings Aristotle to inquire to what extent the happy 
‘man will need friends, how many they should be and of what 
sort. Summing up, Aristotle shows that the adjunct of happiness, 
which i friendship, consists in some kind of life ogethr, 

That friendship is not a luxury, but a practical necessity 
for life, may be seen by again recalling that man envisages not 
only his ultimate end in terms of an association, 2 companionship, 
‘but also relies, whether consciously or not, on his association with 
‘other men for the fullest possible leading of his life from day to 
day. Even in the broad spheres of peoples and nations, where 
equal justice is the goal aspired to, friendship plays a vital and 
essential role, “For when men are friends they have no need 
of justice. 
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Aristotle teaches that to each type of polity there 
corresponds a type of friendship. This is true 
both of good and corrupt polities 

Returning 1o the aforesaid _principle of all 
friendship, which is communication, Aristotle 
teaches the distinction of friendship is 
based upon the distinction of communication, 
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2 Three doubis are brought up: whether one 
should obey one’s parent before others; whether 
a virtuous man i o be preferred before  friend 
whether one should repay a benefactor rather 
than give to a friend 

8: Certain minor doubts are brought up concern- 
ing the dissolution of 4 friendship, botly in re- 
gard 1o those who change, and those who remain 
the same, 3 

  4: The origin of the acts of friendship is set forth: 
what the first act is and what the others; also 
how the virtuous man behaves in regard to such 
acts, and how the evil man. 

5: Aristotle begins to treat of goodwill, which ap- 
pears to be the beginning of friendship, al- 
though it is not itself friendship. 

6 1t is now queston of concord, which appers 
1o belong o' Irendship, 1 s ot contermed 
idh speculative mattrs, but only with practcal actions, nor with ail of these, but only with in- 
portant oncs. There i not aid 1o be concord 
Smon the vicked 

7 Beneficence is treated, concerning which a ques- 
tion arises, namely that benefactors seem to love 
‘more than those who receive the benefi 

+"The love of self is treated; this because those 
who love themselves most of al are most of all 
detesieds e s 
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Ch. 12: The doubt is raised as to whether one should 
have many friends. _Aristotle solves this by say 
ing tha this is not expedient, since a few sufice 
for pleasure,and one cannot have many frends 
according 10 virtue, i N 

Cho 13: Now Aristotle asks whether a man needs friends 
in adversity as well as in prosperity. He solves 
this by saying that in adversity a man needs 
riends very much, especially useful friends, al- 
though in both states of fortune, there s nothing. 
beter than friends. . . . . : 

    

Ch. 14; It is asked whether, just as those in love delight 
in the sight of each other, so t0o friends delight 
in living together. . . . . . . : 

Avpenoix . 
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BOOK VIIT 

Ch. 1: The foundation of friendship is virtue, and it is the 
concern of moral philosophy. 

Atter what we have said, 3 dicusion of frends 
folow,For it is 3 virtue or imples virtue 

Basides, it s most necessary with  view 10 living, For without fiends 
10 one would choose o lise, though he had all other goods even rich men 
and those in poscssion of ofice and of dominating power are thought o 
Teed friends most of al; or What  the wse of such prosperity without the 
opportunily ol beneficence, which is excrcied chiefy and in it most 
luduble form towards Giends? Or how can prosperiy b guarded and 
preserved without riends? The greatr it is, the more exposed st (0 risk. 
And in poverty and in other mitortunes men think friends are the only 
refuge. i helps the young, 100, to keep from exror it aids older people 
by miaistering o the needs and supplementing. the actviies that are 
failing from weakness: those i the prime of life i sumalates io noble 
Sctine—"twa going together'—lor with frends men ste more able to think 
and o act, 

Aguin, paseass seem 1o feel it naually for the ofispring, not only 
among men, but among birds and most animals. 1t i felt by members of 
ihe same brced, and espeialy by men. Whenee we praise lovers of their 
fllowmen. Thi is true when one sces 3 man mistaking fis way, 4 hough 
all men knew cach other and were fiends. 

Friendship seems 10 bold states togeder, and lawgivers 1o care more 
for it than jusice for unanimity seems to be somerbing ke (riendsbip, and 
his they sim at most of al and expel faction 35 the Norst encmy. 

And when men are fiends they have no need of justice, while when 
they are st they need friendsbip s well, and frendship seems o belong 
specialy 10 the ust. 

But it s not oniy necesary but 3ko good, We praiee those who love 
ther friends. 1t i thought to be  fine thing (o have [riendship for many. 
For some consider all good men 3 friends, 

Not a few things About frendship. are mattrs of debate. Some define 
45 4 Kind of Iikencss and say Tike people are friends, whence comes the. 

saying “like to like", “birds of » feather flock together”, and 10 . Others 
om the contrary say “two of 4 trade neer agree” 

O thi very question some inquie for deeper and more natal causes 
Euripeden says that “parched carth loves the rain, and stately heaven when 
illd with rain loves o al to eardh, and Heraclitus that “ is what opposes 
that helps” and “from different tones the (airst tne” and "all things are 
produced from suife” Empedoces, 35 well 3 others, expreses the opposite 
View that like I atracted 10 ik, 

  

would maturally 
  

  

  

   

  

    

  

 



“The physical probiems we may leave alone, since they do not belong 
o the présent inquiry.  Let s examine those which are human and fnvolve 
hamian morals ani passions, 5. whether there can be friendship smong all 
o i it is imposeble among evi men, and whedher there s one species of 
iendship or more than one, 

“Those who think there s only one because it admits of greatr os les 
have reled on an insulicient sign. Even things diflerent in species can be 
Compared in his way. But thi B 10 speak genericaly. 

      

  

Aristotle sates first of all that afier what has preceded 
(namely, a discussion of the virtues), friendship should now be 
considered, this from the point of view of moral philosophy, 
leaving aside that which pertains to natural philosophy.”* 

Six reasons are given. 
1. The consideration of virtue pertains to the moral philoso- 

pher and friendship is a sort of virtue in so far as it is an elective 
habit,*as will be shown, and is reduced to justice, in that it makes 
areturn. Itat least implies vircue, since virtue is the cause of true 
friendship. 

    

2. The moral philosopher should consider all that is neces- 
sary to human life, and fricndship is particularly necessary. No 
man in his right mind would choose to live with all other external 
goods but without [riends. As a matier of fact, friends seem to 
be especially neccssary 1o those who have the greatest share of 
the world's goods, namely the rich, rulers, and those in power, 
This is true frs of all s o the use of these goods, The goods of 
fortune are of no use if one does not do good with them, and 
beneficence is principally and most laudably exercised toward 
one's riends. Secondly it is true as to the preservation of these 
goods, which cannot be preserved without friends, since  the 
more one has,dhe less secure it is, more being attracted to covet 
it. Friends are not only usciul in good foruune, but also in 
distres; and in poverty men esteem friends as their only refuge. 
Thus friends are necessary in all conditions of lfe. Friendship 
i necessary 10 the young so that by [riends they may be kept 
from evil. Youth by its very nature is prone to desiring pleasure, 
assaed in Book VI1. The aged, on the other hand, need friends 
10 felp them because of their bodily defects. Since they fail 

  

 



in their actions because of weaknes, they need friends to sustain 
them.  As for those who are in the prime of life, fricnds are 
wseful to them in doing good actions. When two unite, they are 
more powerful. This i true both of the intellectual life, when 
one is able (o perceive what the other cannot, and of external 
action wherein men can greatly help cach other. Thus it is 
evident tha one should consider friendship, since it is something 
necessary o all. 

5. Aristotle says that there is 2 natural friendship of the 
parent for its offspring. ‘This s true not only of men, but also 
of birds, which piainly spend 4 long time in bringing up their 
young. The same occurs in other animals also. There is also 
a natural friendship among those of the same race or nation, 
since they communicate in their manners and living. That 
friendship is particularly naual which exists among all men, 
because of the likeness of their species. Thus we praise philan- 
dhropists, that i, lovers of mankind, as fulfiling that which is 
natwral o man. This is plain when one mistakes his way. Any 
man wil stop another from going astray even though he is @ 
stranger, as though all men belonged (o the same family and 
were friends of each other. ‘Those things which are naturally 
good should be considered by the moralist, Thus we should 
consider friendship. 

4. States appear to be preserved through friendship. Thus 
Iegislators strive 1o preserve friendship among the citizens ev 
more than justice, which they sometimes overlook, as in levying 
punishments, lst dissension should arise. This is also clear from 
the fact tha concord i likened to friendship. Legisiators greatly 
desire concord, and strive to expel contention among the citizens 
as though it were inimical o the good of the ste. Since the 
whole of moral philosophy is seen 0 be ordained 1 the civic 
good, as stated in the beginning. (Book 1),* it pertains to moral 
philosophy to treat of friendship. 

5. 16 men are friends, they have no need of justice properly 
20 called, since they have all things, as it were, in common, a 
friend being another sell, One does not have justice toward 
onesclf. O the other hand, even when they are just, they sill 
need friendship. Thus perlect justice seems (o préserve and 
repair friendship. Moral philosophy therefore should treat of 
fricndship even more than of justice, 

    

   

  

    

      

 



6. Friendship is not only to be considered because it is 
something necessary to human life, but also because it is some- 
thing praiseworthy and morally good. We praise those who 
love their friends and likewise friendship for many, in that some 
consider all good men as friends. 

Aristotle next shows what s to be treated of in friendship. 
First he shows that certain doubts exist concerning friendship. 
That is, there are different opinions about it. Some hold that 
friendship is 4 certain likeness, and that like is friend to like. 
They quote the proverb that “like attracts like” and “birds of a 
feather flock together.” Certain birds are gregarious, such as 
starlings, These and other proverbs are adduced. On_ the 
other hand, some hold that “all potters war with each other,” 
inasmuch s one impedes the profit of the other. The truth of 
the question is that what is like is naturally lovable. Hatred 
of the like is only accidental, insofar as it is seen as impeding 
one’s own good. 

  

Such contrary opinions exist even among natural philoso- 
phers. Thus Euripides says that the dry earth desires rain, as 
though loving something contrary (o it, and that the heavens, 
venerable for their dignity, when filled with rain, desire o fall 
upon the carth, which is contrary to their dignity and plenitude, 
Heraclitus even says that one contrary helps another, as when 
something cold is pleasing 0 a man who is sufering from the 
heat, in such a way that a perfect harmony is established. He 
says that one contrary helps another since everything is established 
by conflict, by which that which was previously confused becomes 
distinct. Others say the opposite, in particular Empedocles, 
who says that like desires like. This doubt is solved in the sume. 
way: what is alike is, of itself, naurally desirable. Accidentally, 
however, one may desire the contrary in so far as it may be useful 
and medicinal, as has been said of bodily pleasures. 

  

   

Aristotle now shows what doubis are to be resolved con- 
cerning friendship. Natural questions are to be passed over as 
not being proper 1o this discussion. Whatever is human, as 
pertaining to human morals and passions,® with these we are 
concerned. For example, there s the question whether there can 
be friendship among all men, or whether evil men are to be 
excluded. There is likewise the question of whether there is 
one type of friendship or several. 
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Aristotle here excludes a certain error, that of those who 
believe there is only one type of friendship, since all the types 
can be compared on the basis of greater and less. Thus we say 
that friendship based on goodness is greater than friendship based 
on utility. Aristotle says that they rely on an insufficient sign, 
since even those things which are specifically different can be 
compared on the basis of greater or less insofar as they are 
generically the same, as when we say that white is more colored 
than black, or analogically as when we say that act is better 
than potency and substance than accident.  Finally he says that 
in the above what pertains to human affairs concerning friendship 
is said from a generic point of view. 

  

    

  

  

Ch.2: The object of friendship is shown to be the good. Two 
doubts are raised and solved. 

The inds of fiendship may perhaps be clessed up It we fst come to 
v the objec of Tove. Fo not everything seems 1o be loved bu only the 
lovable nd this is good, pleasant, or useul. But it would seem hat the 
uselul s that by which some good is produced, or some pleasure. So it s 
the good and the pleasurable which are lovable s ends 

Do men love the, the good. or what s good for them? These sometimes 
ciah. S0 to0 with regard o the pleasant 

Now it s seen that each loves what is good o himself, and that the good 
Jovabie, ) what is good {o each mar s ovable 1o him. 

docs ot necessarly love what is good for Him, but what 

  

   
“This hovese will make no difference. We will just have to 53y (of the 

gaod) “that ‘which seems Tovable.” 
Now there are thice grounds on which people love; of the love of Hfeless 

abjects we do not use the word “fiendship! For it s not mutual love, ot 
s there  wishia of good (o the other. For it would surely be rdiculous 1o 
it wine well i e wishes anything for 1t s that it may Keep, o hat 
One may have i oneself. But 1o a friend we say we ought (o wish what i 
oo for his suke 

Bt 10 those wha thus wish gond we sscibe only goodwill f the ish 
i not secipracated, Goodwill, when i s rciprocated 1 fiendsbip. 

O st v 4dd “when s recognized”s 
For many people have goodill to those whom they Have ot seen b 

jidge 1o be good or useful. One of these might even'return this feling. 
Thske people seem 1o bear goodwil 1o exch other. But how could one call 
them friends, when they do nat know their mutual eclngs? 

"To b (icads; uhen the must e stually recopised s beating good 
will and wishing vell 6 each other for one of the aforesaid ressons. 

  

  

      
  

   



After the Philosopher has begun by showing what must be 
treated of in friendship, he here begins his discussion. 

1. He shows what friendship is. (Ch. 2) 
2. He distinguishes its kinds. (Ch. 814) 
3. He gives the properties of the different kinds of friend- 

ship (beginning with Book IX.) 
Goncerning the first he does two things. First he investigates 

the four parts of the definition of fricndship. Secondly he gives 
the definition. Thus he first examines the object of friendship. 

He begins then, by saying that possibly something will be 
made clear on the foregoing questions if we know what thar 
lovable something is which is the object of the love implid in 
friendship. 

Men do not love just anything at all, since evil, for example, 
is not loved as such. One loves what is lovable, which is cither 
good in itsel, as is that which is essentially good, or is pleasing or 
useful. The last mentioned, the useful, appears to be that by 
means of which one attains the essentially good and the pleasing, 
which are both lovable for themselves as ends. The useful, 
however, is lovable because of its relation to something else, as 
the means t0 an end. The essentially good and the pleasing, it 
they are taken generically, are not distinguished as to subject, 
but solely by reason.® 

Good is called that which is in itself perfect and desirable., 
Tt is called pleasing in so far as it satisies the appetite. But the 
good and the pleasing are not taken in that sense here. The true 
good of man is here taken as that which is good for him accord- 
ing to reason. The pleasing is defined as that which is good for 
his senses. 

Here Aristotle brings up a doubt as to whether men love 
that which is good in itself or what is good for them.  Sometimes 
these two are at odds. Thus philosophizing is good in tself, but 
it is not good for a man who is in need of the very necessties of 
life. The same doubt arises about that which is pleasing to the 
senses, Thus something may be pleasing in itself, as that which 

sweet, and yet not be pleasing in a certain case, s when one 
s sick 

Aristotle solves this. First he gives the solution, Thus he 
says that everyone loves that which is good 1o him, since each 
and every faculty moves toward that which is proportionate 
10 it, as the sight of cach secs that which is visible fo it. There- 
6 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

 



fore, that is lovable in itself which is good in itself, and that is 
Tovable to each which is good o each. 

Next he brings up an objection and says that men do not 
fove that which is unconditionally good, but that which appears 
good to them. The appetite is not drawn to anything except 
as it is apprehended, Consequently it would appear to be false 
that that is lovable o each which is good for each (since what 
is truly good for a man does not always seem lovable to him). 

This difficulty is solved by noting that this does ot affect 
the case. When an apparent good is loved, it is loved as good 
for oneself. ‘Thus one may also say that the lovable is an 
apparent gaod. 

Secondly he discusses love itself. There are three things 
which men love, namely the good, that which is pleasing to the 
senses, and the useful, Love of inanimate things, such 2 wine 
or gold, is not friendship. Two reasons show this. First, in 
such love there can be no return of love, which is required in 
friendship. Wine does not love a man, as a man loves wine, 
Secondly, we do not love inanimate things in such a way that 
swe wish their good. It would be ridiculous to say that anyone 
wishes good (o wine:  the good which is wine 2 man wishes for 
himsell. Whence when a man loves wine, he is not wishing good 
0 the wine but (o himself 

1£ anyone should say that a man wishes good to the wine, 
because he wishes that it may be preserved, one should remember 
that he wishes the wine to be preserved so that he may have it. 
“Thus he does not wish the good of the wine, in so far as it is 
good wine, but rather his own good. This is against the notion 

ship. One must wish well to one’s friend for his own 
sake, and not for the sake of oneself. 

Thirdly he shows the mutualness involved in love. 1f men 
wish well 10 another for his own sake, they are called benevolent, 
but not friends, if there is no return: i.c. if the one loved does 
not also in return wish well to the one loving. Friendship is 
called mutul benevolence or goodwil, in that the one loving is 
also loved. Friendship thus implies a certain retn of love 
according to the mode of commautative justice. 

The fourth part of the definition is derived from the con- 
dition for mutual love. One must add to complete the notion 
of friendship that it is a mutual benevolence which i recognized. 
Many wish well o men whom they have never seen, in that by 
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hearsay they esicem them to be men of virtue, or useful to 
themselves. 1t may even be that the one who is the object of this 
goodwill may also feel the same toward the one who bestows 
Such men appear to be mutually benevolent, but they cannot be 
called friends, since they are unaware of their esteem for each 
other. 

Aristotle then concludes to his definition of friendship. He 
says that friendship implies that men wish good 10 one another, 
that they be aware of it, and that it is for one of the above 
reasons, namely, the true good, the pleasing or the useful 
  

  

Ch. 3: The good having been divided into its different types, 
namely the true good, the useful and the pleasing, Aristotle 
shows that useful and pleasing friendships are not friendship 
in the strict sense of the word, and are most easily dissolved. 

Now these ressons difer from exch other in kind; %o therefore, do the 
corresponding forms o love and. friendship. There are therefre thsee Kinds 
of riendship, equal in umber o the things that ave lovsble. For with 
respect o each ther Is & mutial and recogniied love. Thore who love each 
othe wish well (0 cach other i that respectin which they love one another ‘Now those wha,love each other for their utility do not love each othes 
for themelves but in vivtue of some good which they get from each b 56 (00 with those who Tove for the sake of pleasure It i ot for their 
Characier dhat men love people with 2 sense of humer, but because they find them pleasant. Thercfore, those who love for the sake of ity love 
for the sike of wha is good for themsclves. And these who love for the sake of pleasure do so for the sake of what is plessant to themselves, and o in 0 fur 35 the other s the person loved, but 3 praviding some Uy oF pleasure. Thus these (riendships are only incidental for it is ot 2 being 
the man he s that the person is loved, but as providing some good ar plessure 

Such frendsbips, then, are easily dislved, if the partes do not semain ke chemselves. For If the one party is no longer plessant or useful dhe other cesses to fove him, 
Now the uselul is not permanent but i slways changing. Thus when the motise of the friendsip is done away, the frendehip is disolved, inasmuch a5 1 existed only for the ends in question. 
“This kind of friendship seems 1o exist chefy n 014 people. For at thar age peaple purste not the pleasan but the wseful. It exis ko among the Joung when willy is the goal, Such prople do.not Tive much with each other,cither. For sometimes they o not even find each athes plessant, and herelore they do not need such companionship unles they Arc. welul o each other. For they are pleasint o cach other only in %0 fr 3 they Tousc i each other hopes of something good o come. 
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Among such frieadships people also cluss the [riendship of traveler. 
On'the other hand the friendship of youns people seems 10 sim st 

please. For they live under the guidance of emotion. They pursie above. 
20 what s pleasant to themselves and immedisely before themn, 

With increaing e, their pleasures become diffrent. Thi is why they 
quickly become friends and quickly ceas (o be so. Thei (riendship changes 
iy the obiect whidh i found.pleasnt. Such pleasure alers quickly. 

Young people are amorous to. For love, to 4 reat exteat, follows the 
emorions and is for the sake of plessure. That is why they fal in fove and 
‘quicky fall out of love, hanging often within & single day. But these people 
o wish 0 spend theis days and lives togedher. For 1t is thus that they suain 
he purpose of ther riendship 

Periect friendship is the friendship of men who are good, and alike in 
For they wish well slike o cach other s gond, and they are good in 

hemseives. Now {hose who wish el o thei frends for ther sake are most 
sl frends. Yor they do this for ther (rends themselves, nd. not {or some 
incidental reason. 

“Therefore ther fricndhip lnsts s long ¢ they are good and virtue is 
an enduriog thing. 

Each it good 10 himself and 1o his friend, For the good are such exsn- 
ally and wseful 1o each otber. 50 too are they pleasant. For the good are 
without qualifcaion. pleasing 1o cach oiher. To cach s own scavidies 
and oibers Iike them are plesswrabe. But the actions of the good 3re the 
same o like. 

St 3 frendship may be expecied o endure. For there meets in it 4l 
the qualities that friends should have. For ail fricndehip is for the sake of 
oo or of pleasure—whethe It s trly 5o, or appears 10 be 1o the one loving, 
i which it e o ikenes o chat which s selly fo To such friendship al these 
qulites properly belong. Those who are alike accoding 1o i riendhip ako 
ave the other goods, for they are good in themselses and pleaing in 
themelves. 

“These sre the most lovable qualities, Love and fiendship therefoe are 
found most and in theie best form between sl men 

But it is natural that such fiendships should be infrequent, For such 
Further, such frendship require time and familiaity. As the proverd 

295, men camnot know each other until they have “eaten sl togethers” nor 
i they admit each osher 1o riendship or be friends unt cach has been 
found fovable and is rusced by the othe 

“Those who quicky show the marks of [rendship o each other Wish o 
‘e frends, bt are not friends unless they both are lovable and know the 
fact For & wish for fiendshlp may arie quickly. But frendship does not. 

“This Kind of friendship, then, 1 perfect both in respec of duration and. 
i sl other respect, and s frendship in every respect. 3 like rerurn being 
amade: 10 cach by the other, which ix what ought 1o happen becwcen friends. 

  

  

  

After the Philosopher has shown what friendship is, (in 
Ch. 2), he now distinguishes the kinds of friendship, (Ch. 3.14) . 

 



“Thus e frst shows the kinds of friendship (Ch, $19) and sccondly shows in what kinds there are accusations  (Ch. 13.14). Concerning the frst of these, he frt distinguishes the kinds of triendship which exist among equals, (Ch. 56, secondly among. unequals (Ch.7-12).As o the finst he frst shows the kinds, then shows that they consist in equality. More precisel, as to the first of these e first distinguishes the kinds, secondly determines them in relation t© their acivity, thirdly as to their subject.  As 10 the first he does o things: exablishes the distinction and then determines each species. 
irst he says that since there are three types of lovable thing, naly, the good, i. what is good in ftsell, the pleasing and the useful, hese are specifcally distinet, not a three species on an equal footing in the same genus, but rather in  relaion of greater or les fulflment of the requisites for friendship.  Since aat are differentiate according to their objects” love according 0 thes three objects will be specified, according to the diffcrens abjects, ic. there will be one kind when something i loved because of true good, another kind when love i hecause of something pleasing (0 the semses, amother kind when love is because of utlity. Since the act of frendship s love, there arc ihus thrce kinds of friendship according to the three objects of ove: (1) friendship because o virtue, which is rue and cisentis] go0d; (2) because of something pleasing t the senses (3) because of utitty. 
T ach of the hree the requisies for rindship previously mentioned are fulfiled, since in’cach there cam be a muta] eturn of love which is recognized. In each, one can wish good 10 the other according to the type of their Tove, 1 they love one another because ofvirtue, they wish each other the good of virtue, it because of utiliy, useful gonds; if because of pleasure, pleasun: able things. 
Now Aristole determines each kind, since they are not all equal, but more or less perfect, st he. determines oseful friendship and pleasurable frendship which are friendship in the secondary sense. Then he determines frendship based on. tru go0d, which is friendship in.the srict sense. Finally he com pares the other two o this later, Thus he first shows that the first w0 are imperfect friendship, in that they are only accident: ally friendship and casly disolved. First he says that those who love each other because of weilty do not love. each ocher. because of themselves, but 
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because they receive some good from each other. The same is 
true of those who love each other because of something pleasing 
0 the senses. In this case one does not love the other becanse 
he is virtuous in the matter of pleasure, but solely because he is 
pleasing. 

Thus it s evident that those who love because of urility love 
because of the good which they receive, and those who love 
because of pleasure, love because of the pleasute they perceive. 
“Thus they do not love their friend for what he is in himsell, but 
according 10 something accidental 10 him, ie. whether he is 
useful or pleasing. Thus these friendships are not real friendship 
but only quasi-friendship, because a man is not loved for what 
he is in himself, but according as he provides utility or sensible 
pleasure. 

Then he shows that such friendships are casily dissolved. 
They exist because of something passing in the men loved, in 
<which they do not always remain the same, as the same man does 
Dot always remain pleasing or useful. When those who are loved. 
cease to be pleasant or useful, their friends cease to love them, 
The same thing is not always useful 1o a man, but now one thing, 
now another, according to the times and places. Thus a doctor 
is useful in sickness, and a seaman in navigation, and so forth. 
Since, therefore, [riendship is not had toward the man for 
himself, but for the wiility derived from him, it follows that 
once the cause of the friendship s removed, the friendship also 
is dissolved. The same occurs with riendship for pleasure. 

Next he shows to what sort of people such friendships belong. 
First as 10 useful friendship. This involves three types of men. 
Principally it occurs among the aged, who do ot seek the 
pleasurable to delight the body or the senses, but the useful, in 
ihat they require that failing nature be sustained. 

This sort of friendship also belongs to adolescents and young 
people who seck the uscful. They cannot be wholly said t0 love 
each other, nor do they live together, because at times they do 
not afford each other pleasure, nor do they need each other’s 
society except because of utility. Their mutual association is 
pleastrable to them in so far as it implies the hope of some good, 
to which end this association is useful. 

He also mentions that some reduce (o friendship because of 
wility the friendship of travellers who appear to love each other 
because of the utility derived from each other in the course of 
their journey. 
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Now he shows to whom pleasurable. friendship belongs. First he shows that such friendship seems 1o exist principally among the young. This is because they live as their passions dictate, the judgment of reason, by which the passions are directed, not yet having been strengthened in them.  Since all the passions terminate either in pleasure or sorrow, as shown in Book 1L it follows tha they chiefly pursue that which is pleasur able 10 them at the moment. The passions belong to the sensitive part of man, which is chiefly concerned with the present, To love that which may produce pleasure in the future already belongs in the domain of the nseful. 
Such friendships are easily shifted. This is true frst of all since, with the passage of time, one's taste in pleasure changes, Children and adolescents and young men are not all delighted by the same things, thus [riendships are casily made and casily broken off. As the pleasure changes, so changes the friendship, ‘There is 3 rapid evolution in the pleasure of youth, since the very nature of youth consiss in 4 certain constant evolution. 
This is evident on the parc of those who love. Young people arc of a loving nature, .., they are prompt and intense in_their love, since they do not love.from considered choice, but by pasion and inasmuch as they desire pleasure, Thus they love strongly and intensely. Since passion as quickly pasies 25 it s quickly arouscd, it follows that such casily begin (0 Tove, and just as casly cease from loving, and many times in the sime day begin and break of riendships. But as long as such friend. ship endures,chose involved wish to be together and lve together all day long, in that they are mutually pleasing to. each other. In this way they are disposed to true {riendship. 
At this point he determines that principal sort of friendshi which is because of the good of virtue. First he shows that it perfect, and begins by saying that friendship of the good and of those alike according to virtue is perfect friendship. 
Secondly he proves what he says by showing the conditions of this friendship. First of all, this friendship is essentially s0, and not mercly accidentally. Those who are alike according 10 virtue wish cach other good in the respect in which each i good. And they are good in themselves. For virtue is a cerain per. fection which makes a man good, and his actions. Therelore such men wish each other good in themselves. Thus their friendship is friendship which is truly so. 
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‘He also concludes that this friendship is the greaiest. That 
which is essentially 5o is always greater than that which is 
‘merely relacively so. Since this friendship is essentially so, and 
the others only relatively, it follows that the virtuous, who wish 
ach other good for each other's sake and not because of anything 
which they receive, are the truest friends. 

He fusther concludes that because such men love each other 
inasmuch as they are good, it follows that their friendship 
remains,since they are good by virtue. For virtue is a permanent 
habit which is not casily lost, as is evident from Book I1. There- 
fore such a friendship is lasting, 

Such a friendship lacks nothing which s required to perfect 
friendship. 1t comprises all hat s in other friendship, since 
in this friendship both friends are good not only in themselves 
but towards cach other. For the virtuous are essentially good 
and useful 10 each other, and essentially pleasing. The reason 
for this is that each one takes pleasure in his own actions and 
in those like his own. Actions according to virtue cannot con- 
lict with each other, but all are according to right reason. Thus 
it is plain that the friendship of the virtuous not only has 
essential goodness, but also pleasure and utility. 

He again swesses that such 2 friendship is normally long 
Tasting and not easily dissolved, since it involves all that is 
required for friends.  All friendship is cither because of good or 
because of pleasure, and that either essentially or relatively, 
depending on whether what is loved is essentially good and 
pleasing, or whether it is good and pleasing in regard to the one 
loving. This latter is not esentially good and pleasing but 
according to a certain likeness to that which is truly and 
properly good and pleasing. In the former friendship, all the 
above exist not accidentally, but essentially. Those who' are 
alike according 1o this friendship of virtue also have the other 
goods because that which is good in itself is also pleasing. 
Therefore, since such friendships have all that is required for 
iriendship, they are not easily dissolved. For it is usually some 
deficiency which causes us to set something aside. 

He again points out that such friendship is the greatest, 
since that in which all the reasons for loving is found is most 
lovable. Such are true goods, because they are good in themselves, 
and are also pleasing and uscful. Therefore love is most truly in 
such friendships and such friendships are greatest. 
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Nevertheless such friendships are rare, which is a sign of 
their perfection, since the perfect is found only rarely in any 
genus. “This is tue for two reasons. First, because it is the riendship of the virtuous. There are few such because of the diffculty of ataining the middle course between excess and defect s s said in Book I1.Thus it is probable that such friend- ships will be rare, 

A second reason is that such friendships require a long time and mutual knowledge so that both may recognize each other s virtuous and friends; since, as the proverb states, two do not know each other until they have eaten a measure of sal together. 1t should not be that one should accept another as his friend before e appears lovable 1o him and is thought t0 be so, and this rarely happens. Therefore such friendships are rare. He now excludes the objection concerning those who seem 10 become friends immediately. He says that those who immedic auely manifst the deeds of friendship show that they wish 10 become friends, yet they are ot yet so until they know them. selves to b lovable. Thus a man may immediately have the desire for friendship but that is not yet Iriendshi Aristotle now concludes thac such friendship. is perfect because it is lusting according to time, and according (o the other aspects. 1t abso includes all that is present in other friendships. Each friend gives 1 like return 1o his friends, which requived in-friendship and they do this because they ase alike in virtue, 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

Friendship of the useful and the pleasing sort is shown 
0 be similar to perfect friendship. 

Friendship for the sake of pleasure bears & sesemblance of thi kind, For good people are pleasing to cach other, Likewie frendship for the ke of uility. For the good are 4lsa usefl 1o tach ofher. Friendships chicly endute among such people, when the fricnds get the same rom cach other: e, pleae, Not only fhat, but ¢ ot be ot the same sort, and happens between people with 3 sense of humor, nog o5 Gometimes) appens becween lover and beloved. For thest o sot tabe. pleasure n the sume thingi, but the one in secing the beloved and the othes. in receiving attentions from (he lover. With the pasing of beanty, (e riendship sonetimes paes (oo, For the one finds o plessure in the sighe of the other, and the other gets no attetion rom the fhsk 
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AMany, howeser, remain in fieadsbip if rom habit they like cach other’s 
ways, both having the same habis 

But those who do not retrn. pleasure, but iy for pleasure, ar less 
friends and st constant. 

“Those who are friends for the sake of utlty part when the advantage 
s atan end. Tor they were not riends of each oxher but of wiliy. 

For the ke of pleasure or utility, then, even bad men may b frends 
of each other, o good men of bad, o one who is neither good nor bad of 
boih, But for their own sake clearly only good men can be friends, For 
bad men do not delight fn each other unless some iy is derived From 
ther relaionship, 

“The friendship of the good alone s unchanging. For it s not casy 0 
betieve anything (1) of him who. his long been teted by oncselts and it 
i among good men that trust and the feeing that "he would never Nrong 
me”and all the other things that 1xe demanded i truc frendship ate found 
I the other Kinds of fiendship, however, there it nothing to preent these 
evils from arising. For men apply (he naime of frends even o those whose 
‘mrive i iy, in which sense 3ates re suid ta be riendly. For he alli 
ances of sates deem 1o aim At utlity. Those who are friends becaise of 
pléssure seem to b fiends 3 children are, Feehaps we ton ought perhaps 
o call such people friends 

Tor there wre seversl kinds of friendship. Fise of all and chiefy, there 
s that of the good, 3 ood. The others arc called 30 because of their simi- 
Jariy. For it is n virue of something ood and something akin o the true 
good that they are friends.  For even the plesant s good for the 
Jovers of pleasure. But these two, kinds of friendship. (the useful 
and the plessant) v not alvays conjoinc, nor do the same people become 
friends for the take of willly and of plewsure. For things hat are only 
incdentally connceted are not alvays Joined together. Friendship_being divide nto these kinds, bad men wil b frends for he sake of plessure 
o utlty, being aiike in one of these. But good men will be fricnds for 
Uhei ot sake, £ i viru of their goodness, These then are Iiends wihout 
qualfcaion. ‘The others ae only incidentaly so and through & resemblance 
o these. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Alter the Philosopher determines the three kinds of friend: 
ship he now compares them 0 each other. First he shows in 
what way other friendships are similar to perfect friendship, 
then shows in what they differ, and finally concludes. As t0 the 
first, he hegins by showing their similarity as to the cause of love. 
Friendship because of pleasure resembles perfect friendship in 
that virtuous men are pleasing to each other. Friendship based 
on utility s likewise similar to perfect friendship in that virtu- 
ous men are useful to each other. 

There is also a similarity as to the permanence of the friend- 
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ship. This is in two ways. Even those who are friends because 
of urility or pleasure, often remain friends 2 long time when 
they render an equal and same return o each other, i.c, pleasure 
for pleasure. Since there are different kinds of pleasure, generi- 
cally and quantitatively different according to the different objects 
of pleasure, it is required for the permanence of such friend- 
ships not only thiat there be a return of pleasure, but of pleasure 
of the same sort, as occurs in those with a sense of humor Wherein 
one is pleased at the joke of the other. 1t should not be as happens 
in the case of two persons whose love is that of the sexes, when 
sometimes the two are not always pleased by the same thing. 

Here the one who loves is pleased in seeing the beauty of 
the one loved. The one loved in receiving the attentions of the 
lover. When this ceases, the friendship is sometimes broken, i.c. 
when on dhe one hand there is no longer sight, on the other no 
longer attention. 

Even in useful and pleasing friendships, they often endure if 
one likes the ways of the other, as one carnal person likes the 
ways of another, or one covetous person likes the ways of another, 
not that such ways are lovable in themselves, but rather by 
habit in that both have the same habits. Similarity is of itselt 
a cause of friendship, unless it accidentally impedes one's own 
good, as said above. Therefore, since evil ways acquired through 
habit are enduring, 50 also i such a friendsh; 

Those who, in making a return, do not repay pleasure for 
pleasure but utility for pleasure, are less friends because of a 
lesser likeness. Therefore their friendship is less enduring 

Those who are friends because of utility, likews 
separated when the utility ceases, because they were ot friends 
of each other but of utlity. Pleasure, however, comes more from 
the one loved himself, than does utility, which is sometimes in virtue of something external. 

Men of any type can become friends because of pleasure 
or utlity, the good of the good and the wicked of the wicked, likewise those who are neither virtuous nor wicked, of both the former and of each other. But perfect friendship, whereby men Iove each other for themselves, can only occur among the good. 
Among wicked men, there is nothing in themselves which one 
can love or take pléasure in, except a certain usefulness, 

Only the friendship of the good, which is perfect, is of its nature unchangeable. ~ Friendships cease principally for the 
16+ 

  

       

  



reason that one of those concerned finds in the other something 
which is contrary (o the friendship. But this cannot occur in 
the friendship of the good, since a man does not casily believe 
anything ill of him whom he has tried over a long period of time 
and has never found doing anything unjust, and in whom he 
finds all that is deemed worthy of true friendship. Thus such 2 
friendship is not dissolved, both because it is genuine and not 
accidental and because it is perfect, containing within itself all 
that is required for friendship according to the definition above, 
also because it is not subject (o the impediment of [riendship 
which follows. 

In other friendships there is nothing to prevent one from 
believing evil of the other, or one doing something unjust o 
the other. Therefore, those in such friendships are not really 
friends. But since men are accustomed to call such people friends, 
both those whom they love because of utilty, as there is said (o 
b friendship among sates because of the utility of their alliance 
against enemics, and those who love each other beeause of pleasure 
as in the e of children, we must submit to the common 
custom of speaking and call them friends. 

In conclusion, there are several types of friendship. First and. 
principally there is the friendship of the good, for their good- 
fess. The other types of friendship are called so because of 
similarity. Men are called friends in such friendships because 
of a certain resemblance to true friendship. It is plain that 
pleasure seems a certain good to the lovers of pleasure. Thus 
this friendship has a certain resemblance to that founded on 
the trie good. The same is true of useful friendship. 

These two latter types of friendship do not always go to- 
gether, ic., the same being friends both for wility and pleasure, 
because those things which are accidental are not everywhere 
conjoined, as in the case of being a musician and being white. 
The above friendships are accidental, as said above. Therefore 
they are not always conjoined, Thus, since friendship is divided 
into the above categories, wicked men can be friends in that they 
are alike in one of the above. But only the good are essentially 
friends. The others are only friends by similitude, in so far as 
they resemble the good. 
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5 Aristotle shows that [riendship consists both in act and 
in habit. Although distance dissolves the acts of friendship, it nevertheles does not dissolve the habit. 

Just 25 i regand 10 the vinue, some men e caled g because of hei sy, 3 100 1 riendshp, Fo hose who It ogiaher delht n each ot i confer eneit upo exch othe; bt these b are Mecp OF separited by diance e not peformng bt are dipesed 15 petorm he i of (rendip, Disince dors not bresk off Hiendshiy absoutly, Dt only b sy Bt f the tatne i Isin, f e t0 make men foger hee rend. hip. Whence i s aid that many endhips ave diolved by not caling onds riends 
Nether old people nor sour_ people seem 1o make.fiends easly, for iher s il thit 3 leaent I hem, No e chn ped i doy i one ieha s 524, or ot pléasant. For mature secims above a1 0 avod e paintul ind 1o sk the it 
“Those, howeder, who approre of esch other but do st live ogether s 10 e el dinpond raher shan acual rends For there is nothing 0 charcteiic of riends a iving together, While tose i ned sk iy, e those ‘who re suprenehy happy deve spend their day togeher. For salitude Suls Such pople. I o it Bk People cannoc T togeher I they are not pessant and. o not enjy he S ings,a e o e e o these ot ped ogeiner “The I, findibi, then s hat of the oo 4 we have fequently id. For that which is csentially o0 or plssint euns 10 b¢ Iovebie ant 10 chser 2 o £ peson st Wb 5 50 1 . e s 0t he oo v o ot thse ez For loe may be likened 1 e, but rendibip o habit. Lo may b (el toward ek things, b el Jove spengs from choice, . choie derives faom 3 vate of characie: “The good which men with o thels fiendsfor hei ssk comes ot from feling b from a s o aharsie, I loving 3 fiend, ten love what is good fo themselses. For the good man in becoming 4 fricnd besome 3 goad 1 i find: Each, hen, o Toves gt s o o hinket and makes an cqusl retur i 5 1o wiking and 1 the Sind o willg. Fo Eienhip i {0 b equatcy, Thes thngs sne ound hiely In (e Tsendhip of ne ool 

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

After the Philosopher has distinguished the kinds of friend. ship, he here determines them according to the proper act of fricndship. First he distinguishes friendship according 1o act and habit, then proves what he has brought forward. He begins by Saying that just as in other virtues certain are called good, that is, virtuous by habit, having fortitude or liberalit even when they do not exercise these virtues in act, while certain 
18



others are called virtuous by reason of exercising the acts of 
vittue, 50 also in friendship: certain are called friends in act in 
tha they Live together with pleasure and do good to one another 
—which two activties appear (o belong 10 the act of friendship— 
while certain others do not actually perform the acts of fricnd- 
hip yet are habiwally disposed to performing them, as occurs 

Iriends when they are asleep or when they are separated by 
distance._Friendship itself is not dissolved by distance but only 
the activity of friendship. Thus it is evident that {riendship 
remains even when the activity ceases. 

He shows that nevertheles certain things are lacking to 
friendship when activity s mising. Thus he says that if the 
absence of friends from each other is of long duration, it seems 
10 bring about forgetfulness of the previous friendship. So 100, 
other habits are weakened by lack of activity and finally vanish. 
It is necessary that habits which are acquired by activity be pre- 
served in the same way. For cach and every thing is preserved 
by its cause. Thus it is said proverbially that many fricndships 
are dissolved through the fact that one does no call the other and 
does not speak 10 and live with the other. 

He also says that neither do old people nor severe people, 
i, men who are austere in speech and lie, appear prone (o friend- 
ship, because they are not apt lor the activity of friendship, 
which is to live together, There is little pleasure in them 
Therefore they cannot easily live together since no one can all 
day long, that i, for a long time, live with 2 man who sorrows 
or with one who does not please. 1t seems 10 be fundamentally 
naiural 1o men and other animals to fiee sorrow and desire 
pleasure, which is nothing other than the repose of the appetite 
in the desired good. 

There is also another (ype of men who are receptive (o 
each other in that the one accepts the manners and ways of 
the other yet because of some circumstances they never live 
together. Such men are more benevolent than friends, since 

ndship requires living with each other at least at times. 
Aristotle now proves what he has previously supposed, 

namely, that living together is required for friendship as its 
proper act. He states that nothing is s0 proper to friends as to 
live together. He has stated above that two things belon to the 
activity of friendship, namely, 1o live together and to do good 
to one another, which s to be useful to one’s friends, which 
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utility not all men seck in their friends but only those in need. 
But 10 dwell the day through, that is, for a long time, with one’s 
riends, this even the blessed desire, e, those who abound in 
worldly goods, for whom it is not pleasing to be alone. Men 
cannot get along together unless they are pleasing to each other 
and enjoy the same things, both of which factors are found in 
those who are nourished together. It is therefore evident 
that the principal act of friendship is to live with one’s friend. 

Avistotle concludes from the above that that friendshi 
greatest which is of the good. That appears to be lovable and de- 
sirable in fsell and essentially so which is good or pleasurable in 
itself. That is lovable and desirable to each which is such to him. 

‘But one virtwous man s lovable and desirable to the other for both 
these reasons: because both are good and pleasing in themselves, 
and 10 each other. Therefore the virtuous above all can live 
together with pleasure, 

Now he proves that friendship exists not only in act but 
also in habit. First he states that love scems to imply passion. 
But friendship seems to imply habit and to be like other habits, 

Sccondly he proves this. The first reason is that love in its 
fundamental sense may be had even towards inanimate hings, 
as when one is said 1o love wine or gold. But mutual love, which pertains o the essence of friendship, a5 was said above, is through choice and can be had only by rational beings toward 
cach other. That which is done through choice, is not done 
through passion but more by habit, Therefore friendship is a 
habi 

By friendship men wish good to their friends for themselves. 
It they wished good o their friends for their own gain, this 
would be loving oneself rather than one’ friénds. To love others 
for their own sake is not according to passion, since passion, 
which pertains 1o the sense appetite, does not go beyond the proper good of the one loving? Friendship therefore depends 
upon habit, and thus friendship is a habi 

Aristotle now answers a certain tacit objection. Tt was said 
above that that is lovable to cach which i good to him. That a ‘man should love a friend for his own sake appears to be contrary 
to this. But Aristotle answers that those who love their friend 
Tove that which is good to them. For when @ person who is good 
in himself becomes the friend of someone, he becomes good 16 his friend. Thus both, when each loves his friend, love what is good 
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to them. And both make an equal return to each other, both as 
0 will, in that cach wishes good to the other, and as to the type 
of willing in that each wishes good to the other not for his own 
sake but for the other’s sake. For friendship is a certain 
equality in that it requires a mutual return of love. This appears 
t0 add something over and above virtue. For in cach and every 
virtue, the virtuous act suffices. But in friendship the act of one 
s not enough, but there is required the acts of two who love each 
other mutually. Therefore the Philosopher does not say that 
friendship is a virtue absolutely, but adds ‘or implics virtue', 
since it appears to add something oer and above virtu, 

What has been said here concerning friendship is seen to 
pertain principally to the good. 

  

  

  

  

Ch. 6: The reasons why old people and severe people are not 
apt for friendship are set forth. 1t is also impossible that 
there e true friendship among a great number. 

Betieen son and clderly people fiendship sriscs Jss readily. inssmoch 
a5 they are more hard-tempered a0 enjoy companionship ess. For these 
Sre thought to be the greatest marks of friendship and most productive of 
it That i why, while Soung men become fiends quicky, oid men do o 
11 is hecause men do ot become.friend. with those in hom they do nof 
delight. Similarly sour people 4o not guickly make friends either, Bt such 
men may bear goodwill o each orber, For they wih one. snother well and 
3id e snather in seed. But they are hardly frlends. because they do not 
Spend theie days together nor delight in each odher. These are iought the 
reaten. marks of fiendstip. 

‘O canno be a fiend 1o many people in the sene of perect frindship, 
just a one cannot be in love with many people at once. For love is 3 sorl 
of exces af fecling. 1 i of the nature of such only 1o be el tovard one 

1 is not essy for many people at the same time to plesse one persan, 
Perhaps this would ot be well either. 

One st acquire some experience of the other person and become 
familia with im, and his s very hard. 

With 8 view 1o uilty or plessae it is possibic that many people 
should pless ane. For many pecple are useful or plessant, and ihes serices 
ke Jivte time 

Of these tho Kinds, that which is for the sake of pleasre is the more 
like friendship, when both paries g the same things from cach other and 
dclight in cach other r fn the same things, a i the fiendsbips of he young, 

For generosity is more found.in such friendships. Friendship based on 
iy ¢ for the commercally. minded. 
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People who are supremely happy, 100, have mo need of useful frends, but do need pleasant frends. For they wih 1o live with someone. ‘They an put up wih something sxd for & while, But no one could put up with it continuously. Not even with the Good.iself if it were paibful p one. That s why they Took out for friends who wre plessant. Peshaps they should Took out fo friends \whe, being pleaant, are aisa good. They must e good or them, 100, and thus they will have what i required for rindship: People inpositons of wutharity seem to- have fwiende who Gl into disinct clsses. Some people are el 10 thems and others are plcsing. But the same people are rarely both, For ey scek neither those whose pleasantness i accompanied by irtue, ‘o those whove utlity i with 2 view 1o noble objects.. But in thee deire for pleasute they seck for thove with 3 sense of humor, fo utity.they el on those who arc industrious in carying ot whatever they command. The w0 are ravely combined. Now we lave said that the good man is both pleacant and useful. But s  man does not become th riend of one ho suspases bim 1 sation, unles he S also suspased in vircue, Unles this 1 s, they do ot meet o the ground of uniform superiority. But people who urpass him 1 bodh Fespeets are ot eaey 1o fin “The aforestid riendihips fnvolve equality. For the friends get the same things {rom cach other and wish the same things 1o cach other, or xchange e thing for another, e plessre for iy e have said, haeves, ihat such friendships (for pleasue ox utlliy) are borh les tsuly friendships and. lesy permanet. For 3t Is from. thelr Tikeness and theis unlikencss o the same thing that they are thonght both 10 be and not o be fiendships. I is by ther Hkenes 1o the fieniship of virtue that they scem to be friendshipe. Far one af them involves plespune and the other wility; and these characternic oth belong 10 the rendibip of virtue. I s because he frendship o viru is unchangiog and permmapens. ‘while these quickly change, 35 well a diflerng in many other respem, that they appesr o many ot 1o be frendships-_becase they are. walike Mo rienditip o sirtue. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

After the Philosopher has distinguished the different types of friendship, he here determines these friendships in relation to the subject, iie, the friends themselves. First he treats of the apitude and inapiitude of certain men for riendship. He beging by saying that there is so much the less friendship among the severe and the aged as they are the more hard-tempered, that is, presuming of themselyes, they follow their own way, Therefore they cannot agree with others. They enjoy the conversation of others less, both because they are intent upon themselves and because they are suspicious of others. Vet agreement and speaking. with one's riends would seem to be one of the principal activities of friendship and conducive to it. 
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Consequently, young people, who enjoy talking together and 
easily assent to others, make friends rapidly. Such is not the case 
with the aged. They cannot become friends with those whose 
association and conversation they do not enjoy. The same reason 
holds for the severe, who are contentious and critical of what is 
done by others. Such men, i.c., the aged and the severe, can be 
benevolent, in that they wish good to others, and even come to 
their assistance in necessity. Ye they do not become really 
friends, in that they do not live together and do not enjoy the 
company of friends, both of which appear to be fundamental 
activities of friendship. 

Secondly Aristotle speaks of the number of friends, He 
begins by showing that in pericct friendship, which is the 
friendship of the good, one does not have many friends, This 
is so because, frst of all, since such friendship is perfect and the 
greatest, it is comparable 10 a certain superabundance of love, 
regard being had to the quantity of love. In the love itself, 
however, there will be no excess. It is not possible that virtue and 
the virtuous man be loved excessively by another virtuous man 
who orders his affections by reason. Such a quantitatively super. 
abundant love naturally cannot be had for many, but for one; 
as occurs in love among the sexes wherein it does not occur that 
 man loves several women superabundantly. - Perfect friendship, 
therefore, cannot be had toward many. 

Another reason is that in perfect friendship the friends are 
most pleasing to cach other. But it is not likely that many 
will please each other at the same time., There are not many 
10 be found who do not have something displeasing to some man 
because of the many human defects and their conflicting natures, 
Consequently, whereas one man may be very pleasing, another 
may not be. Possibly it would not be well if many different 
men were most pleasing 0 a man, because while associating with 
many he could not pay attention to himself. Therefore, there 
are not many friends in perfect friendship. 

A final reason is that in perfect friendship one must get 1o 
Know one’s friend through long association. This is most diffcult 
and therefore cannot oceur in many cases. Thus many friends 
are not implied in perfect friendship. 

In the other two types of friendship, however, a man may 
have many friends to whom he is pleasing. First, because there 
an be many who are useful and pleasing t0 the senses.  Secondly, 
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because a long time is not required, but it suffces for such 
friendships that in a brief interval the friends give pleasure or 
some utility to each other. 

Of these two sorts of friendship, in which one may have 
many friends, that for pleasure’s sake scems 10 rescmble friend- 
ship more. 1 the same is done by both, i.c., if both give pleasure 
o ¢ach other, they both enjoy the same things, which is proper 
t0 friendship. 1t is a sign that their pleasure is one if they 
enjoy the same things. (But this is not the case when pleasure 
is given on the one hand, and something useful on the other.) 
Such pleasurable friendships are those of the young who love 
each other because of the mutual pleasure they afford. 

‘The reason for this is that in pleasurable friendship the 
riends love €ach other more liberally than in useful friendship. 
in which there must be some rewrn of gain. This latter sort 
of friendship thus appears 1o resemble a business agreement. 
Pleasurable friendship i therefore sironger, as approaching closer o perfect friendship, which is most liberal since i it the friends love each other for themselves. 

Another reason i that blessed men, i, men abounding in goods, do not nced usclul friends, since such men are self suffcient, but they do need pleasing friends because they must asociate with others, which is impossible if pleasure is not forthcoming. Men can stand sadness for a time. But no man can put up with sadness indcfinitely. He could not even stand the true good if it was a source of sadness to him. That is why men who do not take pleasure in good decds cannot long per- 
severe in them, It is therefore plain that pleasurable friendship s grater than useful friendship as being necessary to more men. and better fated men. 

Here Aristotle infers a certain corollary. Since even the true g00d, if it were something sad, would be intolerable, it follows that those who are friends for virtue's sake must be pleasing to cach other, They must not only be good in themselves but in cach other's eyes. Thus they will have what is required for friendship. 
Finally Aristotle teats of the distinction of friends. ~Firse he points out that men who are in power use different sorts of friends,ic., some are useful friends, others are pleasant friends, It does not casily occur that the sime men are their friends in both senses. 
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“This he proves by noting that such men in power do not 
seck the pleastre of virtue, Such pleasure has a conjoined use 
fulness. Nor do they seck friends who are uscful in the pursuit 
of true goods. Such utility has a conjoined pleasure, For 
pleasure they call on men who excel at play, such as actors, For 
utilty they call on other friends who industriously carry out 
whatever they command, whether good or evil. The two are not 
found in the same man, i, both industry and jocularity, because 
ndustrious men do not give themselves to joking but o scrious 
matters. Thus men in power have different sorts of friends " 

He now answers an objection. Someone might say that 
man in power has also friends who are both pleasant and useful, 
since a virtuous man s both of these. But Aristotle answers 
that & virtwous man docs not become the friend of a man who 
superabounds in power or wealth, unless the virtuous man finds 
tha the man in power exceeds him in virtue. 11 this is not the 
case, the man in_power who is excelled in virtue does ot 
secompense the virtuous man proportionately, ic., just as the 
virtuous man defers to him as being more powerful, o he should 
deler 10 the virtuous man as being better. 

Usually, the more men excel in pover and wealds, the 
better they think they are. It s not often that one finds men in 
power who are such that they ither excel in virtue or defer 10 
the virtuious man as being better.t 

Now Aristotle shows that the aforesaid friendships reside in 
cquality. Since this i already evident in friendship for goodness” 
sake, he now proves this for useful and pleasurable friendship. 
In these cases they cither wish and do the same things for cach 
other, xepaying pleasre with pleasure, or usefulness with uscful- 
ness, or clsé they exchange one for the other, i, uselulness for 
pleasure o vice versa. 

Asistotle concludes that it is evident from the above that 
those friendships which are less properly friendship are less endur. 
ing than perfect friendship which is that of the good, by com- 
parison with which these other friendships are more or less s0. 
Inasmuch as they resemble true friendship, they seem 1 be 50 in 
that one offers pleasure and the other utility. Perfect friendship 
has both. 

But as to the other aspects of friendship they scem (0 be 
lacking, in that perfect friendship is unchanging and enduring. 
The other sorts are quickly changed. They differ in many other 
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respects also, as is evident from what has gone before. Because 
of this dissimilarity they do not appear to be friendships in the 
true sense,   

  

  

The friendship of unequals is discnssed, such as that of 
father and son, man and wife. The differences between 
these friendships are shown, and how they are preserved. 

  

Bt there s snother Kind of fiendship—ae which ivolves an o cquality between the pacis, £, that of fathr 1o son and i genre of e e 10 the younge, hat of an 1o wit ard n gecra thev of rle 5 b 
G These friendships differ also from each other. For it is not the same that exiss Berween parcis . children and between utet s subjs, mor cven it of athr 1o 3on the same S5 that of s 10 fuher, northet of Rusband 10 wie the same 4 i o wif 1o husbond. or e vitue and funcion of ach of (b s diflren. S0 ar he rensons Lo whieh they Tove, ‘The o and rendship are heslor i at, 
Each parcy, then, nethe gt the same.from he other, nor ought 1o ek . Bt when chiihen Tenbe 10 pancos what they ought v e 1 ihose who brought them o he woia, and Fares reader what hey hould 1o theie chikdien, the {iendsip of ueh persoms whi be ADMbE aol elen 10 sl such rendsips he ove hould be propational, e, he betes should be mose owed han e Joven, 4o 30 shouhd he e kil s Similary i cach of the ohes cass, For whes th love o pomoraon s ih dignty of the parics there A 3 ceiin gAY, Wi B ey el e be chaacie o fndship: Bt cqualiy does ot sccm 10 ke the same form in 3 of usice and in fiendsip. Tor in sl of ulce, cqunly scconding . digly. gt cqualty accoding 0 Gy Tn IHendsbp. hewevch caueiny abcding 10 quniy precees ettty sccording 1o gty “This becomes lar it there s . gret. ieral . rspet of vrtue. or of any ober Kind of sbundsnce. Such e do o rematn oendy b s xpe 10 be o “This it manifest i ihe cae of he gods. For they surpass us mont deciiely in Al go things. 1t 1 s e 1 the et B Bge Bor s o ot epect 1o b this D11 who se mch e 10 then Nor G e o ane o 10 sécount expet 1o be iends with e Do o s i such cass . i na posible (0 define exacly o 9 what pta frents can remin rends, For tmah € b ke away.and Sendbuny e Bt hen one paty i removed (o5 g istance s God b 4he Bonsms o Fieniip cbner gt Whence it s that the quesion arie whether fiends reslly wth for thei tiends he reses goods, o5, hat of becoming ot For b thes 
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case, they will o longer be friends, sor will they be good for them, for 
friends are good things in themselues, 

“The answer i3 (hat I we were right in saying that one frend wishes 
go0d 10 another for his sake, he cerainly wishes his friend 1o remain a5 
i T therfore to s riend as & man that he wishes the gratest goos, 

Tt perhaps not all the greatest goods. For i is for himuell moxt of 
all that each man wishes what i good, 

After the Philosopher has distinguished the kinds of friend- 
ship which consist in equality, he here distinguishes the kind of 
iriendship which is among unequal persons. First he determines 
those things which in general periain 1o the distinction of such 
iriendships. Secondly he distinguishes these riendships accord- 

g t0 their special properties. “Thus he begins by treating of the 
friendships in which one exceeds the other, secondly of those 
between contrarics, such as 4 rich man and a poor man. 

TBesides the friendships already mentioned, which have been 
said to consist in cquality in that they are of those who are 
alike in virtue or utility or the power to please, there is also 
another type of friendship which is according to superabundance, 
in that one person exceeds the other, as in the friendship of 
father 10 son, and generally of the older to the younger and of 
man 1o wife, and in general of every man who has dominion over 
anyone 1o him over whom he has dominion.t* 

He sets down how these friendships differ from each other 
specifically. They differ first of all according to the different 
Kinds of superabundance. There is one kind of friendship of 
father toward son and another of the one commanding to those 
he commands. Another difference s in the diverse relations of 
the one excecding and the one exceeded. The friendship of the 
father to the son is not the same as that of the son to the father, 
nor is that the same between husband and wife and wife and 
husband. 

This is true for wwo reasons. First of all, since friendship 
exists both in habit and in act, it is necessary that in each friend 
there must be a certain habitual disposition for fulfilling those 
things which belong to friendship, and friendship itslf. It is 
obvious that in each of the above, the actual carrying out of 
friendship s not the same in every case, as of father 1o son, and 
‘man t0 wife, or of son to father, Consequently it is not onc and 
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the same virtue. Therefore there are different kinds of friend- ship involved, 
‘The sccond reason is that in these friendships there are different reasons for loving. The father loves his son for one 

teason, the son the father for another, likewise a man his wite, But according to the diffrent reasons for love, there are different 
Toves, and consequenly different friendships. , 

Now he shows how the aforesaid friendships are preserved. First of all they ate preserved by the fact that cach shows toward the other what is right in loving and being loved. Secondly Aristotle shows the relation of love and being loved t0 friendship, (Ch. 8). Thus frst of al the same things are not done in these riendships on both sides, nor should one require the sume things s the other does, Thus a son should not seck from his father the same reverence which he shows him, 15 in the friendships pleasure is demanded for pleasure and utlity for utility. But when they show toward their parents what they should show towards the sources of their being, and the parents show towards their children what they should show 10 those they have engendered, their friendship will be enduring and virtu. 
Atistotle now shows how this should be done. He states that in all friendships according to superabundance of one person towards another, there must be love in proportion, i, the better of the two should be loved more than he Toves. The same is e of the more useful and the more pleasing or of any other excellence. When both are loved according 1o their dignity, there is then a certain equality of proportion which appears to belong to frendshi 
He now shows how this applies diversely to justice and o friendship. The equality and proportion according to dignity are not the same in justice and in friendship. For, as was sid in Book V. concerning justice, dignity must be fist estimated. according to proportion and. there is then an equal exchange, But in friendship the opposite is true, since there must first exist a certain cquality between persons who love each other, and then there is shown what s fitting to each according to his dignity. 
“The reason for this difference s that friendship is a certain union o society of friends, which cannot exist among those widely separated, but must approach a certain equality. Conse. quently it perains o friendship 1o use an equality already 
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constituted with equity, but it pertains (0 justice to reduce that 
which is unequal to equality. - When equality exists, the work 
of justice is done. Thus equality s ultimate in justice, but s the 
beginning in friendship 

Aristotle now shows the truth of this by a sign. The 
equality which is first required by friendship is cvident in the 
fact that if there exists a great gap of virtue or of wickedness or 
of anything whatever, men do not remain friends, nor is it 
thought worth while to have friendship between those who 
differ greatly. 

There is the example of those who greatly exceed men in 
all goods. Consequently they do not have friendship for men, 
conversing and living with them. These separated substances 
Aristotle calls gods after the manner of the people.®  Secondly 
there is the example of kings who do not think those far lower 
than themselves worthy of their friendship. The third example 
s of those men who are the best and. the most wise who do not 
make friends of those who are completely unworthy. 

Aristotle now answers a_ possible question. One might ask 
how great a distance can exist and friendship sill survive. He 
answers that in such matiers one cannot give a certain determina 
tion. It is enough to recognize in general that one can lose much 
which another possesses and friendship still survive. On the 
other hand f the distance is very great, as between man and 
God, such a friendship as we are now discussing cannot subsist* 

There arises from the above a certain doubt, namely, do 
friends wish for their friends the greatest goods, i, that they 
should be gods or kings or most virtuous? It would seem that 
they do not, because then they would no longer be friends and 
thus would lose a great good: their friends. 

He solves this objection in a twofold way. First, since one 
friend wishes good 1o the other for his own sake, one must 
presuppose that once these goods attained the friend himself 
will not change. One friend wishes the greatest goods 10 the 
other as he is, not as being set among the gods. 

He also says that a friend wishes good (o a friend but not 
more than o all others whatsoever, since each wishes such goods 
for himself also. Conscquently he cannot wish for his friend 
those goods by which he would lose his friend who is a great good. 
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Ch. 8: Loving and being loved: their relation in friendship. 
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desive is for what i intermediate. For that it what is good, e, it s good 
for the dry no o become wet but 1o come to.the intermedite state, nd 
similarly with dhe hot and in al other cases, “These subjects we may dismis, for they are indeed somewha foreign o our induiy. 

     

After the Philosopher has set down that friendship between 
unequal persons is maintained by loving and being loved pro- 
portionately, he now shows the relationship of loving and being 
loved to friendship. First he shows that it is more proper to 
friendship 10 love than o be loved. Secondly he shows that 
by love according 10 dignity, i, proportionate love, friendship 
i preserved. Thus, he frs. begins by saying that many appear 
1 wish 0 be loved more than 10 love, and chis because they love 
honor. For it pertains o those who are superior, o whom horor. 
is owed, that they should be more loved than they themselves love. 

This he proves by @ sign. From the fact that many wish 
10 be loved more than they love, it follows that many are lovers 
of adulation, j.c.. they get pleasure out of being flaticred. One 
who flaters s cither really a friend in an inferior position, 
since it belongs to the lesser to flater or by fatiering pretends 
10 be s0, and o love more than he is loved. 

He now explains what he means by saying that hecause of a 
Tove for honor a man wishes 1o be loved more than he loves. 
Being loved is close to being honored, which is desired by many. 
Honor is a certain sign of the goodness of him who is honored; 
one loves whatever is good or appears to be good. 

He now compares being loved and being honored. _First 
of all, men do not desire honor for its own sake but accidentally. 
Men seck honor especially from two types of men. 

Many are pleased if they are honored by the pawerful, not 
because of the honor but because of the hope which they derive 
from it. They thereforé rejoice in honor as in a certain sign 
of good feeling, i, of the afiection of those honoring them. 
There are others however, who seck honor from virtuous men 
and wise men, because in this way they seek to confirm their 
ovn apinion of their goodnes. Thus they rejoice really i the act 
that they are good, as though believing this on the judgment 
of upright men, who, by honoring them, seem to cal them good. 

Secondly, men rejoice in being loved even for itself, and t0 
have friends appears to be the principal exterior sign of Honor. 
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Gonsequently, since that which is eseential o something is 
greater than that which i accidental, it follows that it is better 
© be loved than 1o be honored, since friendship is desirable 
in sl 

‘Aristotle now says that friendship consists more in loving than 
in being loved, Friendship appears as a kind of habit, s was 
shown above. A habit, however, s destined (o action. To love 
is 10 act well, being loved is rather receiving an effect. There. 
fore it is more proper to friendship to love than 1o be loved. 

Aristotle shows this by a certain sign. Mothers, who have 
a sirong friendship for their children, delight more in loving 
their children than in being loved by them. Some mothers 
even give their children to others to bring up, and knowing 
them 10 be their children, they love them but do not seck to 
any great extent (o be loved by them in return since this cannot 
be done. It seems o suffce them 10 see them acting well and 
faring well. Thus they love their children even though these 
atter cannot return them a ftting love becanse of ignorance, e 
they do not know them o be their mothers. 

Aristotle now shows how by love according to dignity, or 
proportion, friendship s preserved. First he shows how friend. 
ship endures if it is proportionate. ~Since friendship consists 
more in loving than in being loved, friends are praised for loving, 
not for being loved. That is the praise of friends. 

Since each is praised for his proper virtuc, it follows that 
the virtue of one loving is judged according to his love. There 
fore whenever friends love their fricnds according 10 the propor- 
tion of their dignity, they remain friends and their friendship 
s persevering. Thus,as long as they love each other according to 
their dignity, even those who are of unequal condition may be. 
friends, because they are thus equalized. The one who is more 
Tacking in goodness or in some other exccllence, loves more, and 
thus by the abundance of his love makes up for the defect of his 
condition. 

On the basis of this he compares the aforesaid types of friend- 
ship: First e shows what friendship is most enduring. Simi- 
arity, which brings abont and preserves friendship, scems to 
exist especially among the virtuous, These latter remain alike in 
themselves, because they are ot easily changed from one thing 10 another, and remain in their friendship for one another. This is because one does not need 10 have the other do anything wrong for him, which would be against the virtue of the one doing it 
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Neither of them aids the other in anything wrong. But if there 
may be said to be anything wrong among the virous, one 
would rather prevent the other from doing it. For it belongs to 
the good that neither o they do wrong, nor do they allow their 
friends to do wrong. " 

He now shows what friendship is least enduring. Evil men 
do not have anything firm and stable within themselves. The 
wickedness in which they are s of itself hateful, and thus 
affection varies since they can find nothing in which their will 
can rest, nor do they long remain alike toward cach other. But 
rather they wish contrary things t those they wished at firs, 
and thus they are friends for a while, i.., 4 long as they enjoy 
the wickedness in which they agree. 

Finally he notes thos riendships which are between the two, 
and says that useful and pleasurable friendships are morc 
enduring than evil ones. Utility and pleasure have something 
in themselves whence they are loved. Therelore these friend. 
ships last so long as the friends render pleasure or utility to cach 
other. It is otherwise with those who are friends in wickedness, 
who have nothing lovable in themselves 

Finally he determines concerning that friendship which 
appears to be between men of disparate condition. First he 
shows that such friendship scems to be chicfly because of utility, 
in that one friend secks from the other something that he lacks 
and gives something else in retum, as the poor man desires to 
rective riches from the wealthy man, for which he gives him 
service in return. 

Next he shows how this may also apply in pleasurable 
friendship. He states that one can reduce Lo this type of fricnd- 
ship love between the sexes, by which the lover loves the one 
loved. There is sometimes a certain contrariety in such love, 
as between the beautiful and the ugly. In friendship which 
because of virtue, however, there can be no contrariety, since it is 
chiefly in this type of friendship that similarity exists, as stated 
above, 

Because between the lover and the one loved there is some- 
times a contrariety, as between the beautiful and. the ugly, it 
follows that occasionally one sees lovers derided who consider 
that they should be loved as much as they love. This is fiting 
if they are both equally lovable. But if they have no such 
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quality which merits that they be loved to such an extent, it is ridiculous if they scek to be so. 
Finally he shows how one contrary may desire the other. He states that this i not so of itself but accidentally. OF itseld a middle state is desired which is the good of the subject affected by one of the contrarics to excess. For instance, if a man's body is very dried out, moisture is not good and desirable to him in itself but as a means to a middle state which is attained by the moisture, The same is true of heat and other such contraries, Since this question pertains more to natural philosophy he there. fore states that it will be passed over. 

        

Ch. 9 All friendship is based on communication. Friendships are diversified according to the different. communications, It is shown how these communications have a similarity 0 political communication. 
Friendship and justice seem, 15 we have wid at the ontet of our dis. cussion, 10 be concemed with the same objects and exhiblicd between (he same perions. For I cvry communication there & thought 1o, be some form of justie, and.friendship, 100 Therefore men address a5 friends ther fellow-voyagers and. {ellow. soldies, and. those swocited ith them in'any other K of communiey “The extent of their asociation is the extent of their friendship, 1o 1t 1 2f the Jstce which exiss between them, The proerb “what friends have is common property” expreses the ruth, for friendship. depends on communiey. Now brothers and those nourished together bave il things i common, others bave some hings sparai. Some. ave more, dome. 1w, Accoriag 10 this some riendships are geater, some I great “The claims of jusice dife, 160 For the dutics of parents 1o children e those of brothers 10 each other e not the same. o those of e and those o fellow-citzens. So, oo, with the other Kinds of hiendsinp. or that which s just varies sccoding 1o each Justce and injustice fncrease a5 they are shown 10 those who are more our friends, €. 1t is 3 more terible thing to.defraud 5 commad e s fellow citzen, more cruel not o help 3 brother than 4 strangen fo ke one's father than anyone else. The demands of fustice alo sems o soerrs il the intesiy of he friendship, which seems o imply 1hat hey appl 10 the same matcers and both belons; 10,3 certain equalty of commuca iy, Now all forus of community may be awimilaied 1o aspecs of poihienl community. They concur i that they confer some i for the don of thase hings necesry o lie. But polies) commity, . s 0 ais for some gai, or i scems 1 be I ande 1o ek omeihng 
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  selul and aequire 11 dhat citzens st come ogether and. remain uniied 
For this s what legisators aim ac, and they call that juse which i 1o the 
common adaniage 

Now other communities aim at some particular advantages, e, siore 
AU what it advantageous on 4 voyage 1o View 1o making money, or some 
other thing, Fellow sokdiers sim 2t what is advantageous in war, wheiher 
0 money. o vicory, o the conquest of 4 stae. Members of fhe fribes 
and demes et similrly 

Some communitiey seem 1o arise for the sake of plessre 
singing together or playing musical imsruments togecher. By 
for sacifices and wedings, 

But al these are contained under politcal communication. For_ the 
ter aims not a1 present advancage, bt what s advantageous for e 13 

3 whole, Those who perform stcices and who srrange the meedings snd 
bestow honors upon the gods, aho fntend {0 provde. pleasnt. relavation 
for themselves. For the ancient sacrifices and gaiherings seem (o take place 
afer the harves 3 4 sortof Grsroits. For it was 3 these essons that people 
had most. Iesure. 

AL communitics, then, e 0 e pit of the palitcal community 
Thus the particular Kinds of friendship Wil correspond o the particolar 
Kinds of paitcal communiy 
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After the Philosopher has touched on the different types of 
friendship among unequals, he now distinguishes them according 
10 the propertics of each. First he shows that these different 
friendships are distinguished like political communications. 
Secondly he distinguishes them thus. As to the first he siates 
that all friendship consists in communication. All communica- 
tion may be reduced to political communication. Therefore all 
friendships can be distinguished according 1o political communi- 
cations. He proves the fist statement in o ways. 

He does so first of all by reason: showing that such is the 
nature of friendship. As was said above, justice and friendship. 
are concerned with the same matters. But justice consisis in 
communication. All justice is towards another, as is said in 
Book V. Therefore friendship consists in communication. 

Secondly, he shows the same from customary speech, Men 
are accustomed o call friends those who communicate with 
them in some way, e.g. fellow scamen those who sail with them, 
fellow soldiers those who bear arms with them. The same is truc 
in other communications,since friendship appears 1o exist among. 
men according to the degree in which they communicate with 
each other. 
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“Thindly he adducesa proverb. Among the people it s said 
hat friends have all things in common. Thertfore fiendd 
consstsin communicaion: 

Now he shows that fiendships are divensified acconding to 
the diflrent commnlcaions,  This he does in three ways. 
Fi he shows the ifcrences of friendehip ccordin (o the 
diflerene of ommunicaton,  We s hat among brothes and 
persons a0 conjoined al things are n common, L, hous, tble 
ind 0 forth, | Other (rinds have certain separare posssions 
Some have ore and some lss. According 1 this, ome frend: 
ships a7 grater, mmely among those who have mors i common, St ficacaip 3o I, Aaincly Siuou L Whi Haes et 1 common. - Trom this i is evident tha if there were mo.eom: muniation there would be no (riendship: He alio shows tha juice i diversied according (0 diffrenc communications. That which s Jut s not the samé in every communication, but difierent, Jut as it s evident tht there is not the same justice beween & father and his sons and beteen the brothers themselves, Likewise Justice is diferent betcen those who have been brought up iogeihr, and among itzens, who mutually render othér things. 10 cath. other 5 being duc. The sme is e of other frindships. “Thus 1 15 it tht jusicevaries with esch of the sbove 

He now shoe how justice s divesiied according (o the difcrent iendihips He satc that ustice and injosice inrease 2 they are cxercsed owards thote who are more our fiends. T is mote just to do more good o a {rind and more unjt 10 Harm him, s for  man to el or plunder money belonging 1o someone close 1o him o brought up with him s more hurih and unjus than il he did the same o another ithen, The e would hold ruc f he withdrew help fom a rodhes more i i he did the sam 10 2 stoanger,or S b should seke g father, more dhan i h sruck some oher “The fct that fiendship and that ‘which is jusc grow to ethr proceeds fom the fact tht thy exist i the e masens nd ot belong to 3 certain quality of communication.  This Sign confrms what has been said sbove, 
Now heshows that llcommuniarions are educed (o polii cal communicadon. irst he shows tha 4l communiationsare similu 10 political communication, We pesceve that al som: municaions concur in something ysel; t the end, that i, of 
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procuring some one of those things which are necessary to life 
This seems to be likewise true of poliical communication since 
itizens appear 1o have frst come together and 1o persevere together because of common wtilty, This is evident for two 
reasons. 

“The first is that lavemakers appear 10 tend principally toward 
procuring the common utlity. Sccondly men call that just in a 
state which contributes o the common utlity. 

He now shows that other communications are contained 
underpolitical communication, First, communicarions orher 
than the political, intend some particular good: c.5. those siling 
ogether intend 1 acquire money if they are merchans, or some 
such dhing. 1 they are soldiers they agree in that for which the 
war exists, whether it is money, or purely victory, o domini 
over some state. Thus those, (00, who belong to ane ribe or one. 
people, agree on some particular utility. 

Even those communications which scem to be based on 
pleasure are undertaken for something useful. Certain com- 
munications seem 1o be for his former reason, as that of those 
who sing togedher in a chot, o of those who use brass instru- 
mens, i, the twba and the ymbals. Such communications are 
usually made for the sake of sacrifices to the gods that men may 
be retained there more pleasurably, and for weddings that the 
man and wife may have greater pleasure since they communicate 
in such general rejoicing. 

From the above Aristotle concludes that al other communi- 
cations are contained under political communication. Al are 
customarily contained under the political since it is customary 
that al be ordined through the political.*_Other communica- 
tions are ordained. to some particular wility. The political 
however, does not intend any particular and present good, but 
intends that which is useful thioughout life. 'This he shows in 
particular concerning the communications of those who convene 
for pleasure, and principally in the case of sacrifices where it is 
Tess evident, 

Those who perform sacrifices in such meetings intend (o 
give honor to God and to_ procure for themselyes rest with 
4 certain pleasure, which is ordained (o the wtility of life, 
‘Whence, among the ancients, after the harvesting of the crops, 
i€, in the autumn, sorifices were made and men gathered 
together, to offer up the firt fruits. This was 2 time apt for 
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men to relax, both that they might rest from their previous 
Iabors, and because they had at hand a sufficiency of foodstulfs. 
Thus it is evident that all these are subject to political 
ordination, as pertaining 1 the urilty of lif. 

He now concludes (o his proposition, namely. that all com- 
munications are contained under the political as certain parts 
of it, inasmuch as the others are ordained to certain particular 
utilities, but the political to the common utility. Since friend- 
ships follow such communications, consequently the distinction 
of friendships is according to the political 

  

  

  

  

Ch. 10: The types and number of political bodies are set down 
and are seen o be three: Kingdom, Aristocracy, and 
Timocracy, of which the first s the best, the last the worst 
(of the three). 
Thee ae three Kinds of polity, and wn equal number of transgresions, o cormuptions,of the same. The palites are kinglom, and arisocrscy. The thind, which s based on moderaie povesions, secms 10 he fuingly caled timocracy. Many simply call it poit. “The best of these 1 Kingdom, the worst. tmocray. “The transgresion of Kingdom Is tyranny. Both are monarchies, but there s the greaest diffrence heween them; the tyrant 100k to s own advantage, the King (0 that of his subjecs. For 3 man is not a king unlens e s suffcent 1o himself and exels bis subject i all €00 things: and sueh & man needs nothing fusther. Therefore he will not look (o his own interets but 10 those of his subject. A man who 3 not sueh Wil be more ke 1 man chosen by lot. than a king. Now 4 tyrant i the very contrary of 1his; the tyrant pursues his own good. And it is clearr i the case of fyranmy.thay it s the worst transgresion, for the worst it the contrary of the best, The depraved form of monaechy is tyranny, nd a bad King becomes 5 tyrans Acistocracy tums into oligarchy through the wickednes of the lesders, ‘who distribute the. goods of the city without regard 16 worthiness, 4ndl 3 o most of them to themseles, gving offie always o he some people, peying mos regard to weslih. Thus the rulers are few, and are bad men Inicad of the mst worthy. 
“Timocracy iurms into demoeracy, for the to are coterminos, For timoeracy ntends (o be the rule of the majority, and all 10 be equal who have placs of Honor, Democracy i the least evil of the corrupt, poltes, for it s only a sight deviatlon from the original polty. Such poliies a1 those enumerated are vy greatly subject to change: these are the et and. here. fore, casiest, wansitons, 
One may find resemblances 0 these various polities and, as it were, exumples of them, in domestic socity 
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The relationship beween father and sons is like that of & Kingdom. 
For the futher cars for the children. That s why Homer cals Jove 
“father”, for  kinglom should be paternal ole 

Among the Persians the rule of the faher it tyrannical, They trest 
helr chidren Tike slaves, Tt tyrannical sule is that of maser o slve, 
for it s for the advantage of the master, Now thi seems t0-be corrct, b 
the Persian rule s wiong, because diflerent persons al for different rul 

“The associaton of hisband and wife sppears o be aisorratc, For 
the man rules i accordance with his worth, and in those mattes in which 
 man should rue. But the matters that hef 3 voman, he hands over 10 her 

‘When a man rules in everything thei selationship changes nto olgaechy. 
For thus he is ot acting according to his dignity, nor doing what i heter 
When vomen rule because they are helresss, the rule s ot by resson of 
virtue, but by teason of wealth and power, 3 in aligurchics 

The asociation of brother s ik that of 4 timocracy. Fo they are equsl 
except for the difference of age. 1 the difference of age is geat, the frend. 
Ship seems to be o longer fraternal 

Demacracy i found chiely in howses where there is no master, for here 
a1l are qual, and he who sules Has slight dominion, and €ach has power. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

After showing that the types of friendship are reducible to 
political communication, he here distinguishes them according 
to the political communications. First, thercfore, he distinguishes 
friendships according to this distinction: secondly he subdivides 
them (Ch. 12). He begins by distinguishing the political com 
munications themselves, then the types of friendship according to. 
them (Ch. 11).. 

He starts by saying therefore that there are three types of 
political communication, and as many corruptions or trans- 
gressions thereof. The proper polities are three: kingdom which 
s the rule of one; aristocracy which is the rule of the best, in 
that such a state is governed by the virtuous. 1t would seem 
proper that there be also another type, although they do not 
mention it, as is evident in Book IV of the Politics, which is 
futingly called timocracy from timos. Timos means pay, since in 
this polity pay is given to the poor (to enable them to attend) 
and penalties inflicted upon the rich if they do not atend politi. 
cal assemblies, as is evident in Book IV of the Politics. Some call 
it by the common name of polity (or constitutional government) , 
in that it s common to the rich and the poor, as is seen in Book IV 
of the Politics. 

‘He now compares these polities with each other and states 
that the best among them is the kingdom in which one man 
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who is best rules; the worst, i.c., the least good, is the timocracy 
wherein a plurality of mediocre men rule. Aristocracy occupies 
a middle place, in which a few of the best rule, whose power of 
doing well is nevertheless not so great as that of the one best 
man acting with the plenitude of power.® 

He now discusses the corruption or transgression of the 
aforesaid polities. The transgression or corruption of a kingdom 
is called tyranny, He shows this by the fact that they agree 
generically. Both are monarchics, i.c., the government of one. 
Just as onc man rules in a kingdom, 50 also in a tyranny. 

They differ however in many ways. Contraries are those 
which differ greatly in the same genus.  He manifests this differ- 
ence by saying that the tyrant intends in his rule that which s 
useful (o himsel, the king intends that which i useful o his 
subjects, 

This he proves by saying that a man cannot be called a 
King who s not sufficient of himself 1 reign, ie, excelling in all 
goods, both of soul and body and exterior things that he may be worthy and capable of ruling. When e is such he needs nothing and thercfore does not intend his own utility—which is typical of those in need—but rather is intent upon doing good for his subjects, which is proper to those who superabound. He who s ot such, ie, excelling in all goods, may be better called clerotes, that is, one chosen to rule as though by lot, than king. But the tyrant is contrary (o the king because he sceks his own good. Consequently it is evident that this corruption is the worst. ‘The worst is contrary to the best. One transgresses from a kingdom, which is the best, as has been said, to tyranny which is none other than the corruption of monsrchy and the rule of one. When a king becomes bad he is called 2 tyrant. Conse- quently tyranny is the worst. 

Next he treats of the corruption of aristocracy. From aris. tocracy one transgresses t0 oligarchy which is the rule of a few. “This i because of the wickedness of those who rule, who do not distribute the goods of the state according to worth but rather usurp all the goods of the state or & great part of them for them 
selves and always confer authority upon the same ones, that they may be enriched, and their friends. Thus it comes about that in the place of the most virtuous who preside over an aristocracy, rule is had by a wicked fev. 

Timocracy corrupts into democracy, which is the power of 
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the people. Both these polities are coterminous, i.¢. neighboring. 
They are alike in two respects. The frst is that even timocracy, 
which is the power of rewards, is the rule of the multitude, just 
as democracy. Secondly, in both polities all those who have 
places of honor are equal. They differ however, in that a 
timocracy intends the common good of both the rich and the 
poor. In a democracy however the good of the poor alone is 
intended. Consequently democracy is the least perverse. For it 
recedes only slighily from timocracy which is a correct type of 
polity.s 

He concludes that poliies greatly vary and thus are casily 
cormuped, as said above. 

He now also distinguishes domestic groups according to the 
same lines. He therefore begins by saying that a likeness and 
example of the aforesaid polities may be found in domestic 
groups. 

The communication between  father and his children is 
similar 10 a kingdom, because the father has the care of his 
children as a king has of his subjects. Thus Homer calls Jove, 
because of his royal power, father. Rule of a father in his house 
islike a certain kingdom. 

As to tyranny, this exists in households fist in the case of 
the Persians where the fathers treat their children like slaves; 
secondly in the manner in which masters employ slaves intending 
their own utility, These two ways differ, however, in that one 
appears correct, whereby masters use slaves for their own utility.* 
The other is perverse, whereby fathers use children as slaves. It 
s futing that one should rule over different types in a different 
way. Comsequently it is perverse 10 rule over children and 
slaves in the same way. 

Finally he says that the rule by which man and wife rule i 
their house is aristoeratic, because the man has dominion over 
and care of thoxe things which pertain 0 a man by his dignity 
and relinguishes to his wife those things that belong to her. 

He now ss forth two types of household rule that correspond 
10 oligarchy. One is when a husband wishes to dispose of all 
matiers and leaves power over nothing to_ his wife. This is 
meither according to his dignity nor what is best. The other 
is when wives have complete sway by the fact that they possess 
the wealth, and then rule is not according t0 virtue but according 
10 riches and power, as occurs in an oligarchy. 
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Finally as to timocracy. The rule by which brothers rule 
n & house appears to be timocratic, in that brothers are equal 

except for differing in age. If this difference is great, their 
friendship would seem t0 be o longer fraternal, but paternal. 

A certain likeness to democracy s found in houses which have 
no master, as when associates dwell in an inn. Here all are 
equal and if one rules he has slight power, as for example the 
one deputed 1o pay the expenses. Each of the associates has 
power in the house, as in democracies any man of the people 
has power, as if by equality, and leaders can do lttle. 

    

  
  

Ch. 11: Aristotle teaches that (o each type of polity there 
corresponds a type of friendship. This is true both of good 
and corrupt polities. 
According 10 each of the poliies, there secis 10 be Triendsbip, i that i each thee is some Kind of Jusice 
“The fiendship o & king for hisubjects consises in a0 exces of berefits conferred, or e conters benehts an his subjects f, being 4 good man, he cares for them with & view 1o their well being, Whence Homer ealled Agamemnon “shepherd of the peoples” 
Such (00 is the friendship of 4 father, 
“They difer, howerer, s 1 the magnitude of the beneis, For the father s the catse of his children' being, which is thought the gréatest good, and of their nurure and insruction. These things are sseribed. 1 aneaor a8 el 
For by nature 3 father rules over his children, and ancestors over their descendants, and a King ovr his subjct, Thise iriendstips {mply superirity of one party over the oiher. Far s reason parents are Bonored. The ustie that exils between person 50 rlated s mot the Same o both sides But i in every case proportioned 1o meri, which is o true o friendship. 
“The friendship of man and wife s the same a3 that found in an aistoc: 

racy. For it is n accordance with virtue, and the betier gets more of what i good, and each what s fing, and 30 too with jusice. 
‘The fiendship of brothers s like that of those who are comrades, For they are equal and of ke age. Such. are wsally of like instruction and like ways. The friendship of timocracy is smilar to this, For citaens wish to be equal and fair, and to rule In part and equally, and so exists the riendshp beween then. 
In the cormuptions of the same, as fustice hardly exiss, %0 (00 docs fiendship, 
It cxiis lesst i the worst form. For there s Tile or o friendship i tyranny. 
For where there is nothing common to ruler and. ruled, there fs no 
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friendship eiher, nor justce. Bt the reladionship i rather that of astsan 
0 tool soul o body, and master (o servant. For these are aided by the latter, which they use for dheir own advantage. But one docs not have Biendship toward Iifeless things, nor for 3 horse or an o, nor for 4 shve 
¢ such, fo there is nothing in comman. A s & 3 lving (oo, and a to0] 
A lfees lave 

“As slave, therefore, one has not friendship. (oward. bim, but 35 3 man. 
For there appears (0. be & certain jusice beoween & mn and any other 
with whom he can share in law a0 agrecment, and kevise fieudship. 
buc 3 10 a2 man. There i lile friendship and. fustice in tyrannics. 

The most i that which exists in democracies. For thoe who ate equal 
have many things in common, 

  

  

  

  

  

    
      

Having distinguished the different types of political and 
domestic communities, Aristotle here distinguishes the types of 
friendship according to the same. Thus he first states his proposi- 
tion, saying that according o each civic and political group 
there is a corresponding friendship, since in every polity there is 
found. some kind of justice, Friendship and justice are in a 
certain way concerned with the same things, as was said above. 

Secondly, he proves his proposition. This he does first con: 
cerning correct polities. Thus he begins with friendship corre- 
sponding to kingdom. First he shows what kind of friendship 
exists between the king and his subjects; secondly, he compares 
paternal friendship to regal friendship. He states therefore 
frst of all that there exists between the king and his subjects 2 
friendship of superabundance in the line of beneficence, as of 
the one bestowing good toward the one receiving it. It pertins to 
a king to do good to his subjects. If he is good, he watches 
over his subjects that they may act well, for he intends to make 
his subjects virtuous, He s given names denoting that he directs 
his subjects as a shepherd his sheep. For this reason Homer called. 
King Agamemnon the shepherd of peoples. 

He now begins 1o compare paternal 10 regal friendship and 
scates first they they are similar. 

“The two friendships differ however in regards to the magni- 
tude of the beneficence. Although the beneficence of the king is 
absolutely the greatest insofar as it is directed towards the whole 
multitude, nevertheless in comparison to the individual person 
that of the father is greater. For the father is the cause to his 
child of three supreme goods. First, by engendering him, he is 
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the cause of his being, which is considered greatest. Secondly, 
by bringing him up, he is the cause of his being nourished. 
Thindly, he is the cause of his instruction. These three are not 
only attributed to parents in regards o their children, but also 
10 grandparents and. greatgrand-parents in regards o their 
descendants 

He now proves that paternal friendship is similar to regal 
friendship. For parents are naurally over their children and 
ancestors over their descendants as a king is over his subjects. 
Whence children are in the pover of their ather, and descendants 
in the power of their ancestor, as subjeets are in the power of 
the King. 

He now shows in what all these aforesaid [riendships agree. 
First of all, all these friendships consist in a certain super- 
abundance of one to another. And since in the case of 1 king 
and his subjects this is evident he shows how it is true of parents 
and children. Honor is owed to him who is in a position of 
excellenceas stated in Book I, and this is to be applied to progeni- 
tors. Furthermore in these friendships justice is not the same 
on both sides as though the king should do the same for his 
subject as the subject for him, or a father for his son 25 a son for his father. Bt rather justice is gauged on each side according to dignity, 50 that each does to the other what i fitting, 
since friendship s thus considered among them, i, that each 
should love the other as is befiting. 

He now shows what friendship exists similar to aristocracy 
and staces that the friendship which exists between hushand and wife s such as that which exists in an aristocracy, in which certain ones are given authority because of virtue and are loved 
for this reason.Because those who are setat the head are better, 
they therelore receive greater good, in that they are preferred 
before others, yet ach receives that which is his duc,  For the virtous, when they ate in power, do not withhold from their subjects that which is their due. Tn this way justice is preserved in an aristocracy, and the same i true of the friendship of man 
and wife. The husband, because he is better, isset over the wife, yet the husband does not command in those matters which arc the wie's domain. 

He next shows how friendship may be compared ta timocracy, and says dhat the friendship which exists between brothers 15 assimilated to the friendship of comrades, i, of those of like age. 
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For brothers are equals and of like age. Such seem (o be of one 
instruction and in_ general of one code, since one’s ethical 
standards follow one's mode of living, as staied in Book IL 
Hence it is evident that to such a [riendship is assimilated that 
which exist in a tmocracy, in which the citizens who are set 
in authority are equal and virtious. Whence it is just that 
ey should rule in part, in such a way, chat is, that any one 
docs not have the entire power but partial power, so that even 
in their power they remain equal. And so exists the friendship 
between them. This is manifestly seen in the friendship of 
brothers and those of a same age or brought up together. 

He now considers friendship in_comparison 1o corrupt 
polities, and frst shows that in such polities there i litle friend. 
ship, then that in which there is least and that in which there 
is most under the circumstances. Thus he states first that in 
corrupt politie, just as there s litle justie, so also there is litle 
friendship, which is in a certain way concerned with the same 
things as justice 

He now shows in which of the corrupt polities there is the 
least friendship. He staes firsc that since in corrupt polities 
there is Jittle friendship, it follows that the least friendship is 
in the worst of the corrupt polities, i, in tyranny, in which there 
i no or very litle friendship. 

This he proves. Since friendship consists in communication, 
as shown above, it is plain that if there is nothing in common 
between the one commanding and the one commanded, as when 
the one ruling intends his own good, there can be o friendship 
between them, just as no justice, in that the one ruling usurps 
for himself the whole good which is owed to_the one ruled 
This occurs in a tyranny because the tyrant docs not intend 
the common good but his own; and acts toward his subjects 
as the artisan 1o his tool, the s0ul 1o the body, and the master 
10 the slave. The tyrant uses his subjecs lke slavs, 

These three which have been mentioned are aided by those 
who employ them n that they are moved by them, i, the slave 
by the master, the body by the soul, the tool by the artisan. 
But there is no friendship of those who use such things towards 
that which they use, because if they are in any way beneficial 
10 them, they do not intend their good except as it is referred 
to_their’ own good. This is especially clear of the artisan in 
relation o an inanimate instrument, owards which there 
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neither friendship nor justice because they do not communicate 
in human life. Likewise there is no friendship tovards a horse 
or a cow even though they are living. Thus there is even no 
friendship of the master toward the slave as slave, because he 
does ot have anything in common but the whole good of the 
slave is for the master,as the whole good of the tool s for the. 
artisan, A slave is like an animated tool, just as conversely a 
tool is like an inanimate siave 

He now shows how this s 10 be taken, and states that while 
there is no friendship of the master toward. the slave as slave, 
there s nevertheless Triendship toward him as & man. There 
can be some sort of friendship of any man toward all men, in 
that they can communicate by some Law or in some composition, 

. in some compact or promise. Tn this way there can be friend- 
ship of the master toward the slave as 2 man. Thus it is cvident 
that in tyrannies, in_ which the rulers use their subjects as slaves, there s litle friendship and justice. 

He now shows in which of the corrupt polities there s most 
friendship. He states that this exists in democracy since in this polity those who are in power intend 10 4 great extent the common good., in that they wish to_ equate the people to those who are well off, principally intending the good of the people. Oligarchy, however,is in a middle state, since it neither intends the good of the multitude as does demorracy, nor the good of one as does the tyrant, but the good of a fev. 

  

  

  

  

Ch. 12: Returning to the aforesaid principle of all friendship, which is communication, Aristotle teaches that the distinction of friendship is based upon the distinction of communication. Al friendstip, therefore, consit in comminication, 45 has been said One. might, hoever, mark off from the rest both the friendship. of Kindsed and that of comiade 
Those of Iellowitzens, fellow-sibesmen, fellow-soyagers, and. the fike are more dearly friendships of association. For they eem (0 e on 3 sor¢ of compact. With them we might clas. the friendehip of fellow-svelion: “The friendship of Kindred appears (o be of many Kinds, but 10 depend i all cases upon paternal friendop, For parents love their children 33 being 3 part of themselves. But the children love their parents a3 being something originaing from them. Parents know heit offspring beter than their children know that they are thei hildren 
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“The progeitor i coser o his ofprng than the ofpring o bis pro- 
senior For the product belongs 0 the producer, €5, 4 toath or aif o0 Sayihing et 1o i whose i 5. But the prodace does ot belong 10 1he 
product or beongs n a e degree. “The length of time produces the s vl or th parnis love theis 
children 2 so0n 35 these axc born, bt childscn ove their parenis anly e ine has clapacd wnd dhy have acquired mderianding o the power 
o Gacmimation by th senes, i R From thse consdersions it is ko plan why mothers love more than 
fathers do. Parenis, then, love el children 35 themselves, for these ar, being from them, Ik sepaated ofher sevs. But children love ther paents a1 e o then 

Brothers fove cach other 38 being born of the same pasents, For their identity with ther makes them denicl 1 caeh acher. That s why people 
Gk of the same blood of the e sock and 50 on. They are, heIme. i e, he s thin, though in eparae ndividuals, T hines Uh contbute reaty o (ndhhip are & common upbring: 
ing i smilaity of age. For two of an age tak 10 sseh oihes . those of's conmon way of e tend 1o be Eomrades. Nhence the ienddip of 
Brors s aimlaed o hat of comeade 
o and.other Kimmen are bound up togethes by derivation fom brothers, who sre fom the same pareuts. They come (0 be St 10geihe 

or arther apat by vintue of Uhe néarnes or disince o fhe comman 
“The friendship of childen to parnts, s o men to the gods i a thac 0 somiihing good and speion. T tey have confentd th hestest benet 

Since ey ar¢ the caunes of heir being and of heir nourhmEnt, 3. theis Upbrnging from bieh, 
“This kind of friendshi poscses plessantncs snd wiliy ko, more han Ui of stangers, inasu 2 el e s Hved more In Sommnon. 
"The friendhip of brothers has the harsceriis found in hat of <o s, and Tore 45 when hes sre. oo, and ke i things in hat they 

Src comer togechr and love cach ober from binth, and are more of ane Wy, I hat hey are of the sume purts, re nourhed ogesne, and 
rought wp togeher. Likewise he tst of e has been applid mt fully 25 iy n theie coe 

The sume is proportionsely trie in the other Giendhips of rlation. 
Between an and wie fiendship scems o exis by natuce, For man 

i more conjuga by mature than poiical, nsmich 2 the household is prior s hore. necesary than th iy, an i th proereston of chikren 
T s mone i common. ith the anmai. 

For the ather animals conmunicaton extends only thus far. But men i ogether ok anly for the. procacation o childeen. hut 2o for he 
ious prpose o e From he art the facions e dividod, and. tose o o a1 b i st diflernc. They are slf it therlore vhen 
hey Eomibite thie proper Tuncion 1o (b common e 
B Lo o o e ot 1 il csn b frendhp hscd o Vs 1 hey are Do ood: and Dot 
e theis proper vitue, becate of whieh both il i 
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Chiten seem o be  bond. of union, Fa ihi reson chidies people part more st For hidren are he common ol of both, nd. Whst 
Eamron ot then g o man and it and i general fiend and rend ought 1o lhve 
iogsher seems 1 be. nothing Gubey W o they may marmain Jitice 
{oward one anaier, For & man doc not e 1o have the same duies owand 3 T, 3 srangen, & comrade 4 3 schoolmat 

After the Philosopher has distinguished the Kinds of friend- 
ship_according to the kinds of political and domestic com- 
munications, he here subdivides the various species of friendship. 
To this end he first shows the common principle of this division 
and_subdivision and secondly treats of certain friendships in 
particulas. Thus he begins by setting orth the common principle 
for distinguishing Iriendships, concluding from the above that all 
friendship consists in communication. 

He firs. distnguishes according (o communication those 
friendships in which it is les evident that this is the principl. 
Tihus he states that according to the diversity of communication 
one may distinguish among themselves and from others the 
friendship of relations, i which exists among those of the 
same blood, and of comrades, which exists among those brought 
up together. Blood relatives communicate in their origi 
xades communicate in their nourishment. 

In this same way he distinguishes friendships wherein, 
this s more evident. Thus he states that political friendships, 
which exist among fellow citzens, and tibal friendships, among 
those of 2 same tribe, and sea faring friendships, among those who sail together, and others, e among fellow soldiers or 
students, show a more evident communication than those of rela- 
tives or those brought up together since it is phain that in these 
friendships the reason for friendship s communication. Among 
these one may also enumerate the friendship of those who are travelling together. But in the friendship of blood relations and comrades there is nothing present and permancnt in which they 
communicate. Hence the fact i less cvident. 

‘Then he determines cerain friendships in particular: first 
that of blood relations, secondly that of husband and wife. 
Among the fist he begins with that of father to son. Although 
the friendship of blood relations appears to be multiple, i6, divided into many different types because of the different degrecs 
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of consanguinity, nevertheless all these friendships depend upon 
paternal friendship as their principle, as will be subsequently 
evident. 

He now gives the reason for this friendship and states that 
parens love their children because they are something of the 
selves. From the seed of the parents the children are engendered. 
Whence a child is @ certain separated part of his parent. Conse. 
quently this friendship most closely approaches the love with 
which one loves oneself, whence all friendship is derived as will 
be said in Book IX. Thus it is reasonable to put down paternal 
friendship as the principle. The children, however, love their 
parents inasmuch as they have their being from them, as would 
be if a separated part loved the whole from which it \was taken 

He now compares paternal to flfl friendship and gives it the 
preference. It is reasonable to love the more as one knows the 
cause of love better, As has been said the cause of parents loving 
their children is that they are something of themselyes. The 
cause of the children’s loving is because they are from their 
parents, Parems are better able to know those who are born 
irom them, than childten to know from which parents they are 
born. Their generation was known to the parents, but not to 
e children who did not yet exist._Consequently it is reasonable 
that parents should love their children more, rather than the 

   

  

The reason for this is as follows. The motive of love in any 
friendship of blood relations is the propinquity of one to the 
other. But the one from which, i, the one engendering, is 
closer (0 the one engendered than that which is made (o that 
which makes, and the engendered to_the engendering, The 
engendered, as has been said, is a ceriain separated part of that 
which engenders. Whence it may be compared 10 the engender- 
ing as separable parts are to the whole, such s teeth or hair or 
some other such. Such parts which are separated from the 
whole have propinquity to the whole because the whole contains 
them within itself, but not conversely. Therefore nothing of the 
parts seems to attain o the whole or, at least, less than the con- 
verse. For the part, even though it is something of the whole, 
nevertheless is not the same as the whole, whereas in the whole 
the whole part is contained. Hence it is reasonable that parents 
should love their children more, rather than the converse. 

A final reason is that it is plain that friendship is confirmed 
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by length of time. 1t is evident that parenis love their children 
over a greater length of time than children do the parents.  For 
parents love their children as soon as they are born. But 
children love their parenis in the course of ime when they have 
reached undersianding, or at least the capacity to distinguish 
their parents from others. For in the beginning they call all 
men father and all women mother® s stated in Book 1 of the 
Physics. Whence it is again reasonable that the parents should 
Tove their children more than the ehildren do them, 

He now compares a mother's love to a father's and says 
that from the above reasons it is clear why mothers love their 
children even more than fathers. In keeping with the first 
season mothers are better able to know who are their children 
than their fathers, Also, as 1o length of time, mothers from 
association carlier conceive an alection of love for their children 
than do fathers. As to the second reason given, however, this is partally true and partially not, For the father contributes 
a more important part, namely the form, and the mother the 
matter, as is said in the book on the Generation of Animals* 

He here brings out what he had said in the second reason, 
namely that children are closer 1o the parents than the converse, 
“This arises because the parents love their children as themselyes. 
The children who are engendered from the paents are, 50 to 
speak, the parents themselves, existing apart from them and in 
this sense alone separated. fxom them. But children Tove their 
pasents not as being something of their parenis but 3y having 
been born from them. 

Next Aristole speaks of fraternal friendship. He states that 
brothers love each other because they are born from the same. 
Those things which are the same to one and the same are in & sense the same to each other, Whence, since children are in a sense alike with their parents, as has been sid, the identity of the children with their parents makes the children in & sense 
identical with themselves. Whence it is that we say that brothers 
are alike in blood and oot and so forth, And although the blood of the parents (which is the common root) is absolutely 
one, this idenity also endutes in a sense even in the children 
who are divided {rom the parents and from cach other. 

He now shows how such friendship is strengchened when 
he states that it is most. propitious to fraternal friendship that brothers should be brought up together and be near each other 
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in age, because those of a same age naturally love one another. 
‘And comrades, i¢., those nourished together, are usually of a like 
way of life, which is a cause of mutual love, Thus it is that 
fraternal friendship is similar (o the friendship of comades, ic., 
those nurtured together. 

He now determines the friendship of other blood relations 
and says that grandchildren and others related by blood are 
drawn together by the proximity of their ancesiry and friend- 
ship, in that they are from these, i, in that they proceed from 
brothers who are children of the same parents. For this reason 
those related by blood are thus called consanguincous because they 
proceed from the same. They are said t© be more or less 
closely related as they ate nearer or more remote from the 
one producing them, ic, from the first root of consanguinity. 
Tha which i first i taken as the measare i all things 

He now shows the properties of the aforesaid friendships. 
As (o paternal friendship, children have friendship toward their 
parents 2s to a kind of superior good, since the latier are their 
greatest benefactors in that they are (o their children the cause 
of being, of nourishment and of upbringing; and such is also 
the friendship of man to God. 

The friendship which exists between children and their 
parents has pleasure and utility, more than the friendship of 
outsiders in that they have a more common life. Whence it is 
that they are especially useful and pleasurable to each other, 

In fraternal friendship there is found the same which exists 
in the friendship of conrades, i, of those brought up together. 
1 he brothers are virwous and completely alike in their way of 
life, the greater is their friendship from being brought up 
together the closer they are to each other. This may come about 
in three ways. First, from length of time, since they love cach 
other from birth. Sccondly, according to more perfect likeness. 
Brothers scem to be more of the same way of life who are from 
the same parents and thus appear to have the same natural dis 
position, and are nourished together and brought up together 
by their parents, Thirdly, by the experience of friendship 
since over a long period of time they have tried each other 
and therefore their friendship is greatest and most firm. 

Referring to the {riendship among other relations he siates 
that what pertains to the friendship of other relations is o0 be 
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seckoned according to the proportion of fraternal {riendship, 
since other relationships are derived from brothers 

Now he treats of the friendship of husband and wife. He 
first. states that there is a certain natral friendship between 
hushand and wife. This he proves by recourse 0 a higher 
principle. Man is naturally a political animal and much more. 
S01s it in the nature of man (o be a conjugal animal. 

There are two reasons for this. ‘The frs i that those things 
which are prior and necessary seem to pertain more to nature. 
Domestic society, to which pertains the union of man and wife, 
i prior to civil society. The part is prior o the whole* It is 
also more necessary, since domestic society is ordained 1o the 
necessary acts of life, Le., generation and nourishment. Whence 
it s evident that man is more naturally a conjugal animal than a 
political one. The second. reason is that the procreation of 
children, to which the union of man and wie is ordained, s 
common'to the other animals and therefore follows the nature 
of the genus animal. Thus for this reason also it i evident that 
man s more by nature a conjugal animal that a political one. 

He now asigns the proper quality of conjugal friendship 
which is proper only 1o men, concluding from the above that in 
the other animals the union of male and female is solely for 
the procreation of offspring, but among men, male and female 
communicate not only in the procreation of children but also 
for the sake of the necessities of life. 1t s immediately evident 
that the human operations necessary for life are distinet for 
‘men and women, in that ceriain things are fitting for a man, 
., what is to be carried on without the household, certain for 
2 wife, such as sewing and other things to be done within the 
house.” Thus they are selfsufficient when both accomplish their 
proper tasks in common, 

Whence it is plain that conjugal friendship among men s 
not only natural as in the other animals, as being ordained to 
the work of nature which s generation, but it is also domestic 
as ordained to the suficiency of domestic lfe, 

As t0 the common properties of friendshi 
the above that conjugal friendship has udlivy, inasmuuch as 
through it one arives at a suffciency of domestic life, It also 
has pleasure in the act of generation as in the other animals. 
1 the husband and wife are virtuous there can also be 4 friend- 
ship because of virtue. There i a certain type of virtue proper 
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10 both, ie., to the husband and wife, because of which their 
friendship is rendered delightful to each. Thus it appears that 
this friendship can be because of virtue, because of wility and 
because of pleasures” 

‘Showing how this friendship may be strengthened he states 
that the cause of a stable and firm union appears to be children. 
Whence it is that those who are sterile, i, who lack offspring, 
are sooner separated from one another. Among the ancients 
‘matrimonial scparation existed for reason of sterility. The 
reason for this is that children are the common good of both, of 
the husband and wile, whose union is for the sake of children. 
That which is common contains and preserves friendship, since 
it exists, as was said above in communication. 

Finally he answers a question as to how a husband and 
should live together. He answers that to seck this is none other 
than t0 seek what is just between man and wile. They should 
so live together that each would maintain for the other that 
which is just. This varies with the different friendships. 1t 
does not seem that the same is just for a friend and a stranger 
‘and one with whom one was brought up and a pupil. Therefore 
the consideration of such belongs to domestic or political science. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Ch. 13: T is shown in what types of friendship there can be 
excess and deficiency, also that quarrels may arise in certain 
friendships, and grievances; especially in that friendshi 
which s for utilitys sake, not, however, in that which is 
based on virtue. 

    

There e three Kinds of Trendship as we sad at the ouiset of our 
nquiry, and in rspect of each some ar friend on 3 basi of cquality, rhers 
i Vet of some superiorty. For not only can equally good men be friends, 
but 2 better man may make friends with one who is ors than he; 50 to0 
in frendships for plessure and wiiliy, cqual benefits may be conferred or 
they may difer according to mare or e, Equae must maintain cquaiity 
both in loving and in other respeets, while unequals must render what i 
proportionate o the exces and deficency. 

“Complainis and quarels arisesolly or at least chielly i friendship for 
iy, and with good reason 

For those who are frends on the ground of istue sre ansious 10 do well 
by cach odher, This i true both of virtbe and Riendsbip. Becween men 
who.sivalle in such things there are neither accusations nor quarrls, For 
1 o wishes to sadden one who loves him and does good 1o him; i he s 
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of a grateful natwre he will ake hix revenge by doing good to his frien. 
“The man who excels the other . the serice rendered will not complain 
of i frend, soce e gets what he aims at. For both desire wht & good. Nor do complainis aise much even in friendships of pleasure. For both 
et at the same time what they desie, it they cnjoy spending theit time. togetber. A man who complained of ancther for not Afording fim plessure 
sould scen: idiculous, sin e doe ot have 1o spend hisdays with the other, Bt fricndship for utility navurally leads 1o complaints, For i using 
cach ot for the own interests they always need more and. fee] that they ger Ies than s right. They complain because they.do not receive a5 much a5 they need when they are worthy of It. But the benelacior cannot Suffce 10 provide everyting that the beneficiaries necd, 

Now it seems that, ust s jotic i of two Kinds: one unwritien and the other legal o (o0 one kind of wilitarian friendship is moral, the oher legal Thus complains arise most of all when men do hot exchange on the same basis, and the frlendship is dissolved 
“The Tegal type consists n 4 stated ageeement, and may be completely commercial, equiring a hand 1o land exchange, Or it may be more Hberal and allow for 3 delay in time, bt with the stpuluion of  deiite guid 7o quo. The debtis clear and ot ambiguous. There is 3 certan hicndly deferment. Therefore among some men there is o necd of rcours. 1 ustice, and. they are considered Tovable for this resan, 
“The moral type s not on fxed terms, b is 3 thowgh a gift 10 4 friend or any other. But the one who give expecs 10 receive 35 much o more fn seturn, a5 having not given but Jent 1E the retuen i not made in such 4 way, there will be complaint oser the outcome, Tis i what happens bechunt all men or the greater part, while they wish for what i noble chosse what 15 useful. Now it s noble to'do well by another wihout view 1 payment; buc it is usful 10 xceive 3 return, 
Therefore, if we can, we should return the equivalent of what we have feceived. For we must not make 2 man our friend against hi wil, and one s doing wrong from the start fn sccepting something from one from whom one should not. For i it is not from 4 friend or for one’ own ke, one hould sette up for the beneht ax though It were 4 comtact. Thus one should agree to.repay i one can; If one cannot, even the giver would nox expect one to do so. Therefor, it one can, one shauld retar the. henei AL the star, howeser, one should consider the man wha is beneliing one, and on wha terms e s doing so, in order that we may accept the beneht o these terms or else decline 1t 
There is a doubt 26 to whether a service should be measured by fts iy 10 the recever, and.the return made. o (his bass, or ccording to e scimaion of the one confering the benet For those who hase received say they have receved from their ben. factors what meant litle (o the later and what they might have got fiom others—minimiring the gift. The givers, on the contrary, say it was the bigeet thing they had, and what could o have been had rom others and hal it was given fn times of danger or simila need. Therefore in (rendship for the sake of wiility, the welulness 1o the seceiver s the measure. For e is the one in need, and it i enough for him 10 endeavor (o make an equal tetum, The siistance has been pre. 
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cisely asgreat 1 the advantage the receiver derived by it. Thus he should re 
turn a5 much as b has receivd; even more,for that i beter, But in friend. 
ships according (o visue, there axe no accusations. Here the inient of the gver 
s taken s the messure. For the intent is that which is principal in sirtue 
and morale in genersl. 

  

Having distinguished the _different types of friendship, 
Avistotle here shows in what friendships there are found accusa- 
tion or grievances, He touches three pons: first, what must be 
done 1o avoid recriminations; secondly, in what fricndships 
recriminations occur; thirdly, the reason for them. He begins 
by saying that there are three types of friendship, i.. friendship 
because of virtue, because of pleasure and because of utility. In 
each of them the selationship may be one of equality or one of 
superiority. This he shows in each 

In friendships which are according to virtue both those who 
are equally good may be friends, and a better man with a less 
g00d man. Likewise in pleasurable friendship, the friends may 
be equally pleasant to each other, or in the relation of excellence 
to deficiency. Again in friendship for the suke of utility, friends 
can be equalized as (o the utility of each or differ according (o 
more or less. If friends are equal according to any type of 
friendship, they must be equated both as o love, so that each 
Toves the other equally, and as to the rest, such as the services 
of friends. If, however, they are unequal, to cach must be assigned. 
what is proportionate (o the excess and defect. 

He now shows in what friendships quarrels occur. He states 
that it is reasonable that accusations and quareels, in which one 
friend accuses the other or has a grievance against him, should 
oceur cither in useful fricndship alone or especially in it. 

This he proves. First of all he shows that in friendship 
becawse of virtue, there is neither accusation nor quarrel, secondly 
that it is not even prevalent in friendship for pleasure, thirdly 
that it is prinipally in friendship for the sake of utlity. As to 
the first, those who are friends because of virtue are prompt 
t0 do good o each other. For this is the proper act of virtue 
and friendship, namely t do good to one's friend. Since the 
relationship is such that both are intent upon doing good to 
their friend, it cannot happen that there should arise thence 
accusations and quarrels. 
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For no one wishes to sadden one who loves him and does 
g00d to him, but rather if the person is grateful who receives 
the beneft, he will strive 10 repay his friend in kind. And if it 
should happen that one is superior to the other, although he does 
not receive as much as he gives, nevercheless, if he reccives what 
he desites he will not accuse his friend. ‘That which is desired 
by both is the good, that s, what is fitting and worthy, and 
this is something which does not exceed the capability of the 
iriend. 

Next he shows what is true of pleasurable friendship, and 
says that not even in friendships which are for the sake of 
pleasure are there generally accusations and quarrels, even though 
such occasionally occur. 1€ they rejoice in each other's company, 
each has what he seeks, namely pleasure. Hence there is 1o 
ground for quarreling. 1, however, one does not receive from 
the other pleasure, it is ridiculous that he should accuse the one 
who does not afford pleasure, since it is in his power not to 
remain with him. 

Finally he comes to useful friendship, and statcs that that 
friendship which exists for the sake of utility is especially subject 
to accusations and quarrels. Those who use cach other for the 
sake of wility always need more than they are given and think 
that they receive less than they deserve, Therefore they protest 
that they do not receive so much as they need, especially when 
they are worthy of such. On the other hand, those who do the good say that they are not up to giving as much as those 
need who receive their benefis. 

He now assigns the reason why quarrels occur in useful Iriendship. He begins by saying that there is a twolold justice. The first s not written but innate in the mind, which is called above (in Book V) natural justice. The other is justice accord- ing to written law, which he has called above in ook V, legal justice, 
There is likewise a twofold utility which is to be attained in friendships. One is moral, when, namely one confers utility upon the others as pertains 1o good morals, And this utility comesponds to unwritten justice. The other is legal utility, by which one bestows uility upon the other according 1o the statutes of the lav. Accusations chiefly arise in useful friendshipy when the exchange of uiility is not made on the same basis, namely, when one bestows uility according to the exigency of 
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Taw, whereas the other demands it according 1o the fittingness 
of good morals. And thus the friendship s dissolved. 

He proves this first as 1o legal uiliy, and 
wility consiss in statements, ic., in contracts, which are made 
by the word of both. This may be twofold. One is completely 
formal, aier the manner of buying and selling, and is from hand 
0 hand, as when one immediately receives whats promised to 
him in return for his service. ‘The other is more liberal and 
admits of a lapse of time, but nevertheless, what is to be given 
in return for what, is determined. Thus there is no doubt, but 
it is clear what is owed. This is a certain friendly deferment 
of that which is owed. Therefore, among some men of this type, 
it is ot necessary that justice be done through . judge, but 
sather they keep faith in their exchanges and are considered. to 
be lovable for this reason. 

Moral uility, however, does not consist in statements, i, 
in compacts which are made by word of mouth, but alter the 
‘manner in which one gives freely to a friend. Thus one gives 
10 the other without any outwardly expresed contract, But 
nevertheless, 2 to the intention, he who gives considers that he 
should receive as much in return, or even more, as though he was 
not freely giving but selling. 1 the exchange, however, docs not 
take place in this wise, i, in such a way that the benefciary 
restores and repays in cqual or greater amount, he who gave will 
accuse the one who received and complain about him. 

The cause of the above follows. Aristole sates that the 
reason why he who freely gives secks a return is that all men, 
or a good many, desire, L. approve, what s virtuous but 
nevertheless in their acts they choose that which is useful to 
them. That a man should do good to another not with the 

tention. that he should receive a return of his good deed, is 
ituous. Therefore, in order to be accepiable 1o others, they 

wish to appear to do good in this manner. Bu to receive benefits 
in reurn s useful. Therefore men choose the useful, no matter 
how much they pretend otherwise. 

He now shows how such complains are (0 be avoided! He 
who receives the benefit, if he is able, should make a return 
according to the worth of what he had received, and this of his 
own accord, because 1o one should make an involuntary friend 
in the sense of wishing to receive freely rom him who does not 
wish to freely give. But he who has received the beneft has erred 
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from the start in that he had accepied this from one from 
whom he should not. For he had not received the bencft from 
a real friend, nor from 2 man who confers the benefit for the 
sake of the beneficary, but from one who does 5o for the sake 
of the utility he hopes to derive therefrom. He therefore, who 
seceives the benefit, should repay the giver, a is done in contracts 
made by word of mouth. And if he is able to xestore the cqual 
of what he has received, he should state as much, declaring that 
e has restored the whole. 1f he cannot do so, neither he who 
gives nor he who receives, can think it fitting to demand it of him. 

Ttis o be abserved, however, that one should make a return, 
if one is able, (0 such a benefactor, namely, one who is intent 
upon  return. From the start, when 2 man receives a benef, 
e should give heed 10 the one from whom he receives it, whether, 
i, it s from a friend freely giving or one who seeks 3 return. 
Likewise a man should give heed to.his sate in receiving the benefit .. whether he can repay it or not, when allowing himselt 
0 be benefted or not* 

Aristotle now brings up a doubt and states that the doubt 
arises as to whether, in making the rewrn, one should base 
oneself upon the utilty acquired by the receiver, or upon the act of the one who gave. 

For those who receive the benefits sy that what they received 
from the givers was of litle consequence to.the latier and that they could have easily received it rom others. On the other hand. 
the benefactors, wishing to magnify their gifis, say that they have 
given of their best, and such things as they could not be repaid for, and that they gave them while in danger and in great nced. 

Arisotle solves the doubt by saying that the measure of the teturn should be calculated according 1o the uility received by the bencliciary. For he i the one who necded the benefi. It is enough for him to endeavor to make an equal rewrm, The measure of the benefactors aid is the proportion received by the beneficiary. I he returns more, that i even better.  In friend- 
ships according to virtue, however, there are no such accusations, as said above. 

Nevertheless in such friendships one should make a recurn. In this case the choice or will of the one conferring the benehit is as the measure, For the measure in each genus is that which is principal in it. That which is principal in virtue and morality consiss in choice. Therefore in friendship according to virtus 
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the return should be made according to the intent of the one who 
conters the beneit, even though one reccives little or no help 
therefrom 

  

  

  

Ch. 14: Aristotle now shows how complaints come about in 
friendships involving superiority, and the reason which 
leads the greater and the lesser, respectively, o quarrel. 

Diffeences also arse in [iendships based on superiority. For cach 
expects o get_more out of them. But when this does ot happen, the 
iendship & disalved. 

For the better man thinks he should ave more, since more should be 
asiged 02 good man. Likewise the more useful man, for 1t 1s not required 
hat the e eful man should receive the equal. Othérwise one would hive 
 Kind of servitude rather than {riendship if the reurns do ot correspond 
o the worth of the beneis given in [riendship. For men believe that fust 
a5 in commercial partnenships those who put more in should get. more 
o, o ko should it b in friendshi 

But the man who 1 i a sate of e and inferiority makes the opposie 
claim. Such think ic s the part of 3 gond friend to help those who arc in 
need, What, they say. i the tse of Leing the frend of 3 good man or 4 
powerful man, if one s to get nothing out of 10 

It would seem that both are in the right, snd that both should get 3 
reatee share out of the Irendship, but not o the same thing, but he superior 
more honor, the inferior more il 

For honor is the reward of virtue and welldoing, while g is the 
aid of need. 

“This seems to be the case in civil alisir. For no ane is honored who 
contributes nothing 1o the common good. That which belongs (o the com. 
‘munity i giten o him who benels the communiy. Honor belongs 1o the 
community, but ane does not alko seceive g At the same time 3t hon 
For 10 one puts up with the smaler share in everything. To him therelore 
who Ioses in wealth, honor is given; to him who expecis gifts, money: thus 
what is iting (o each equalizes the parties and preserss friendship, 3 has 
een wid Thus in assocations of unequals. hie who has been selul by his 
maney or by works of viuue, must Teceve Honor . recurn, a5 being the 
best one can do. 

For friendship asks 3 man o do what he can, not what it proportionsl 
o the merits of the case, For that cannot always be done, 4 in the horiors 
paid to the gods or 1o parents, snce 10 one could ever return 0 them what 
i ges. Bat one who does the best he can i thought 1o be 3 good man. 

For (his reason, it would ot seem open 1 3 man (o disown his father, 
although 3 father may disown his son, 

For one must repay a debt. But notbing one can do s equivalent (o 
What e owe 1o the causes of our being; therefore  ton wil alvays be in 
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his parencs debt. But creditor can remit & debt, and 3 fther may therefore o s0, . 
At the same time it would seem that no fxther would ever withdra from s son, except for extraondinary wickednes, For apart from natural riendship, it is human nature not o reject human asistance. But i the son s evil, the father should put him out, or at least be slow to provide fo im. For many people wish t0'get benlis, but shon doing them, 15 unprofiabie, S0 much for these questions, 

Alter having shown how accusations come about in useful 
riendship, which is according to equality, he here shows how the 
same come about in friendships involving superiority. Thus he 
begins by saying that even in {riendships which are according to 
superiority, there is a certain difference and discord among 
friends, when both, i., the greater and the lesser, think fit that 
each should have more. And if this is not forthcoming, the friend- 
ship is dissolved. 

He now assigns the reason for this discord. First, as to the greater, he says that as (o the friendship according to virtue, he who is better finds it ftting that he should have more. If good is owed to the good, it s fitting that to the better more good should be apportioned.  And likewise in the friendship which is accord- ing to utility, he who is more wseful fecls that he should have more, It is not necessary, as some say, that he who is less useful should receive the cqual of him who is more useful. Friendship would be a kind of servitude, and not friendship, if the goods derived from friendship were not shared according to the dignity of the deeds, and he who acted better did not have more, It is considered that just as in tading those receive more from the common fund who have invested more, 0 also the same should be done in friendship and that he who contributes more in friend- ship should receive more. 
Next he gives the point of view of those in the inferior position and states that the needful one in useful friendship and. the less virtuous one in virtuous friendship argue in the opposite way. For they say that it pertains to a friend who abounds in the good to sufficiently provide for his needy friends. Other- wise there would seem to be no point if an inferior were the friend of some powerful man and were to receive nothing from it. He now determines the truth and says first that both, the superior and the inferior, appear to have the right idea because 
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1o both there should be given something more, not however, 
of the same. But to him who excels there should be given more 
honor, to him who is in need, more gain. 

He proves this, stating that the one who excels should be 
given more honor because honor is the proper reward for works 
of virtue and for good works, in which the greater exceed the 
Lesser. But by gain help is given against need, which the inferior 
suffers 

He also shows this by an example.  For we see this occurring 
in civic affairs. One does not honor him who has conferred no 
800d upon the community. But (o him who has conferred some 
benefit upon the community is given the common good which is 
honor. 1t would be diffcult for someone to reccive both riches 
and honors alike from the community. For one would ot stand 
the receiving of less as to everything, i.., both as to riches and as 
to honors. But to him who has diminished his wealth becanse 
of the expenses which he had undergone in the service of the 
community the stae gives honor. To him who because of his 
services expects gilts, they give money. 

For it has been stated above that what is observed and 
rendered according to dignity brings about equality proportion- 
ally in friends, and thus friendship is preserved. Just s states 
give some honors, others money according to their dignity, so also 
should one do when friends are unequal. To him who by his 
services in giving money has been useful or who accomplished 
works of virtue, honor s given, so that a return is made, even 
though it is not equivalent, nevertheless it is as good as possible. 

He proves that it suffces to render what one does, because 
friendship sceks what is possible to one’s friend, not always, how. 
ever, what is worthy of one, because sometimes this would be 
quite impossible. For one cannot always return suitable honor 
for all benelits, as is evident in the honor shown to God and 
parents, who can never be fittingly repaid. Nevertheless if 
anyone serves God and his parents as best he can, he appears o 
be virtuous. 

‘He infers a certain corollary from this and concludes that it 
is not permissible for a son to disown his father, but that a father 
may sometimes disown his son. 

This he proves by two reasons. The fist s that a son, since 
he is placed in the debt of his father because of benefits received, 
should make a return to him though he can do nothing befitting 
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the benefts that he has received. Whence he always remains a 
debtor. Therefore he may not disown his father. But those (0 
whom something is owed have the power of dis those who 
owe them. Thus a father hs the power of dismissing his son. 

He says further that no son can seem o depart from a father 
disowning him except for the cause of extraordinary wickedness, 
because in view of the nawral friendship which exists between 
father and son it is human that one should not expel him who 
has helped one. Thus it is most iniquitous for a son (o expel 
his father. Bu if the son is evil, the father should put him out, 
or at least not give great care (o providing for him suficiently, 
because thus he will grow in wickedness. For there are many 
who wish to receive good things from others, but flee from doing 
g00d themselves as though this were superfiuous. 

He concludes by saying that this much has been said of the 
different kinds of friendship. So ends Book VIIL 
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BOOK IX 

ch. 

  

Speaking of the properties of friendship, Aristotle says 
that proportion should be maintained in them, because it is 
thus they endure. Without proportion they are unsettled. 

I all the Kinds of Irendship between disimilar people it i, s s been 
said, proportion which equalizes and preserves the friendship. For example. 
in the poliial form of friendship, the shocnaker gets 3 et for his 
shoes in- proportion 1o wordh, and the sume is true of the wever and oiher 
Crattmen. 

Here a_common measure has been provided in the form of morey 
Everything is refesed 1o this and messured by thi, 

In tiendship, however, somerimes the loser complsins that his excess 
of love s not recukned.(dhough perhaps there s noihing lovable aborst him) 
Often, however, the Joved ane complains that the lover who formerly prom 
{sed cverything now performs nothing. 

Suh incidents happen when the lover foves the belowed for the sike 
of pleasure while the beloved loves the lover for the sake of wility, and 
they do not both possess the qualities expected of them, Since this wis the 
seaton ot the friendihip, it s disolved when they do not get the. things 
‘which were the mative or thei Jove, For each 4id not loe the other person 

i these were not enduring. That 1s nhy 
the friendships aho are transient. But the fiendihip hised upon ones 
chasacter, and which exists for e, endures, 31 has been said, 

Dierences a1 arise when they receive somedhing other than what they 
desired, Tt is like geting nothing at all. when we do ot get what we sim 
at. For example, one proraises 4 yee-player that the becte e ings, the more 
e will et then the following day, when the other demands the fulflment 
of the promise he s 1014 that he has becn given plessure for pleseire. 
Now i thi had been what each vanied, all would have been well. But if the 
one wanted enjoyment but the other gain, and the one has what he wans 
while the oher has o, the terms of the asociation Wil not have been 
properly fullled. For what each needs. hat is what he expects, and it 1s 
Tor the sake of that he will give what he s 

Bt wha s to st the worth of the servee? T it up o him who gives, 
before e does s0, or him who receves, before he renders the returns He 
Who_gises seems 1o concede the judgment of the recompense (o the one 
receiving, a Protagoras issaid (0 have done, Tor when he had aught some 
one,he bade the Iearner recompense him in proportion to wht he considered 
e had learaed. That much was what he received. In Such mattrs it it 
nough for some that 3 return be made sucien lor the man 

B those who get the maney st and then do none of the things they 
ssid they would, owing t0 the extravagance of their promises, natrally find 
themseives the objet of complaint. For they do not fulfl what they agreed 
o do. This is perhaps what the sophists are compelld 10 do, for 1o one. 
would give them money for what they know. These people, then, If they 
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o not do what they have been paid for, sz sightly made the objects of 
omplaint, "Bat here there s no cotrac of servic, those who giv something for 
i sake of oiherscanno (3 e have sid) e accne, Such s Fienip s o vitue, i which the reim s to b mde scconting o th fntention 
of the gher, For purpos & proper both 10 8 rkend and o virtie. So 10, 
1t e, ol oy ke vy 10 (s . whom one s sl philsaphy. For b woh, cannot be mEwared in money. An equa re: 
Eompente will ot be made, bu Sl i s perhaps enough. ax it i with the 
o and with ane's parent, 10 give them cnough 

1 the givin i ot in this manner, but concerned wih something el 
12 woUI bt 11 propes ithape ha th rtur sl be nade accding 
o'what b tink i HgbL IF (i cannet be aranged, It o oy seemt Deceeay, but ko s, (b he one who st esine e benefit should 
o o v, 

(For 0 the extent i which one i helped, or hak wished for please, 
20 muth s one receive, an worth sccodingly. Thi i what appess 15 et in baying. 

I scme plces there are T providing that no sciors should arise out o wolluary Eoniacs T the debio sl o he had ared 10.do, The 
holde ha i¢ i v Just hat e, prson 1o whow e wax given should 
5 the term than that the peson who e credit howld do 4. For many hings an not cqually valucd by those W have them, and thos who. wish 
o gt them, Fo it appears to cac tha s . goods s worthy of great price bt he etur b made on the s e by th recivr, 

Tt no doubt the recever ol s 3 (hing not at what i eems ot e he B . Dt ot ha he ssced . 3 Defore. b had 1. 

      

   

  

  

  

Afier having shown in Book VIII what friendship is and 
how many kinds there are, herc in Book IX he treats of the 
properties of friendship. Thus he first sets down the properties 
(Gh. 1-7) and then solves certain doubts that arise (Ch, 8.11).  As 
10 the first he determines what belongs to the preservation and 
disolution of friendship (Ch. 13) and then of its effects 
(Ch. 47). Thus he begins by discusing that which preserves 
friendship (Ch. 1) 

Since in the friendship of equals it is clear that friendship is 
preserved by the fact of an equal return, Aristole first shows how 
the friendship of dissimilar persons may be preserved, since there 
can be more doubt about this, Thus he says that in all such 
friendships of dissimilar persons, e.g. of father 1o son, king to 
subject, and so forth, friendship s equalized and preserved by 
the manifestation of what s analgous, i.e,, what is proportionate 
to each. This he shows by an example derived from political 
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justice, according to what s said in Book V, namely that one makes 
2 return 1o the shoemaker for the shoes which he gives according 
to worth, which is according to proportion, and the same is true 
of the weaver and of the other artisans, 

Then he shows how, through the lack of the analogous, 
friendship is diswurbed. First he shows why this perturbation 
cannot occur in commutative justice. He sates that in this, i, ., 
i commutative justice, there is found a certain common measure, 
namely the denarius, (0 which, as t0 a measure, al exchangeable 
‘z00ds may be referred. Thus their worth is measured in denari. 
Therefore, what is to be given for what, may be known with 
certainty. But those things which are exchanged in friendship, 
namely, affection and friendly services, cannot be caleulated in 
money. 

Next he shows how friendship is disturbed through the defect 
of the proportionate. This is because, firs, there is no return 
‘made, sccondly, that s not returned what i sought. As (o the first 
it is to be noted that a return in friendship is (o be estimated 
according (o two things. First as to the inierior affection of love. 
Concerning this aspect, occasionally it occurs in friendships that 
the one who loves accuses him who is loved, since while he loves 
superabundantly, he is not loved in return by him who is loved. 
“This accusation is sometimes unjust, as when it occurs that the 
accuser has nothing in himsel whereby he is worthy of love. 
Secondly, the return of friendship is made according to external 
gifts or services. Concerning this he states that in many cases he 
who is loved accuses the one loving, because alter having first 
promised all the latter now docs nothing 

Aristotle now shows in what sort of friendships this oceurs. 
The aforesid accusations between the lover and the one loved 
oceur when the one who loves, loves because of pleasure, but his 
friend loves him because of ucility** It comes about at times that 
neither of these exist, as when the one loved does not provide 
pleasure for the one who loves him, nor does he who loves provide 
utiliy for the one loved. Thus the friendship is broken up, 
since those reasons no longer exist for which alone the friendship 
existed. For they do not love each other for themselves, but for 
utility and pleasure, which are not enduring, therefore neither are 
such friendships enduring. But, as said above, friendship because 
of virtue is enduring because in i the friends love each other for 
themselves. Now he shows how friendship is disturbed by the 
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failure to recurn what is sought, but something other. Friends 
often complain of each other, when they are not revurned what 
they desire but something other. When one docs not get what 
one desires, it is as though he received nothing. 

He gives the example of a lyre player who has been promised 
that the better he sings the more he will receive. When, on the 
following day he asks that the promise be fulfilled, he is told 
that he has been given pleasure for pleasure, since in some way 
the one who made the promise has given him pleasure. 1 indeed 
the lyre player was looking for pleasure, there has been a suficient 
recurn made. 1§ however the one promising sought pleasure, and 
the lyre player money, the exchange has not been good, because 
one has what he sought, the other not. He who needs something, 
s concerned with his neds, and for this reason gives what he does. 

Aristotle now gives the remedy for such disturbances. Thus 
he first shows (o whom it pertains to calculate what is a fiuting 
return in fricndships. T this end he states that the estimation 
of a worthy recompense belongs to him who first receives the bencfit. Then he shows how a failure in this sense leads to accusation. 

He says frst that 10 calculate the worth of the return belongs o both, i.c. 1o him who first gives, and him who first receives. Nevertlcless he who gives seems to concede the judgment of the recompense to him who receives, s is said of the philosopher Protagoras, who when he taught his students, ordered that the student should pay his honoraries in gifts to the extent to which- he considered it 10 be fitting in return for what he knew by that teaching, and then received that much from each of the students, In such returns of friendship it s enough for some that a return be made to them according (o the opinion of those who have received the benefts, They appear thus to receive a suffcient rewurn since the payment is given for the man, not for the thing given. Therelore it scems (o be enough that the return sufices the man, even though it does mot equal the benefit. 
He now shows how friendship is destroyed by the failure of him who frst receives the benefit, He says that those who first receive money, before they are of service, and then do nothing of what they promised, possibly because the promises were super fical, are rightly accused because they do not fulfll what they promised. This the Sophiss are obliged to do, because nothing. would be given them for all they knew i it were left up to the 
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discretion of the students, because all their knowledge consists 
in certain appearances and frivolous considerations. Thus, there- 
fore, these latter are rightly accused for not fulfiling that for 
which they received payment. 

Now he shows how a return should be made in friendship, 
first in those according 1o virtue, then in the others, Thus ho 
begins by saying that if the benefit is not conferred because of a 
promise of some service, as it s in the above, it océurs that some 
men give gitts to others for the sake of those receiving them, and 
not for any reward. It is plain from what has been said in 
Book VIII that such cannot be accused. For this pertains to 
friendship according to virtue, in which return i to be made with 
an eye on the choice,or affection, of the one who does so. Choice 
belongs chielly to friendship and virtue, as has been said, 

Just as this s observed in friendship which consists of a com. 
munication in virtue, so also it is to be observed in the com. 
munication of philosophy, between the master and the student. 
¥or the digaity of philosophy which one learns cannot be 
measured in money, nor can the student return an equal revard 
10 the master, but possbly it is cnough if he returns what sufices, 
25 one does 0 God and one's parencs, 

Next he shows how return is made in other friendships. Thus 
he states irst that if the giving is not in this manner, ., not for 
the sake of the one receiving, but the intention of the giver is 
upon recciving something in rewrn,  return must be made which 
seems worthwhile 10 both, i, 1o the giver and to him who 
receives. I this does not occur, he should esuimate the right 
return who firstreceives the benefit. And this s not only necessary 
but also just. 

This is so first of all by reason. It is fitting that in the 
measure in which one is helped by the benefit of one's friend in 
uselulfriendship or has received pieasure from him in pleasurable 
friendship, in the same measure one should rewrn. - This is so 
even in busing, where one pays as much for a thing 45 one thinks 
it is worth. Just how much one has been helped by a hencht 
or how much pleasure one has received can best be known by him 
who has been helped or pleased. Therefore it is necessary and 
just that the rewun should be made according to the opinion 
of the latter. 

“The same may be shown by the authority of the Jaw. In 
certain states it is tated by law that 1o suit shall be made con- 
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    g voluniary contracts if afterwards one of the contracting 
parties considers that he has been deceived. This is because i 
anyone volunarily credits someone with a benefit or service, it 
should be returned according to the judgment of the one who. 
received the credit at the time of the first exchange. For legisla- 
tors believe that he who received the concession in the beginning 
more justly judges of the recompense than he who granted it, 
This is so because there are many things which are not prized 
equally by those who already have them and those who wish to 
seceive them for the first time. For it appears to cach that his 
own goods which he gives are worthy of great price. But the 
xeturn should be made according to the judgment of those 
receiving them. 

Finally he answers an implied question, saying that he who 
receives the benefit should appraise it ot according to what it sccms o im after he has it, but as he judges it before he has i, For men are accusiomed 10 appraise temporal goods once 
obtained less than they did before they obtained them, and this is true particularly of those in necd. 

  

  

  

Gh. 2: Three doubts are brought up: whether one should abey 
one’s parent before others; whether a virtuous man is to 
be preferred before a friend; whether one should repay 
a benefactor rather than give to a friend. 

Doubi, however, arises aboot such questions a5 the following: e hedher one should give preference to and obey ane’s father in 4l hings o whether when ane is il one should rather obey the dostor, or in warlike matiers the leader of the army. Likewise, showld one ender 4 service preler ably 10 3 friend, or 10 4 good man; and should one show gratitade 1o & henetactor or oblige 4 frend, if ane canno do. bathe ATl such questions, therefore, are certsinly not essy (0 setle. For many diflrences of all Kinds v involved, both of magnitude and parviy, and of goodness and necesity. Bt that we showld not give prelesence in_ all hings 10 the same person s evident 
We must for the mos part reury benefis rather than give o fiends. “This i s0 st 25 e should rather repay 2 foan than give to a fiend. Perhaps this Is not always true, o in the case of (sesing someon from sobbers. Should one [ree one who has once feed oneslf, o matice who T i, oF i e has not been captared pay the debt for someone S, if he sk i, or free ones father? 1 would seem that he should Tansom s father cven i preference to himsel 
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As s been said, in general one should alvays repsy & debi. But if & 
it s etter o I of reater necessiy, one should rahet incline towards thi, 
For somedimes it s ot cven f3ir (0 return the cquivalent of what one has 
seceived, when the one man has done 3 srvice 1 one whom he knows 10 be 
oo, while the other makes a recurn o one whom he believes 1o b bad, For that matter, one shoukd sorietmes not lend in return o one Who hat lent o 
onesclE. For the one person lent 1o 3 good man, expecting o recorer hit 
Toun, while the other has no hape of zin from one who it bad. Therelore, 
i the facts realy ave so, the warth s not the same: i the man is good, and 
yet one docs not think 50, it would sl not seem wrong 10 refuse 

“As we v often poinied out, when the matier s concerned it fclings 
and acilons, the discusions hve 3 cerdtude equialent 1o the mater, 

Therelose, that one should not besto the sume upon all, nor all 
ones faher, just 2 all sacrifices are ot made 1o Jove, i clear. Sin 
ought o fender difleren things o brothers, comrades and benclacios, 
e ought (0 render to each what s appropriate. To weddings one cals the 
Kinsfolk, for these have & part in the family and therelore in the doings 
hat affct the family. For the some reason it is the Kinsflk primasily who. 
are callel to armange the marsiage 

11 would appea that in maters of nourishment one should provide frst 
of Al for one’s parents, a oving (s (o the causes of ones being, and this 
s more hanorable even than (o help onesell. Honor, (00, should be given 
e, s one docs o the gods. B not ail honor shouid b given o parents, 
o the same honor 10 3 father and 3 mother, nor the hanor due 3 wie 
man or 3 general, but e horor due 10 3 father, and the honor due o 3 
mother, To all okder person, 100, one should give honor appropriate 10 
thei age. by ising 10 receive them, inclining belore them, and %0 on. To 
riend and.brothers ane should allos fredom of specch 3nd 3 shaving i 
al things. To kinsmen and fllow tibesmen and fellow.ciiens 3o 1o every 
other group one should aliays try to asign what i appropriate, and.give 
o cach what I gt acconding o Dis stte hether by vietue. oF wage, 

It cay to make 2 judgment i the cse of those who e of ane group. 
But betwcen, diflerent groups It & more dilficult. Neveriheless one snould 
it give up ecause o this, hut decide the queon 35 best one can. 

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

      
  

  

Afier the Philosopher has shown that friendship is pre- 
served by a proportionate return, he now brings up certain doubis 
concerned with the benelactions of friends and their rewrn. 
Thus he firs brings up three doubts. The first is whether in all 
cases one should confer more bencfits upon one’s father and 
obey him, rather than any other persons, or whether in some 
cases one should not raher obey others, e, 4 sick person the 
doctor more than his father, and a warrior the command of the 
leader of the army rather than the command of his father. 
“The second doub is whether one should minister more (o0 one's 
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friend or (0 a virtuous man. The third doubt is whether a man 
should rather repay his benefacior for @ favor received than 
give (o his friend, in the case where it is not possible for him to. 
do both. 

He now solves these questions, and firscin general, saying 
that to determine all such questions with certitude is not easy. 
For, concerning such, the difference can be multiple and varied, 
e, according (o great and little, according to whether the one 
concerned is a [riend or virtuous, or a benefactor to great or 
small extent. Likewise there s sometimes a difference of good 
and necessity: to minister 10 a friend or a virtuous man seems 
10 be better, but o minister 0 a benelactor seems to be more 
necessary. This, nevertheles, s clear in such matters, namely, 
that the same is not 1o be shown to all,but one thing to one, and 
another to another. 

He now solves the aforesaid doubis in particular, beginning 
with the third. First he teaches what is to be generally observed. 
Thus he says that in most cases a man should rather repay his 
benefactor than give gratis (0 his friend, i he is unable to do both, 
just as he should rather return a loan than freely give to his 
friend. For a man is bound in the same way by moral virtue 
0 return a beneii, as he s bound by Iegal jusice 10 repay a loan, 

He gives, however, a case in which this does not apply. Thus 
he says that perchance that which has been said is not always 
0 be observed, as in the case in which one may be frecd from 
robbers. There may be a doubt as to which of the three followirig 
alternatives should be followed. The firs is whether 2 man 
should ransom from robbers him who once freed him from 
chains, no matter who he is. The second is if the bencfactor 
himsell has not been captured and asks that the return be made 
in the person of some other, whether one should do s0. The 
thitd is whether a man should free his father from robbers; 
and this third is to be chosen before all. It scems that a man 
should free his father even before himsel 

He shows now how what has been said is to be observed. 
He says first that what has been said, namely that a deb is to be sepaid rather than a it frely given, is universaly to be observed. 
Butif the free gift exceeds in the good of virtue, as in the case of ministering (o one who is most virtuous, or i it i of greater 
necessity, as when @ man must free his father, he should rather turn in.this direction. - Sometimes it happens that one cannot 
0. 

  

 



cquate the repayment of previous benefits with the free giving 
of 4 gift, as when on the one hand one would be conferring 
gilt on him whom one knows to be virtuous and on the other 
hand one would be making a return to one whom one considers 
wicked. 

Nor i it surprising that one should sometimes not make a 
retm 10 a benefactor, since neither should a man sometimes 
repay a loan. It happens sometimes that a wicked man loans to 
4 good one, thinking to acquire some profit from him. The 
virtuous man, however, is not sceking profit if he loans to the 

ked man. 1, therefore, in truth, the case is such that the man 
wicked it is dlear that there is not equal reason for repaying 
im and giving to the good. 1f, however, the benefactor is not 

wicked but s thought t0 be 50 by the one who receives the benefit, 
it does not appear unseemly if he gives rather to the virtuous man. 

He now infers a certain corollary from what has been said. 
I is evident from what has just been said that what has been 
frequently mentioned previously (in Book I) is true, namely, 
that definitions about human actions and passions cannot be 
determined with certitude, nor can the matters with which they 
are concerned # 

Next he solves the first doubt and shows that not all things 
should be bestowed upon one’s father, Thus he says first that it 
is not doubtful that the same is not 1o be shown to all. Con- 
sequently neither should one render all things to one’s father, 
just as among the pagans, all things are not sacrificed to Jove 
bt some things to other gods. Since therefore other things are 
owed to parents and brothers and friends and benefactors, to 
each is 1o be auributed that which is proper (o each and pertains 
1o €ach. And the same is true of the virtuous. 

This, indeed, men seem 10 observe, because to weddings, 
whence comes the propagation of the stock, they invite blood 
relatives, who have their stock in common. Likewise relatives 
are invited 10 gatherings concerned with marriages. For the 
same reason men consider that relatives should attend the 
hedea, .., the meeting at which the wedding is discussed. 

He now shows what is to be attributed to whom. He says, 
therefore, that in those matiers which pertain (o sustenance 
sehich is by nourishment, it appears that children should princi- 
pally provide a suficiency for their parents. For they are debtors 
in this, as to the cause of their being by generation. Whence, 
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concerning those things which pertain to the preservation of being. 
itsell, they should aid their parents even before themselves, 
For men owe their parents honor s o the causes of their being, 
just as they do to the gods. 

Nevertheless men do not owe all honor to parents for neither 
do they owe the same honor 10 father and mother, nor does @ 
wan owe his father the honor which s owed to a wise man or 0 
the leader of an army. But a man oves 1o his father the honor 
of a father and to bis mother the honor of a mother. Likewise 
in civil affais honor s owed (© an old man because of his age by 
ising o him and bowing before him and so forth. To friends 
and brothers, hovever, 2 man owes confidence and the sharing 
of his goods, and likewise to relatives and those who are of the 
same clan, and to fellow citizens, and other such. - One should 
always endeavor 10 auribute that which is proper 10 each and 
10 suit 10 each that which belongs 10 each according to his state, 
whether of age and virtue, whether of wisdom and office, as in 
the case of the leader of an arms. 

Finally he shows in which cases this s casy, in which dificolt. 
Thus he says that a judgment concerning such matters s easy 
among those of the same kind, namely that one should heed 
more the one with closer ties of blood between two relatives, 
and the more wise between tvo wise men, But it is more difficult 
o judgé between men of different Kinds, ¢.g. whether one should 
pay more lieed (0 one wha is wiser or ane who s closer related. 
And although this is diffcult to determine, one should not 
abandon the consideration but determine what has been said to 
the best of one's ability 

   

  

  

  

   

  

  

Ch. 3: Certain minor doubis are brought up concerning the 
dissolution of a friendship, both in regard to those who 
change and chose who remain the same. 

“The doubt arses 2 to whether one should dissolve or not one’s frendship oward. those who do ot remain the same. 
“There seems to be nothing wiong in disclving o friendship for uiliy or pleasure when these o longer cxist, For one was 3 friend of thost auributes, and when they 1o longer exist, there is o reason for loving: Bt one wil complan of another, f, when he loved ane for wefulncs or plessure, he pretended 1o love for vriue's sake. A we have s at the 
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outser there axe several dificent Kinds of frendship, and friends may not 
e fiends on the bass on which they think they arc. When 4 man has de. 
ceved himsel and hinks he is being loved for his character, when the 
other person has done nothing 1o produce this impresion, he T himselt 
o blame. But when he has been deceived by the pretence of the other, he 
s 3 ight 0 complain of the deceive, and this tore s than n the e 

et money. fo thi is wickedness n & more honorable 

    
  

  

Bt it one accepts another man 3 good, and he tums out badly and 
isseen 10 4o s0, must one sl ove him? 

Surely it i mpostble, becae not everything can be Toved, but only 
what i good. One cannor be 4 lover of what is i, nor become like whit 
i bad. For it has been s that ke s friend o like, 

‘Must the [rendihip, then be forihwih broken o 
Possibly ot n all case, bt in those which are hopeless becanse of 

the ickedness of the one involved, 11 they are capable of dirction, one 
should Father come to the asistance of heir chasacter, than of thelr Forune, 
nasmach ax his s betier and more characteisic of riendship, Bt man who 
bresks off such 3 friendship wauld seem 1o be daing nothing strange. For it 
wan ot 104 man of this ort that he was 3 {rend. When his frend has 
changed, therelore, and. he is unable to save him, he gives him up. 

Bt i one friend remained the sume while the other became heter and a outsurippsd him in vimue, should the Jtir treat the frmer 1 3 ricnd? 
I would scem ot Thi is made cle when the disance hetween them 

5 very great. For cxample in the case of childhood friendships, i one {iead 
remained & child i inellec and the other became 1 very good man, how 
will they e riends since they neiher vejoce in the sme things nor sortow 
At the same things? For hey do not even have any common Actvity ogether, 
nd without this they cunnot remain frends. For they cannot lve togecher. 
But we hive discomed these maters, 

Should e, then, beliave no otherwise (oward him than e would if he 
ad never been his riend’ 

Sutly he should keep 3 semembrance of theie former fntmacy, and a5 
e think we ought 1o oblge friends rather than srangers, 0 o those who 
Bave been ot friends ve ought 1o make some allowance for our former 
iendship, when the breach s mot heen de 1o exces o wickednes 

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

Alter the Philosopher has investigated those things which 
pertain to the preservation of friendship, he now determines 
that which pertains to its dissolution. First he inquires as to 
wwhen a friendship should be dissolved, secondly as to the attitude 
one should have towards one’s former friend. As to the first, he 
begins by investigating the dissolution of the friendship of those 
who have changed from their former condition, secondly of those 
swhose condition has not changed. Thus he says that there arises 
a doubt s 1o whether one should dissolve or not a friendship 
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tawards those who do not remain in the same condition as when 
we were first friends towards them. 

He solves this doubt first as to useful and pleasurable friend- 
ship, saying that it is not unseemly to dissolve a friendship because. 
of utility or pleasure once the utility or pleasure has ceased, 
because in these friendships men love utility and pleasure, not the persons of their friends for themselves, Whence, once utility o 
pleasure have ceased to be, it is reasonable that the friendship 
should also cease to be. 

He now shows how just accusations can nevertheless arise, 
saying that onc justly accuses him who, when he loves for the 
sake of utility or pleasure, pretends 0 love because of moral virtue. 
As was said in the beginning of this discussion there are several 
different kinds of friendship. Whence it can occur that men are 
not friends according 1o the type of friendship shich they think, as when they are friends for the sake of utility and think they. are friends for the sake of virtue. In this case, if he who believes that he is loved because of virtue deceives himself, in that he who loves him contributes nothing to this deception, he who is deceived should accuse himsell. 

But when he s deceived through the simulation of the other, it is just that he should accuse the deceiver, much more so thar one does counterfeiters of money, for the malice of one who pretends virtue consists in an act which is concerned with some- thing more honorable. Virtue is much more honorable than ‘money, whence those who feign virtue are more malicious thar those who counterfeit money. 
He now solves the doubt for friendship according to virtue. He first shows that friendship should he dissolved toward thse who do not remain in virtue. Thus he reiterates the question, It anyone takes as his friend someone whom he considers good and who later on becomes evil, in such a way that his evilness s manifest, the question arises whether one should stil love him. ‘Two considerations enter into the solution, The first is that. it is not possible that he whose wickedness is manifest should be loved by a virtuous man, because not just anything at all can be lovable 1o the virtous but only true good. The second is that one should not love one who has gone bad, ie, it is neither useful nor fitting, since a man should not love evil nor be assimilated to a depraved man. This would follow if he maintained his friendship toward him who has become evil, For 
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it has been said above that like i friend 10 like, and thus it cannot 
be that friendship can long be maintained toward a wicked man 
unless one has some likeness to that wickedness. 

Now he shows how this friendship should be dissolved and 
frst proposes the question as to whether a man should immedi- 
ately dissolve a friendship for him who has gone bad. 

He solves this by saying that this s not to,be done in all 
cases, e, immediate dissolution of the friendship, but only in 
those cases which because of the greaness of the wickedness are 
incurable, i.c., cannot be casily brought back to the state of virtue, 
If however there are those who will take direction, so that they 
may be led back to a state of rectitude, one should be more 
Prompt to bring them help in regaining their good ways than 
in regaining a lost fortune, in that vixtue is better and more 
proper to friendship than money. When, hovever, one dis- 
solves a friendship towards one who has become evil, he does not 
seem 1o be doing anything unfitting, because he was not a friend 
0 such a man but (0 a virtuous man. Therefore, in that the 
‘man’s st disposition has altered, a friend who cannot bring him 
back to health, fiutingly abandons his friendship. 

He now discusses the dissolution of friendship itself and first 
brings up a question. For if one of the friends has remained 

n his former state and the other has become more virtuous so 
that there is now a great difference between them the question 
is whether he who has advanced in virtue should treat as a friend 
him who has not. 

He solves this by saying that it is not possible for one who 
has advanced to preserve his friendship for one who has ot 
This appears especially when a great distance separates friends, 
as in those Iriendships which are made in childhood. For if one 
remains a child in mind while the other has become a very good 
man, they cannot remain friends hecause they are not pleased 
by the same things, nor do they rejoice and grieve over the 
same. things. Without this, friendship cannot be preserved, 
since it especially requires that friends should live together. 
They cannot live together, however, if the same things do not 
please them, and if they do not rejoice and grieve over the same. 
things. This has been brought out above. 

Finally he asks how one should behave toward a friend 
after the friendship has been dissolved. Thus he asks whether, 
after the dissolution of a friendship, a man should conduct himselt 
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neither in a more distant way nor in a more friendly way than 
if they had never been friends. 

He solves this by saying that one should remember the past, 
just s we consider that a man should do more for his friends than 
for srangers, so also should a man pay more heed to former 
friends because of the former friendship, except in one case, 
namely, when the friendship has been dissolved by reason of great wickedness. In that case 2 man should show himself tio 
longer friendly toward him whose friendship he has dissolved. 

  
  

Gh. 4: The origin of the acts of friendship is set forth: what 
the first act is, and what the others; also how the virtuous 
‘man behaves in regard to such acts, and how the evil man. 

“The friendly things one docs for ones friends, by which friendship s determined, scem 0 proceed from 3 mas rlations 10 himsell For 4 fiicud is sakd o be one who wishes and does good ihings, or whit appear 10 him to be good. for the sake of his riend. O 4 friend s one who,wishes his friend to be and o live for his own sake, 23 appears in' mothers in regads to the s, and.fiends who have. come into contic 
Others defne him 25 one who lives with and has the sime fasies 2 the othe, or one who grieves and cjoices with his frend. This, 100, s found i mothers st of al. 1 i by some one of these charscteristic that friend ship s defned, 
Now each of these i irue of the good man’s rlations 1o hiaself, and il other men in so far 2 they hink themselves good. For virtue and the good man seéim, a5 has b s of exch man. 
He s i sgrectuent with himsel and wishes th same things with his whole soul. Therelore e wishes for himself what is good snd what seems 30, and. docs it For it s charactriscc of the good aran j0 work ont the good, and he does 0 for his own sake, because he dos it for the sake of dhe Ineiectu element in him, which i thought t be the man himell He wishes himself 1o live and be prescrved, and espeialy 25 o that by which he thinks. For exisience is good t (he virtuous man, and cach swishes himsell hat which 15 oo, No ane would choose o have sl goods A he had first 10 become someone else. God here and now posescs dhe. Bood. but @ creature i so far 38 It exists. And the inelleckial part of sy would scem 10 be what cach i, or that which is principal in i Such 3 man alo wishes 10 v with himself. For e does 50 with pleasuee, since the memory of his past acts is delightful, and his hope for he fatise arg o0d, and.therclore plessant. His mind is vell stored to0 with 1he subject of cantemplatin, 
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He greves and repices more than any other with himsel, for the same 
thing is sad or plessant to his whole being, and ot one thing 10 one part 
of himsell, nothes to anciher. He has nothing, 50 10 spesk, 1o repen o 
Each of these characteisic belonga 10 the good man n reation 1o himselt 

Bt one is elaed to onc's frend as to anescl, For 3 fricnd it another 
s, and Triendship s 10 be one of these auributes (of the. good mun 
foward himself) and these who hase these attributes 10 be fricads. 

Whether there is or i not fiendship. between 3 man and himsll is 
wesion e may dismiss for the present. There vould secm o be frend: 

Ship.in 50 far s there are two. or more of the auibutes mentioned., 
Furthermore when ve have great frendship for anothes it 1s kencd to one’s 
Tove for oneselt 

The atributes named are seen 10 belong o many, and even o those 
who are wicked. I %0 far a5 they are satsted with themselses and think 
hemscivs good, they participate in the storesid cts of riendship. But 12 
10 thone who are realy wicked and impious, none of these things are tru 
o appear to be so, and hasdly even 3o of the wieked in general 

or they dife from themselves, dexiring one thing and wihing another, 
a5 incontinent people do. They chose for themselves, insead of the things 
‘hich they comider good, things which e pleasant but harmiol, The same, 
because of cowardice or Taines, shrink frons doing the things ehich they 
comider to be best for themseler 

“Those who have done many ceuel things and are hated for their vicked 
s, flee e and destoy themseler 

“Therefore the wicked seck others o live with, and flee themselss. For 
they remember many & grievous decd and anicipaie others ke them, But 
When they are with others they forget themselves, Hecaise there is nothing 
fovable in them, they do.nothing of a frendly nature. toward themselves 

They do’ nit rejuice or grieve with themslves, for ther saul i 1e 
by faction:_one clement fn it grives when it absains while the other part 
16 pleased. Thas one part drae a man in one direction, the other in another, 
518 they were pullng him o piece. 

Even though it i not possble to be 1ad and ejoice 1t the same time 
the b man v soon soowful because he has indulged hinell and wishes 
Ehat e had ot accepied such plessures. For the wicked arc fled with 
fegret, Thus the Lad man doe hot seem 1o be amicably disposed even (o 
himsef, because there is noching i him (0 Jove. 

1 o be thus s the height of wretchedness, we should sain every nerve 
o avcid wikednes and srie 1o be irtuous. For thus one il be a friend 
0 oneell and the fiend of another. 

  

    

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

After the Philosopher has determined concerning the preser- 
vation and dissolution of friendship, he here discusses its effects, 
first the effects themselves, then the effects in relation to the good, 
then in relation 10 the wicked. He therefore begins by setting 
down the origin of the effects or acts of friendship, then enum. 
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erates these effects or acts. He states frst that the amiable 
things and the works of friendship which a person performs 
for his friends, and according o which friendship is determined, 
appear to proceed from the acts which a man has toward himself 
Thus a man is seen to be the friend of another if he does the same 
things for his friend which he does for himselt. 

He now enumerates the works of friendship. He sets down 
three, the first of which consists in the voluntary bestowing of 
benefits. Thus he states that men consider to be a friend one 
who wishes and does good things o his friend, or what appears 
10 be good, for the sake of his friend. He states both wishing and 
doing, because one without the other does not suffice in friend- 
ship.” For it neither appears to be friendly welldoing if one does 
good 10 the other against his will, or if he fails to fulfll his will 
by action. _He also says good or apparent good because a friend 
does for another what he considers to be good, cven though it 
may not be so. He says for Jis sake because if a man voluntarily does good to another, not as though intending the good of the latter but his own, as when a man feeds a horse for his own good, he is mot the true friend of the latter but of himself. 

The sccond act pertains to benevolence. Thus he states that a friend wishes his friend to be and to live for the sake of his friend and ot for himself, as would be if he sought only his own good from him. This mothers feel toward their children, 
namely they wish them to be and to live; likewise friends, when some offense 10 friendship has occurred. For even thouglt they do ot wish, because of the offense, to live amicably with their friends, nevertheless they at least wish them to be and to live. 

The third act or effect pertains to concord, which may be considered in relation to three things. First, as to external association.  Secondly, as to choice. Thirdly, as to the passions, which are all followed by either joy or sadness. Whence he states that as 10 the first some men call friends those who live together, as to the second, those who choose the same things, s to the third, those who sorrow and rejoice together. This also may be seen in mothers in respect to children, 
He sums up by saying that through one or the other of these riendship is determined. For men consider that friendship exists between those in which some one of these is found. 
Now he shows how a good man conducts himself in regard to these, first as to himself, then as to others, He states therefore 
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first that each of the above is proper to the virtuous man in regard 
to himsell. To others, however, who are not virtuous, they 
pertain in the measure only in which they consider themselves 
virtuous 

He gives the reason for the latter statement in that ach does 
xiendly things toward himself accordingly as he considers himselt 
virtuous, because virtue and the virtuous man seem to be the 
measure of each man. In any category, that is taken for the 
measure which s perfect in that category, in that all other 
‘members are judged to be greater or less as they approach o 
recede from the most perfect. Whence, since virtue is the 
proper perfection of man, and a virtuous man is perfect in the 
human species, it is fitting that the virtuous man should be 
taken as the measure for the whole human genus. 

He now gives the reason for the principal statement and 
shows first that that which has been said of beneficence per. 
tains t0 the virtuous man in regard to himself® He states there. 
fore that a virtuous man greatly wishes himself goods both 
true and apparent. For the true and the apparent good are 
identical for him, In that he wishes for himself the goods of 
virtue, he wishes the true goods of man. Nor is this will in 
him vain, but rather he also performs these good works toward 
‘himself, because it pertains 0 a good man to labor to perfect 
the good. 

It was said in Book 11 that virtue makes its possessor good 
and his action. The good man wishes and performs good because 
of himself, i.c, because of his intellectual nature, which is princi- 
palin man. (That seems most important which is principal in a 
being) Thus the virtuous man always strives to act according 
10 reason. Therelore it is plain that in so doing he also always 
wishes that which is good for himsel{s 

Next he shows how what has been been said of benevolence 
pertains to the virtuous man, saying that the virtuous man above 
all wishes himself 1o live and to be preserved in being, and 
principally as to that part of his soul in which wisdom resides. 
If'a man is virtuous, he must wish that which is good for himself, 
because each wishes good for himself. That which is good for 
the virtuous is his being, namely that he should be virtuous 

If it should occur that a man should be changed into 
something else, as according 10 fables a man might be trans.- 
formed into a stone or an ass, 1o one would be solicitous that 
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the tansformed being should have all possible goods, therefore 
ach wishes himself to be in the sense of the preservation of what 
he is. That which is chiefly preserved in its own being is God, 
who indeed does not wish himself any good, which He does not 
now have, but here and now possesses perfect good within Himself. 
And He is always what He is now, because He it unchangeable. 
We are most like God according to the intellect which is in. 
corruptible and immutable. Therefore the being of every man 
is principally considered according to the intellect, Whence it 

that the virtuous man, who lives wholly according to intellect 
and reason, wishes most of all to himself to be and 1o live, He 
wishes himself 10 be and o live according to that in him which 
is permanent. He who wishes himself t0 be and to live principally 
according 10 the body, which is subject to change, does not 
aruly wish himself to be and to live, 

Finally he shows how what hias been said of concord per- 
tains o the yirtuous man.  First, as to living together. Thus 
he states that the virtuous man more than any other wishes to live with himsell, i, returning into his heart and meditating 
with himself. This he does with pleasure, in one way 45 to the memory of the past, because the memory of the good that he has done is pleasant 1o him. In a second way as to the hope of the 
future, for he has the hope of doing good in the future, which is pleasant to him. Thirdly, as to the knowledge of the present, for he abounds in thoughts which are true and useful con- siderations. 

Secondly the virtuous man has concord with himself as to the passions. He, above all, rejoices and sorrows with himself because the same thing is sorrowful or pleasant according to his whole being, i.c., both as to his senses and his intellect, and not differently to cach. This is 50 because the sensitive part of him is 5o subject to reason that it follows the motion of reason, or at least docs not violently resist, for he is not led by the passions of his sensible nature so that alterwards when the passion ceases he regrets what he has done against reason. But because he always acts according 1o reason, he does not easily repent, and thus more than others s in concord with himself, 
Now he shows how the aforesaid belong to the virtuous man in respect to his friend. He states that the virtuous man behaves toward his friend as toward himself, because his friend, in his affection, s like anather self since a man fecls toward his friend 
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as toward himself. It is seen, therefore, that friendship consists 
in some one of the above which men perform for themselves and 
that those are truly friends who act in such a way. 

He now brings up the doubt whether a man has friend- 
ship for himself, and says that this question is to be left aside 
for the moment since it is one more of name than of something 
really existing, For friendship scems to be among men accord: 
ingly as two or three of the above are true of them. When we 
have great friendship for others it is assimilated (o the love a 
man has for himself. Whence, when anyone wishes to commend 
his friendship for another he is accustomed to say: T love him 
as myself. Therefore it does not matter much as o the truth 
of the matter whether the name of friendship is said of oneself, 
since that which friendship is, abundantly pertains o a man 
in xespect t0 himelf. 

Then he shows how evil men are in regards to such acts, 
first showing that such acts cannot. pertain o them. Thus he 
says that the aforesaid acts appear (o pertain o many in regard 
to themselyes even though they are depraved. Nevertheless it is 
to be considered that they participate in the aforesaid acts of 
friendship toward themselves only to the extent to which they are 
pleased with themselves and think themselves virtuous. But 
the aforesaid neither fit in reality nor appear to fic any one of 
those who are really depraved and wicked. Nor o the aforcsaid 
appear to belong 10 any extent to any wicked men. For it is rare 
10 find depraved men who think themselves virtuous, not recog- 
niring their wickednes. 

To prove this he shows fist that the work of friendship 
sehich pertains to beneficence is not proper o the evil man as 
regards himsell. For evil men are at odds with themselves in 
that they desire one thing according to their sensitive nature 
and wish another according to reason, as may be seen in incon- 
tinent men who, instead of those things which they judge to be 
good for themselves, desire pleasures which are harmful to 
them, Others because of timidity or laziness omit doing those 
things which by reason they judge to be good. Thus they lack 
benelicence toward themselves in @ twofold way: in that they 
do things harmful to themselves on the one hand, and avoid 
doing things beneficial to themselves on the other. 

Next he shows that neither does benovelence pertain to 
them as regards themselves. Thus those by whom many and 
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great deeds of wickedness have been done, so that they are hated 
by men for themselves, do not wish themselves to be and to live, 
‘but rather their life is burdensome to them, knowing themselves 
to be a burden o other men. And so they flee life, to the 
extent that sometimes they ill themseles. 

Finally he shows that neither does concord belong o them. 
First, as to living together, for the wicked cannot live with 
themselves, rewrning to their hearts, but seck others with 
whom o live, speaking and acting with them according to 
external words and acts. This they do because as soon as they 
think of themselves they remember the many great and wicked 
things they have committed in the past and presume that they 
will do the same in the future, which is painful to them. 
But when they are with other men, pouring themselves out in 
external things, they forget their evils. Thus, because they 
have nothing in themselves worthy of love, they do nothing 
iriendly towards themselves. 

Nor do they have concord with themselves as regards the 
passions. Thus Aristotle states that such men neither rejoice 
nor sorrow with themselves. Their soul i in a certain contention 
with itsell, in that the sensitive part fights against reason. Thus 
on the one hand, it grieves i they withdraw from pleasures 
because of the wickedness which predominates i them, for 
this causes sadness in their sensible nature; on the other hand 
their soul rejoices as to reason, which judges such evils o be 
avoided. Thus one part of the soul draws an evil man to one 
side, while the other part draws him to the contrary side, as 
thotigh his soul were being cut up in picces and warred against 
itsel, 

He now sets aside a certain objection. For if anyone 
should say that i is not possible for a wicked man at the same 
time 0 sorrow and rejoice about the same thing, this indeed 
s true of feeling both simultancously although the cause of both 
can be present simultancously according to the different parts of 
the soul. He says therefore that if it is not possible that a 
wicked man should sorrow and rejoice simulancously, never- 
theless, shortly after pleasure he sorrows for that which pleased 
him and wishes that he had not accepted such pleasures, For 
wicked men are filled with repentance because once the onrush 
of wickedness or passion ceases, by which they do wrong, Kai by ot ey e i e e L 
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Thus it is clear that wicked men are not amicably disposed 
toward themselves, because they do not have anything within 
themselves which is worthy of friendship 

He concludes from what has gone before that if it is most 
pitiful to be thus without friendship for oneself, we should flee 
Vige, intensely, i, vehemently, and strive to be virtuous. In 
this way one will be a friend to himself, and will become 2 friend 
0 others. 

  

  

  

Ch. 5 Aristotle begins (o treat of goodwill, which appears o 
be the beginning of friendship, although it is not itself 
friendship. 
Gootil (e 

ip il On nay hase gooill ovard peope one does ot know, and ithout 
i nowiag 1. bt o inbip. This has ben 1 shesdy. Nor i it love lo i doe ot e itensityof sou, nor dese. Bt these 
g Tollow Tove Eove comes with iy, bt goodwil may s suddeny, s it does 
{ovards fghes in 3 contest. Men are Denevoient toward them and hare i their whs, et do nothin [ them 10 bing, s about. For, 2 we s, nen el godwil suddenly . love supertay. ‘Gl then ees 1 b  beinaing of riendebip, it s the plssure 
o he e s the Leianing oflove. T s ane s e dlghied by besuty 
o docs o love Bt he who s deighied by beauty does not for ai of it o, bt oty when e Tong for the beloved when sent and s 
i prescnce of the heioved. This it i ot powible for peopl to he friends unice ey st have goodil for cadh ocher, bt thy. are ot fo al of 
it frends. For they only wish goo things 6 those tovard whom they are Benevlen, but they Wil 1t do say(hin Tor hem, hr (rouble themeivs 
(o them, For this reson somebody his calld gondill, by extenson, an inaciv endship, ot when g wil i of Tong duvadon and e 10 Familriy, then 1 becomes finip, 

B K dom ot o the enhp fo uilty or for plesue. 
For goodwill i ot invlved i these. This i s0 because, i tha fiend i Which b or uiliys sake the one who s received he beneht returns 

ool for what e he secived by acing usy. He who wishes someone o ket el Backue e ha he ope af enichment thrugh i seems 10 
Tave vl ot (oward him, but rathr award himsel, ot = 3 man i o 3 Iend to amothe If h 1 ol For i Decaune . expects 1o 
e i ol cases gl aise bechse of some quallty o excellence which 
s percined, by Which amcone appears 100 (o .o szons o ome atber Sudh thing. This we poinied abt 1 e cise of Fihier 

  volence) is assimilted to friendship, yet it is ot friend- 
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Alter the Philosopher has shown what the works of friend- 
ship are and to whom they belong, he here discusses each of 
them in particular. The aforesaid works of [riendship are 
reduced (o three, i.e., beneficence, benevolence and concord. 
Therefore he now determines these three, and first of all bene: 
olence which consists in interior affection for 4 person himself, 
secondly concord, which also consists in affection, but with 
respect to those things which belong to the person, and thirdly 
benehence, which Gonsss i the extenal el As 1o the 
first he does two things: he shows that benevolence is not friend- 
ship, but that it is the beginning of friendship. Thus he first 
shows that benevolence is ot friendship (which is a kind of 
habit), nor s it love (which is a kind of passion), as shown in 
Book VIIL Benevolence appears to be something similar to 
friendship in that all friends must be benevolent.  Nevertheless 
it is not the same as friendship. 

This he proves by two means. The first is that benevolence 
can be had toward men one does not know, experience of whom 
one has not attained by associating with them as friends. But 
this cannot be in friendship. The second is that benevolence 
can be hidden from him toward whom one is benevolent, swhich 
also cannot be in friendship: and this s stated in the beginning 
of Book VI 

He now shows that benevolence is not love, for two reasons, 
" The first is that benevolence does not have intensity of soul, 
nor desirc, .., fecling in the sensitive appetite, which distends the soul by its onrush as though moving it toward something with a kind of violence. This oceurs in the fecling of love, but not in benevolence, which consists in a simple motion of the will, 

The second reason is that love comes from familiarity. For 
Tove implies a certain vehement onrush of the soul. Tt is not 
customary, however, for the soul immediately to move vehemently toward something, but it is led to o so litle by little’ There- 
fore Tove grows by a certain familiaity, but since benevolence 
implics a simple motion of the wil, it can occur suddenly, as happens to men watching the struggles of fighters. They become benevolent toward one or the other of the fighters, and it would 
please them that this onc or that one should win. Nevertheless 
they do nothing to bring this about, because as has just been said, men become benevolent suddenly and love superficially, 
e, according to a solitary and weak motion of the will, which dos not burst out fnto action. 
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He now shows that benevolence is the beginning of fricnd- 
ship, and secondly of what sort of friendship. First of all, 
benevolence is said 1o be the beginning of friendship as delight. 
ing in the sight of some woman is the beginning of love for her. 
For no one begins to love a woman unless he has first heen 
delighted by her beauty. Nevertheless one does not immediately 
love @ woman when one is pleased by her beayty, but it is @ 
sign of complete love when, if she is absent, one desires her, 
as though begrudging her absence and desiring her presence. 
The same is true of friendship and benevolence. For it is not 
possible for men (o be friends, unless they have first become 
benevolent. 

Nevertheless it is not because they are benevolent that they 
can be called friends, since all that pertains to the benevolent 

hat they should wish good 10 the objects of their benevolence, 
such a way, nevertheless, that they would not do anything 

for them, nor are they perturbed at their misfortunes, Whence. 
one may say that benevolence is 4 certain idle friendship, since 
it does not have any friendly act connected with it. But when 
a man remains benevolent over a period of time, and becomes. 
accustomed 1o wishing well to someone, his soul becomes firm 
in wishing good 1o the other, so that his will will not be 
idle but elfcacious, and thus friendship comes about. 

He now shows of what sort of friendship benevolence is 
the beginning. He first shows, however, of what friendship it is 
Dot the beginning. Thus he says that benevolence over @ long 
period of time, combined with familiarity, does not lead to that 
type of friendship which is for the sake of something useful or 
pleasurable. 

For benevolence does not change into that friendship which 
does not comprise benevolence. For benevolence has 1o place 
in such friendships. This indeed appears plainly in pleasurable 

fendship, in which both friends wish pleasure from the other, 
which is sometimes with harm of the friend, and thus benevolence 
is removed. But in useful friendship there can be benevolence 
as to him who has already received benefius. If he acts justly 
he returns at least benevolence for the benefits that he has 
received. 

But if anyone should wish that a person be well off and 
should act well because of the hope which he has that through 
him he will abound in goods, he does not seem o be benevolent 
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toward him through whom he hopes (o abound, but more to 
himselt. Likewise, one does not appear o be the friend of 
another, who is solicitous of the good of the other because of 
some utility deriving to himsclf, ie, in order to use him for 
something. 

Finally he shows of what friendship benevolence is the 
beginning.  In all cases benevolence seems to be hadl toward some- 
one because of some quality which he has, as when one appears 
to be, to him who is benevolent, good or strong or some such 
thing for which men are usually praised, as it i said of fighters, 
towards whom we become benevolent because of the strength 
which appears in them or some other such thing; 

  

  

Ch. 6: 1t is now question of concord, which appears to belong 
10 friendship. It is not concerned with speculative matters, 
but only with practical actions, nor with all of these, but 
only with important ones. There is not said to be concord 
among the wicked. 

Cancord alo seems to belong 1o friendship, which is why it is not the 
same thing as unity of opinion. For the Jaier can exit even with people 
who do ot know exch other. 

Nor do we say that penple who.have the same views on any subject 
at all, have concond, 35, for instance, concerning.the hesventy botics. For 
here s noching iendly in agrecing about these things. 

Bt cities st id 1o be i accord when they agres 3 10 what is 10 theie 
advantage, and chosse o do the same things, and perform those things which hey have resalved in common, Thus concord i about hings to be done, 

1S concerned alio with matters of 3 certin maguitude, and involving 
both parties or & whole group. a, for Instance, in cites when it seems 14 I that the laders should be lected, or that an sllance should be formed with Sparia, or that Pindar should tule, at a time when he himself was willing 10 rule. But when esch of two people wishes himself 1o Tisve the hing in queston, a in the Phoenisac, then there i contention, For concord does ot st ‘when both vish something ta themselve, but rather when ihey agree on the same thin, 33 when both the people snd men of viriuc agree that the best men should rule. Thus do all gt what they aim 4t 

Palitcal friendship appears o be the same” thing & coneord, 35 i commonly said. For i s concerned with things that sre o our interest Snd are good for Hving. 
Such s the concord which exits among good men, for these have canord withthemselves and with cach other, and temain sible, 30 10 $péak. For 
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the wishes of such men are constant, and do not flow back and forh like 
Euripus “They wish s things and fiing hings. And (i hings hey 

Bt bad men cannot hae concord, unles 10 & small extent, just 1 they 
cannotbe friends, desing more than their share in et things, whie 
Iabor and service they fal short of their share. Each min wishing advan 
tages for Himself criiczes his neighbor and sands in his way. The common 
g00d of those who do ot waich over it Is os. Therelore contention arses 
ammong therm while they force others 1o do just things and themselves do not 
it 10 do them. 

  

  

  

  

Alter determining what benevolence is, the Philosopher here 
determines concord, first showing what it is, sccondly how it 
isrelated to political friendship. Thus he states first that concord 
seems to belong 10 friendship. It has been said above that it 
pertains to friends to choose the same things, in which consisis 
the essence of concord. From this it is evident that concord is 
not the same thing as homodosia, ie., unity of opinion. For it 
can occur that even those who do not know each other may be 
of the same opinion, among whom, however, there is not con- 
cord, just as there is ot friendship. 

He now inquires of the matter of concord and first shows 
with what concord is no concerned. Thus he states that men are 
not said to be in concord who agree about anything at all, as 
those who consent with each other in speculative matiers, as for 
example things pertaining to the heavenly bodies. To consent 
with one another in such things does not pertain to the notion 
of friendship, since friendship is from choice. Judgment in 
speculative matters, however, does not depend upori the necessity 
of choice. Thercfore nothing prevents friends from having 
different ideas about such things, while encmies may agree on 
them,  Thos it s evident that concord, which pertains to friend- 
ship, is not about such things. 

Now he shows what concord is concerned with, and first in 
general that it is concerned with things to be done. Thus he 
Says that states are said to have concord when they agree on 
what is useful, 50 that they choose the same things and do in 
general those things which they consider to be uselul. Thus it 
i clear that concord is concerned with things 1o be done, 

Now he shows in particular with what operations concord 
is concerned, First, concord is to be considered in matters of a 
certain magnitude.For the concord of several is not dissipated 
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by a disagreement on minor things. Secondly, the things with Vhich concord s conceried are sach that.they sy b Al 
10 all, whether men or citizens of a state. For if anyone should 
consent that another should have what none can have, this does 
not scem to matier much for concord. 

He here introduces an example from states, in which there 
is said to be concord. when all the citizens see the same way, as 
when the leaders are closen by election, not by lot or succession; 
or when it scems (0 the Athenians that they should enter into 
partnership with the Lacedemonians in order to fight together against enemics; or when it scems (o all the citizens that some man, say Pindarus, should lead, provided he wants to lead. “Then those who wish this are in concord with him, 

But when cach wants to lead, contention arises in conse- quence, as is elated in the Phoenisiae, which are certain poems, For concord does not consist in each wishing the good for himself (although there is a likeness of will according to proportion since. each does wish good for himself). Otherwise this will be the cause of contention. But it is necessary for concord that all should agree on the same identical thing, as when in some state both the people and virtuous men concur in this, that the best should rule. In this way, all have what they desire, when they all agree on the same thing. 
Now he shows how concord is related to political friendship, saying that political friendship, whether it exists between the citizens of 4 same state, or between states themselves, seems to be the same thing as concord. Thus men are accustorhed o say tha states or citizens who are in concord have friendship for each other. For political riendship is concerned with. useful things, and that which is good for human life, about which we say concord exists 
Now he shows to whom concord properly belongs, and first shows that it is found in the good, secondly that it is not found in the wicked. First, therefore, concord, such as it has been defined, is found in those who are virtuous. Such men agree with themselves, and also agree with others, in that they remain permanently in the same state both as to their choice and as 10 their actions, because, as has been said above the good are not accusiomed (o repent of their decisions. But he adds "0 to speak” because it is not possible that men in this life have complete immutability. 
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He adds to this exposition that they are therefore said to 
remain in the same because their wills remain fixed on the 
good, and they do not flow from one thing to another, as 
Eusipus, i.e, & certain place on the sea in Greece, in which the 
water flows both ways. Such virtuous men wish what is just and 
useful, and desire such things in common, 

Now he shows that concord does not exist in the wicked, 
saying that the wicked cannot agree, except to a slight degree, 
just as they can be friends only to a slight degree. They cannot 
agree because they wish (o have a superabundant share of all that 
is useful, but wish o be deficient, i, have less, of the labors 
which are done in common and are to be undergone, i, what- 
ever taxes or services are necessary. Since each of them wishes 
this, k.. 0 superabound in good things and have a lesser share 
of the hard things, they question their neighbor and impede him 
lest he should have what he desires. Thus, since they do not 
preserve that common good which is justice, the community of 
concord is destroyed among them. So contention comes about 
among them, when one forces the other to do for him what is 
just, but himself does not wish to do justice to the other, but 
wishes to abound in good things and lack hard things, which is 
against the equality of justice. 

      

  

  

Ch. 7: Beneficence is treated, concerning which a_question 
arises, namely that benefactors seem to love more than 
those who receive the benefit. 

Benetactors seem 1o love those whom they hase benefied more than the 
fatter Iove them 

“The queston arses because his seems contrary 1o season, 
To'a sood many people this secms to be because the later owe something 

whereas the former have somedhing owed 1o them. Jus 3 in loans, the 
deblors wish their_exeditors not o be, while these o loan watch over 
the secarity of their debiors, s0 aho henefactors would seem 0 wish the 
seiplents 1o be, that they might receive thanks, but the laier (0 tske no 
interest in the recuin. Epicharmiss would perhaps say that (his is safd 
Tooking 3t the bad side of men. But it i quite like human natre, For 
many e forgetul of benels, and desire more (o receive good things than 
o do them, 

Bt there i an ansver cose to nature, which s ot ke the one Brought 
up in the cas of those who loan. For love dos not enter into such matters, 
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bt the wil that the other should remin in being is for the sske of the. 
gain (0 be derived. Buc benefaciors ike and fove those whom they o good 
. even it thee are of ho use 1o them, nor will be o in the future. 

“This happens with cralimen. For every man loves his own work 
better than he would be liked by s work if it were perchince to Come live. This scems to happen particularly wth poets: for they greaty love 
s poems, loving them ke their own sons.  The case of henactors is like this. For the one that they have done good to s ther work. They lave thelr work more (han ther work loves them, The reason for this i that being s something wordhy of choice by all, and lovable. We exist wheis 
e sct. For living and acting i % certain work. We love a work, then: becatse we love heing. This is nacural, and the reson for this s that Wwhatever s thing s potentilly is revealed by scton. 

Likewis, 10 the henefactor, hat i good which i ccording (0 act, whence e rejoices i the object of his action. But 1o the recipient there it no good in the one acting. unless it be some advantage, but this Is 1e deightful and lovabie 
“The present ativity is detightfl, the future the object of hope, and the past of memory. That is most delighiful which is according 1o act, and Hikewise lovabe. For him who doss the work, the work réming or the good s lasting. But for the recipient the utily pises dway: The memory of good things is pleasing, but that of useful things ciher entirely not 50, or les. Expectancy of the future, however, seems 10 b ihe opposite. 
Loving is asimilied (0 making. To be loved, however, (o being acied upon, Love and friendly acions belons to those wha are fiore active Farther, those things which require [abor are alvays more loved, e those who e made theix money love it more than thote who have nhersed it. Now receving good things would seem 1o be vithaut lubor, but doing hem (© be laborious. For this resson, 00, mothers love theis chidren more The generation of the childen is more laborious for them, and they know eter that they are thers. This ton, would sem o b prapes 16 benelacion, 
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Having determined benevolence and concord, the Philoso- pher now treats of beneficence. He begins by stating a question swhich ariscs concerning it. For benefactors appear to love more. those they benefit, than do those who receive the benefit love those who do good to them, 
He then states that this is a question because it seems (0 he contrary to reason. For beneficiaries are obliged in justice to Iove their benefactors but not conversely. 
Next he solves this question by assigning the reason of that which occurs.  First he gives the apparent reason, then the true reason. As to the first he states that to many the reason for this occurrence is that beneficiaries owe something to their benefactors, 
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after the manner of owing to those who loan. We perceive in 
Ioans, that they who owe, wish those to whom they owe, not to 
be, in order that they may be immune from the debt. But those 
who loan, to whom something is owed, take care of the welfare 
of those who owe 0 them, lest they should lose the debt. Thus 
do benefactors wish those whom they have done good t0 10 be and 
10 live 50 that they may receive thanks from them. But those 
who have received the benefactions are not concerned with 
giving thanks but wish rather to be absolved of this debt. There- 
fore they do not much love their benefactors. 

Approving this reason, Epicharmus, a_ certain philosopher 
or poct, would say that such a reason is given considering the 
malice of men. For that is atributed to human custom which 
is found among many, and many are those who are forgetful of 
benefits and seek more to receive good things from others than 
to do good themselves. 

Now he asigns the four real reasons. First he begins by 
seuting this explanation before the previous reason, saying that 
the present explanation appears closer o nature than the 
previous one because it is taken from the nature of the bene 
faction, nor is it similar to the reason assigned above taken 
from those who make loans. Those who make loans do not love 
those to whom they loan but wish them 1o remain in being not 
out of love but because of gain. But benefactors love according 
10 the sensitive appetite and by choice those whom they do good 
to, even though they are of no use to them in the present and they 
40 not expect any utility from them in the futre. 

Now he gives the fust true reason, saying that the same 
occurs with benefactors in relation to their beneficiarics, as 
oceurs with artisans in relation to their works. Every artisan 
Loves his own work more than he is loved by it, even though it 
were possible for such a work to come alive. This appears to 
happen especially with poets who love their own poems super- 
abundandly, as parents love their children. For poems belong 
more to that by which man i a man than do other (mechanical) 
works. To this one may compare what happens in benefactors 
loving those to whom they do good. For he who receives some. 
good from another is, in @ certain sense, his work. Therefore 
benefactors love their work more, ie, the beneficiaries, than 
conversely. 

Having given these examples he adds the common reason, 
saying that the cause of the above s that all men love and choose 
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their own being. Everything, inasmuch as it is, is good. The 
good is worthy of choice and lovable. Our being consists in a 
Certain activity. For our being is to live and consequently to 
act, For life cannot be without any of the operations of life. 
Hence it is lovable to €ach to do the works of life. The product 
of the maker i in a certain sense the maker in act. For the act 
of the ‘one moving and acting is in that which is moved and 
seceives the action. Therefore, for this reason do artisans and 
poets and bencfactors love their product, because they love their 
eing.  This indeed is natural, namely that each should love his 
being. 

The reason for this consequence, namely that they love their 
product because they love their being, is manifested when he 
adds: “That which is in potency, the product announces in act.” 
A man isa man because he has a rational soul: the soulis the irst 
act of a physical body which has the pover of i, i.c., which is in 
potency to the activity of life. Thus the fundamental being of 
‘man consists in his having the power of the activity of lfe, The 
reduction of this potency 10 act is manifested by that which man 
docs in exercising the activities of lie. 

As 10 the second reason, he begins by saying that each loves 
his own good. The good of the benefactor consists in his act, 
by which he gives benchts. It s also an act of virtwe. Therefore 
the benctactor elights in the beneficiary as n that in which his 
o0d is found. But the one who xeceives does not have any true 
ood in the one acting, i, the benelactor, For it is not an act 
of virtue to receive benefis from another. If he has any good 
atall in the benefactor it is 2 wseful good, which is less delightful 
and lovable than moral good. Thus it is cvident that the bene- 
factor s less lovable 10 the beneficiary than conversely. 

He now proves what he has just supposed, first in general. 
That which is delightful in the present is the act itelf or the 
operation; in the future it is hope: as o what has been done, 
or the past it is memory. OF these three the most delightful is 
act, and it i likewise more lovable than hope o memory. But 
there remains (o the benefactor the goodness of his act, for 
moral good does not pass immediately but is enduring, and thus 
he delights in him to whom he has done good, as in his present 
g00d, But the utility which the one receiving has, soon passes. 
Thus the benefiiary delights in the benefactor according to the. 
‘memory of that which is past. The moral good, therefore, which 
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the benefactor has is more delightful and lovable than the 
wseful good which the beneliciary Has in his benefactor, 

He proves this by saying that the memory of the good, ie. 
the moral good, which one has done in the past, is delightfu 
But the memory of the useful goods which onc once had, is 
either wholly not delighttul, as when one is saddencd by their 
Jos,or s less delighuful than the memory of moral good, because 
something of the lacter remains. But as 0 the hope of the future 
the contrary seems to hold i, ic. that it is more delightful 
0100k forward to useful things than moral goods. 

    

  

The reason for this divergence is that an unknown good does 
ot please but only a known one. No one knows a moral good, 
however, unless he had it. Hence they are known if they are 
past, not if they are only future. Useful goods are known both 
‘past and future, but the aid of those past has already gone. The 
hope they expect to receive from them in the future delights 
as a kind of remedy against future needs. Whence it is that a 
man delights more in the hope of useful things than in the 
memory of the same, or in the hope of moral goods. But in the 
memory of moral goods a man delights more than in the memory 
of useful goods.# The benefactor has the memory of 2 moral 
good, the beneficiary of a useful good. Therefore the beneficiary 
is more delightful and lovable to the benefactor than conversely. 
He gives the third reason when he says that loving is asimilated 
o making. For it pertains to one who loves o wish and do good 
10 the one he loves. But 1o be loved is assimilated to undergoing. 
The one who does is more excellent than the one who undergoes. 
Therefore it is reasonable that those who excel by activity, ie., 
benefactors, artisans and poets, should love and possess those 
things which follow love, 

“The fourth reason is given when he states that those things 
which are done with labor are always more loved. Thus those 
who by their own effort and labor possess riches love them more 
than those who have inherited them from their parents or by 
the free gift of somebody, whence it is also, that the latter are 
more liberal, as is said in Book IV. For someone to receive a 
benehic from another is without any labor on his part. But 
€0 do good 10 another is laborious, i.c., it requires action and 
Iabor. Hence it is reasonable that benefactors should love their 
bencficiaries more than conversely. 

‘He confirms this reason by the example of mothers, who love 
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heir children more than the fathers do. This s so both because 
they labor more over their birth, carying them and bearing 
them, than do the fathers, and bcause they are better able to 
Know that they are their children than the fathers. And this 
seems (0 be proper to benefactors,chat they love their benefciaries 
0 the extent that they have labored over them. 

  

  

Ch. 8 The love of self is treated; this because those who love 
themselves most of all are most of all detested. 

“The queston arises a5 1o whether one should love oneself the most or 
some other. 

péuple reproach those who Tove themselves most of 4 
called Tovers of sef 3 3 term of disgrace 

Indeed 3 bad man appears t do everything he docs for his own sske, 
“The worse e s, the more he scems 10 act ihis way. They accuse him a3 doing nothing otside of himsell. But good men sct for the good, and the 
more 1 he beter they e, and for the sake of % frend. Such o man sacefces 
his o interet, 

But in reality actons do not agree with these tessons, and this i not surprisng. For men say that & man should love most him who is most his friend.  But one’s friend is he who most of il wishes one good.for ane's own sake, even though none should know, Thie stuation it verified most Of alfn & man’s relations (o himli 
Soare all the other auributes by which a friend s Kaown. For, a5 Has been said, i is from one’s relations 1o, onesef that a1l other riendly elatons to others are derived 
Likewise, in this all the proverbs agree, e tha friends have but one soul, that wha riends have 1 in commn, that friendéhip is equality, and that he Knée is neighbor o the tbia. But 3l these chasscteriscs are found above all 1o 2 man's relatons to himself, For & man s his own best riend, nd therefore ought 10 Jove himself most. 
There . therefore good. resson 1o sk which of the two opinions one should follow, since there is something ta be said for both of hern oy, then, one should distinguish between these two viewpoiais and determine What i irue of cach andhow this i so. If we fake the i “Iover of sl in each of the two semes and see what i true of each, we may aiain a clear idea. 
Those who use the term 25 one of reproach, cll “Joers of sell” those who aitibute to themselves (he greaer share in money. honors and bodily plessures. For many men desie these things and st for them 25 the best, for which reason they are the oceasion of competiion. Thase who have an abundance of such goods indulge their deire, and. iheis pasions in eneral; th irrational pa of thel soul. Many men are of this sort, which 5 why the appelaion s derised from this sort of selfiove. 1 is ight that  man who loves himsel in this sense should be an objeet o reproach. 
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“That it is men of this sort, who allot sch things o themselyes, that are 
usually called ‘lovers of self’ & obvious, For if 3 man always strove 1o do 
just things more than anyone ehe. or temperate things, or any ather things 
acconding to virtue, and took 3l this good for himself, no one would ever call 
Rim a lover of self or reproach him for it 

  

  

    

  

After the Philosopher has determined concerning the prescr- 
vation and dissolution of friendship, as well as of the acts of 
friendship, he now brings up certain doubts involved in friend- 
ship. This he does firs in respect 1o the one loving, secondly 
in respect to those loved.,  Therefore he begins by saying that a 
doub arises whether one should love onesell most or some 
other more than oneself, 

He shows that this doubt is reasonable. Men reproach 
those who love themselves especially. The fact of being 3 lover 
of one sclt is considered as something wrong, 

Furthermore, a wicked man does everything for his own 
004, and the more 50 the worse he is._The more he does this, 
the more he s accused by men, as one who does nothing outside 
himself, i, for the good of others, but only for his own good. 
But viriuous men do not act for themselves alone, but rather do 
what is morally good, both because of themselves and because of 
their friends. For which reason they often sacrifice their own 
interest. 

On the other hand, however, the actions by which men are 
shown to love themselves particularly, difer from the above 
reasons. Nor is this unreasonable. First since men generally 
say that 2 man should most love him who is most his friend. He 
is the greatest friend of someone who most wishes him good for 
his own sake, even though no other should know it. This exists 
above all in the relations of a man to himself. For each wishes 
g0od things to himsell above all. Thus it s plain that a man 
Should love himself above all. 

Secondly, all the other things by which it is determined 
and defined what a friend is, exist above all between a man and 
himself as said above, because all Iriendly actions which we do 
toward others are derived {rom the friendly actions which we do 
toward ourselves. 

To the same end he introduces certain proverbs, saying that 
all proverbs which are commonly in usc, agree on this point, that 
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a man loves himself above all. Thus it is said that two friends 
have but one soul, or that the possessions of friends are in com- 
mon, and that friendship is a certain equality, also that friend- 
ship is like the knee 1o the tibia, which are most close together. 
All these give one 10 understand that friendship consists in a 
certain unity, which principally is that of one 1o oneself. Thus 
all the aforesaid proverbs can be verified in regard to a man in 
respect 1o himself, This, because a man is above all a friend to 
himself, and thus 2 man should principally love imself. 

He concludes the doubt by saying tha it is fitting to doubt 
which of the two viewpoinis one should follow, since there is 
something (o be said for both of them. 

He now solves the doubt and begins by determining the. 
mode of the solution. Thus he says first that those questions 
which can be solved in two different senses, should be dis- 
tinguished as o what is true in both senses, and where it is so. 
1E we consider how a person is said to be a lover of himself 
according to both senscs of the objection, we shall find the truth 
e are secking. 

Thus he solves the doubt by distinguishing it, frst showing 
what is meant by a lover of self in the sense in which it i 
decried, secondly in which it is praised. As to the frst he states 
that those who consider it wrong to be 4 lover of oneself, mean 
by that those who allot 1o themselves the greater share. i 
corporeal goods, i.c., money, honors, and corporeal pleasures, 
such as those of food and sex. Such goods are sought by a 
great many men. Men look at them as though they were the 
best. 

    

  

Since many seck a superabundance in such goods, which all 
cannot have at once, it follows that quarrels and contentions 
‘come about in connection with such goods. Those who abound 
more in such goods, transform their abundance into_the satis- 
faction of their concupiscence and in general of all their desires, 
and consequently of the irrational part of their soul to which 
the feelings belong. Thus those who seck such goods, love them- 
selves according to the irrational part of their soul, ic., the 
sensitive part. The majority of men is such that they follow 
their senses rather than their intelligence. Therefore this use 
of the term lover of sell s taken from that which is evil, which 
s proper to many. Thus a lover of sclf in this sense may be 
found in most cases and is justly condemned. 
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He proves what he has said, saying that it is clear that 
many are called lovers of self because they confer upon themselves 
a greater share of the aforesaid goods which belong to the irra 
tional part of man, because if anyone wished to superabound. in 
the goods of reason, which are the works of virtue, as though 
wishing to perform more than any other the works of justice, 
or temperance, o any other virtue whatsocver, in such a way 
that he always wished to acquire moral good for himself, none 
of the aforesaid multitude would call him 2 lover of himsell, or if 
some wise man called him this, it would ot be to his shame.*" 

  
  

  

  

now shown who may jusifiably love hiimself, namely, 
the virtuous man. 

I will be seen that such a man (e virtuous wmn) it indecd more 
truly 3 lover of hiasel, 

For e auributes t himself (he best and. greatest goods. 

  

He gratifies the most principal element in hiwsell and abeys it in 
al things 

st 38 2 sate appears to be that which is most princpal in it, and 
Hikewise any other group, s0 also wich man. Thus & man seems to be most 
a lover of himself when he loves that which i principsl in himselt and 
St it. 

A man is called continent or incontinent in the measure in which e i 
able 1o keep 2 hold on his sesson or not, on the asumption that this i 
he man himell 

Aen e thought to have acted of themselves and voluntarily, bave all 
when they aced by resson 

“That each man is what his reason i, o a leas is that most of 2l it 
bvious s i that the vircuous man loves his reason mst of il Therefore 
such 2 man, more than any other, wil be a lover of himelr 

“This I love of sel according (0 2 dillrent mode. than that which is 
reprobated, difering from it to.the degrce in which livng according to 
season dilfrs from Tiving acconding (0 the.psions, and. desiing the trve 
ood from seeking what appears o be s 

Those who strive 10 do_good actins more than others, are approved 
and praed by 4 

1l men competed for the good, and sought 1o do the bese things, 
they would il have I common what thes needed, and the greatest of gouds 
would be proper to cach, for such is vitue. 

Theretore a good man should love himself, for by doing good thinge 
e el help himsell and Wil help others. But 4 bad man should nor. For 
e will Baran ot hisself and s neighbers by following bis wicked passions, 
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For the bad man, there is a clish betwesn what he should do and what 
e acusly docs, The il siways chooes what 8 food for i, 30d the Vitions man sbeys i Inellct, 

Tl e what s 5 of the virtvous man, ramely that e does surs many iogs o the ke o hi I, and f mecesay alc v hin For e wil thiow ansy ey and Honors, 400 i gencal il thie thingh 
it T compee 3fcp, Brocurng the ths. good. or el 

Yor he chocessaiher 1o have geat Joy 15 3 shot while, tan 3 long perindof i o, e Sl o one et e 0 ey 
. of 5 humdrun exsiene, 10 peior one grar and good acion Father T many sl ones, T e 10 e wat Rappens 0 shote who i for 

othes, Bt ey are chosin 3 res gond {or (pemucives “They ‘will thw sty mones oo, 1 Uhreby shie rends will rceve 
more, Theie e eccvs motey Du. thy Tesve oo B they are g the geses 5o 1 themahe 
LU e i il i o i iehd ke For i i goo nd praewertn fo 
it Thos th virtuous man cis ey chootnt the 1 o bl i, 

T2 Pappcns tht e il evn s i god acton. 10 i betr for i b the came of b irend dong them: T 31 prisenarhy things 
he ituous i sen 1o giv il the g st o he oo 1o B vy & ma shoula e o “lover of e 2 e Bave s, b v many men 1t b showld ot e 

  

    

        
  

After the Philosopher has shown how a person may be said 
10 be a lover ofsef in a way which is reprehensible, he now shows 
how one may be a lover of self jn 2 way which i praiseworthy. 
Thus he first shows that there is a way in which one may love 
oneself other than that already mentioned, ~Secondly he shows 
that this second way is praiseworthy. As to the first he shows that 
a person is a lover of self who attributes an abundance of the 
00ds of reason (o himself, Thus he says that one who strives 
0 excel in the works of virtue appears to be more a lover of 
himself than he who autributes to himself a superabundance of 
sensible goods. 

He proves this by two reasons, The first s that a person 
Toves himself more in the measure in which he auributes to 
himsel greater goods. But he who strives to surpass in the works 
of virtue, attributes 10 himself the best, ic., those which are the 
greatest goods, namely moral goods, Therefore such a man loves 
himself more than any other, 

The second reason is that such a man gives good to that 
which is most important in himself, namely the intellect, He 
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brings it about that all the parts of his soul obey the intellect* 
The more a person loves something, the more he loves that which 
is most important in it. Therefore it is evident that he who 
wishes o excel in the works of virtue loves himself above all. 

He now proves what he has supposed, namely that he who 
loves that which is most important in himself, ic., the intellect 
or reason, loves himself above all. This he shows by ihree 
reasons. The first is that a state appears to be,that which is 
chief in it. Thus that which the rulers of a city o, the whole 
city is said to do. The same is true of every other thing which 
is constituted on several elements. Whence man is above all that 
sehich is principal in him, namely reason or intellect, Thus he 
who loves intellect or reason and gives them goods, seems above 
all 1o be a lover of himself. 

The second reason is that a person is called continent who 
holds on to himself, and incontinent who does not. This is said 
inasmuch as a man holds on to his intellect by following its 
judgment, or does not hold o it by reason of incontinence, 
because each man is what his intellect is. Thus it appears that 
such a man truly loves himself who loves his reason. 

The third reason is that what men do by reason they scem 
10 do themselves (o the greatest degree and such decds 1o have 
been done voluntarily. What a man does through concupiscence 
o anger, does not seem to be done by his own will, but as led by 
an extraneous motion. ‘Thus it is evident that a man is princi. 
pally that which he is according t0 intellect and reason. Whence 
he loves himself most when he loves intellect and reason. 

Now he shows to whom it belongs to love himself in this 
way. Thus he says that it is clear from the above that each s 
what he is by reason of intellect or reason. Or if other factors 
concur in the being of man, one may say that & man is principally 
such, ic., intellect or reason, because this is what is formal and 
‘completive in the human species. It is clear also that the virtuous 
‘man principally loves this, i, the intellect and reason, because 
he keeps it in its totality and obeys it. Whence it is evident 
that the virtuous man above all i & lover of himself 

‘He now shows that this manner of loving oneself is specifically 
different from the previous one, saying that the virtuous man 
i a lover of himself according to another type of love than that 
which is reprehensible, as said above. He assigns two differences, 
the first of which is on the part of act. For the virtuous man 
Toves himself because he lives according 10 reason. But he who 
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is reprehended lives according to passion. For he follows the 
passions of the irrational soul, s said above. The other difference 
s on the part of the end. For the virtuous man loves himself 
in that he desires that which is essentially good. But he who 
is reprehensible loves himsell in that he desires for himsell that 
which appears as a useful good, when nevertheless it is harmful. 

He shows that to love oneself as the virtuous man does is 
praiseworthy. Such a man strives (o excel in the works of virtue, 
It is plain that all receive and praise those who strive for good 
actions differently than others, i.¢,, more abundantly than other 
thus it is evident that he who loves himself according to virtue 
s praisevorthy. 

He shows that such a man is also useful to himself and others. 
For it has been said that he who loves himself according to 
virtue, strives o act well in a superlative way. If all men 
competed for the good, ie, if each tried to excel the other in 
goodness by acting best it would follow that all would have 
together what they needed, because one would help the other, 
and that which was proper to cach would be the best of goods, 
namely virtue, 

He now infers two corollaries from what has preceded. The 
first is that it is the best possible thing for a good man o love 
‘himself, because by doing good he helps both himself and others. 
But a bad man should not love himself because by pursuing 
s evil passions he both hurts himself by depriving himself of 
virtue, and his neighbors by depriving them of sensible goods. 

The second corollary is that in an evil man the things he does 
are conurary to the things he should do. For he acts against 
intellect and reason.  Every intellect chooses that which is best 
for itself. Thus an evil man does not do what he should do. 
But this fits the virtuous man because he obeys the intellect in 
all things. 

He now excludes from him who loves himself according to 
virtue that which was said above in accusation of one who loves 
himself, namely that he does nothing for the sake of others, 
First he says that it is true what is said of the virtuous man, 
namely that he will do many things for his friends and his 
country, more than any other. Even though he should be required: 
to di, he will not desert his friend, Money, however, and honors 
and all other external things for which men fight, he, as it were, 
casts aside and despises for his friend. By all these things he 
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procures good for himself, namely moral good, which is more 
eminent. ~ Whence even in this he loves himself more and 
procures for himself the greater good. 

He manifests what he has said. First as (o the death which 
the virtuous man will undergo for his friend. For a man who 
dies for hi friend procures gaod for himself because he chooses 
rather to delight for a short time in a great work of virtuc than 
10 delight for a long time in a slight way in mediocre works of 
virtue. 

He prefers to live in an excellent way for one year than for 
many years in a mediocre way. Likewise he chooses a great 
and good action rather than many good and slight actions. 
This occurs in those who die for virtue’s sake, because although 
they live less, nevertheless in one action alone, in which they 
expose themselves for a friend, they do more good, than in many 
other actions. Thus, by exposing themselves to death for their 
riends by reason of virtue, they choose a great good for them- 
selves. I this it is manifest that they love themselves 10 the 
greatest degree. 

He manifests the same as (o the contempt for external goods. 
irst as (o money, saying that the virtuous, for the sake of their 

friends, despise or disperse their money, so that their friends 
Teceive more [rom the point of view of money than they do. 
In this also they in truth love themselves more. For when one 
concedes money to his friend and acquires for himsell moral good, 
it s clear that he gives the greater good to himself and thus 
Toves himself more. 

He shows the same about honors, saying that he acts in the 
same way about honors and positions of authority, for a virtuous 
‘man easily relinquishes all of these for his friend's sake, because 
0 do s0 is a certain good work of virtue and praiseworthy. 
Thus it is evident that the virtuous man acts wisely, in place of all 
external goods choosing the good of virtue, which is great, and 
thus he will love himself more than any other. 

Finally he shows the same as t0 acts of virtue, saying that it 
even happens sometimes that a virtuous man will concede the 
acts of virtue to his friend, as when, in the case where some work 
of virtue is (o be done by himself or by another, he allows his 
friend to do it, s0 that he may advance and be praised. Never- 
theless even in_this he is choosing for himsell that which is 
better, For it is better and more virtuous 10 be the cause of 
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his friend’s doing such things than if he did them himself, 
especially when the opportunity remains for him to do other 
such or greater acts. Thus it is evident that the virtuous man 
auributes more to himself of all praiseworthy things and thus 
he, above all, loves himself. 

He concludes by saying that one must be a lover of Self as the 
virtuous man is, not as many men, who are not virtuous, love 
themselves 

  

  

Ch. 10: The doubt is brought up as to whether the happy 
man needs friends or not. Arguments for both sides. 

Does the happy man need friends or not? 
Some suy that the blesed and those who are selfsuffcient have no 

need of fiends. For they have the things that are good: (hose who are 
e suficient are in need of nothing. But 3 friend, they ay, provides another 
el giving 3 man what he cannot accomplish by himself 

Therefore, f the spirit has given wel, what need s there of friends? 
But it would seem not o make senve, 1o asign 31l good things 10 the 

happy man, yet not frends. For & fiend seems 10 he the greates of external 
suods. 

10t s more the partof & Tsend 10 do good (hings (han to receie them, 
and it i proper to the good and ta virtue {0 do good, and it it better to do 
ood 1o one's fricnds than to szanges, the virtuous man will need fiends, 

For this reaon it s avked whether friends are needed more i good 
fortune or in misfortune, that they may receie the nceds of the tnfortumyte 
man, o be the objects of the benefcence of the fortunate man. 

‘Another drawback 1o the inital atttude s (it would make the 
blesed man slitary. But no one would choose (o have il goods slone, 
for man s 3 political creature and born o ive with others. Now 3 happy 
man will have al that is good by naure. 1t is cear that i is better 10 
dwell with friends and those who e virtoous ihan with strsngers, and 
‘ny sor of men whatever. Therefore the happy man needs friends 

What then do those s cited mean and what truth is thete in what 
hey say? 15 1 because many comider friends those who are useful and the 
blewsed man wil ot need such, because he has the good things, nor wil 
e nced friends for pleasure’s sike, or 3t leat not miny? For if 1 rself 
is delighiful, it needs no accesory pleasure. Thus & man who does not need 
sich iends sects o to nced friends at 4l 

Bt perchance this s ot rue, 1t has been said in the beginning that 
happines is o cerain operation and it is obrions that an operation it Someting hat s done it does not exist Ike 3 kind of powesion, 16 
ippiness i in Hving and acting, and the good man's actiity s Virtuous 
and delighil in fell, 2 has 2l becn sxid n the beginming. and i¢ is s 
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s that 1t s proper of delightul things that we can consider themn better i ohers than in ourselves and. actlons of othets better than ours, nd hat actions of irtuous men who are their frends are deligiful 1o Food men, oth will have those things which are by nature delighiful. Thus the bicsed 
man will need such friends. 1 he necds to contemplate good sctions and Actions that axe his own, such wil be the actions of 3 friend who 

I is thought that the happy man must live delighilully. But lie diffcul for the man who lve alone, for he cunnot easily sct by himell 
continuously, but he can easly do so ‘with others and. toward others, Thas here il be & more contimuous operation, and one that is delighitul in 
sl 2 it must be fn the case of the blssed man. For the virtuous man, 
inasrauch 23 he i3 such, ejoices in actions that are in’ kecping with irtue 

1 is pained by those which proceed from wickednes, fut 5 3 musician 
delighied by good melodies, nd ssddened by bad oncs, 

“Thus there comes about 4 certain taining f virtue from the delling 
together of good men as Theognis saye. 

  

  

  

   

  

  

After the Philosopher has brought up and solved the question 
of the love of sell, he here solves a question which arises con- 
cerning the love of others. 

First he shows that the doubt is @ reasonable one, by arguing 
for both sides. First, as to the negative side, he argues by reason. 
Thus certain men say that the happy man, since he s selfsuficient, 
docs not nced friends. Since all good things are had by those 
who have a complete suffciency of goods, they would seem to 
need no other. A friend appears to be necessary, because since. 
he is another self, he gives what a man cannot Have by himself. 
Thus i would scem that the happy man does not nced friends. 

He adduces a proverb in support of this which was current 
among the pagans, that he (o whom the spiri gives goo does not 
need friends. For the pagans, and the Platoniss in particular, 
held that the order of providence was such that human things 
were govemed by divine providence through the intermediary of 
spirits. Some were said to be good, some evil. There cxists 
therefore the proverh that, since men receive good things 
through divine providence, as appears to occur with happy men, 
that they do not need the help of friends. 

Now he argues for the other side and gives thrce reasons. 
“Thus he says that it does not seem right that all exicrnal goods 
should be given (o the happy man, but not friends,since a friend 
s, 50 1o speak, the greatest of external goods. 

Secondly, as said above, it pertains to a friend rather to do 
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g00d than to receive good. For it is proper o virtue to do good. 
Happiness, however, consists in the work of virtue, as is said in 
Book I Thus it is necessary for the happy man to be virtuous 
and consequently that he do good. It is better, however, for a 
man 10 do good to his friends than to those who are not, 
all other things being equal, because a man does this with greater 
pleasure and more promptly. Therefore, the happy man, since 
he is virtuous, needs friends to whom he may do good 

A certain doubt arises from the above, namely, whether a 
man needs friends more in good fortune than in misfortune, 
for in both situations a man seems (o need friends. The un- 
fortunate man needs friends who may do good for him, but the 
fortunate man needs friends to whom 1o do good. This doubt 
will be pursued further on. 

Thirdly it does not seem right for the happy man 1o be 
alone. - For this is against the choice of all. For no man would 
choose always to live with himself i.c., alone, even after he had 
all goods, because man s naturally a political animal and is born 
apt o live with others, Since a happy man has those things v 
are.naurally good, it follows that he would have a life with 
others. It is clear, however, that it is better to live with fricnds 
and virtuous men than with strangers and any sort of men at 
all. Thus, therefore, it i clear that the happy man needs friends. 

He now solves this problem and first shows how it is truc. 
that the happy man does not need friends. Thus he says first 
that since it has been shown that the happy man needs friends 
one must consider what the former say, denying that the happy 
man needs friends, and what truth there is in their statement. 

To this end one must consider that many consider those 
1 be their friends who are useful to them, in the giving of 
extemnal goods, which ordinary men alone know. A happy man 
docs ot need such friends, since he has a suffcicncy of goods. 
Likewise he does not need friends for the sake of pleasure, unless 
in a small degree, inasmuch as in human life one must have a 
certain amount of recreation for the sake of repose, as i said in 
Book IV, For the life of the happy man, since it is itself 
pleasurable, as said in Book 1, does not need any further 
pleasure which would absolutely require friends. Since he does 
not need such friends, namely useful and pleasurable ones, he 
seems not 10 need friends. 

He now shows that this is not absolutely true, and adduces 
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frst certain moral reasons, The first s that it is not true what 
has been said, namely, that if the happy man does not need 
wseful and pleasurable friends, he does not need friends at all 
For a man needs friends for the sake of virtue. The prime 
reason for which is, as said in Book I, because happiness is a 
certain operation. 

It is plain however that an operation exists as something 
that is being done and not like permanent thins, as if there 
might be some possession which, once had, would make a man 
happy, in such 2 way that he would not have to do anything. 
But happiness consists rather in a continuous living and acting 
Xt is necessary however, that the activity of the good man be 
good and pleasurable in itself because it is good in itsclf, as s 
said in Book I Good activity is, among pleasurable goods, the 
proper pleasure of the virtuous man. For a man would not be 
virtuous who did not delight in the activity of virtue, as is said 
in Book I, It is required therefore for happiness that the happy 
‘man should delight in the activity of virtue. 

‘We cannot be pleased except by what we know. We can, 
however, consider our neighbors more than ourselves, and their 
actions better than ours, because the judgment of each is inclined 
0 err in one’s own affairs because of the private affection one has 
coward oneself. Thus it is evident that the actions of those who 
are good and are friends, are pleasing to good men, in which 
actions are found both those clements which are pleasing by 
nature, namely the good and that which is loved. ~Thus, too, 
the happy man needs such virtuous friends in that he secks 1o 
consider the good actions of @ good man who is his friend. 
Since a man’s friend is as though another self, his friend’s actions 
are, so to speak, his own. 

He now shows the second reason saying that it is commonly 
accepted that a happy man must live pleasurably. For pleasure 
is one of the things which is required for happiness, as stated in 
Book I But he who lives a solitary life undergoes a difficult, 
iie., burdensome life, For the pleasure which he gets from his 
activity must be interrupted. For it is not easy for a man by 
himself, i.e, living alone, 1o act continuously. But this is easy, 

he lives with another. For there comes about a certain 
alternation of activity, since they do good to each other. And 
thus the pleasure is continuous. 

1f, therefore, a man dwells with friends, his activity, which 
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is pleasing in itself, will be more continuous. This must be 
taken into consideration when speaking of the happy man, 
namely that he should delight continuously in the works of 
virtue, The virtuous man, as such, enjoys virtuous actions 
whether performed by himsélf or by another. He is saddened 
by contrary actions which proceed from malice, as a musician is 
pleased by good melodies and offended by bad ones. 

The third reason is that because the virtuous man lives 
amicably with good men, there arises an ascesis, i.c. an associa- 
tion in virtue, as Theognis, a certain poet, says. Such a socicty 
is beneficial (0 any virtuous man, just as other human activities 
are perfected in society 

    

  

  

  

Gh. 11: 1t is shown by a reason closer to nature that a happy 
and upright man should seek an upright friend, because 
heing and living are worthy of a good man’s choice, and 
the experience of them is pleasing. 
To those who look for reasons closer to nature, it appear that 2 virtuons 

man will naturally incline to choose 8 virtuous friend. 
What i naturally good, a8 we have s, it good and pea 
Lite is determined for the animals by the pover of the senss, for men 

by e senses and the intellect: A poer, However, s ordained fo acton, 
and comins principally in sction, Thus e appears to be. principally the 
Aciviy of the seasc or of the inellct 

Living s araong those things which are good and delighiful in themselves. 
For it s dewerminate and the determinate f of the nature of the good, 
What i naturaiy good is ko good for the virtuous man, for which Tesson 
it isseen t0 b pleasing 10 a1 

Bt this cannor be applied 1o 2 wicked and cosrupt Iife, nor 10 3 ffe of 
sadness Tor such 3 life i ndeterminate, s are it constituent part. This 
Wl become clearer when we get o sadnex. 

I sl is good and delightul, 3¢ it seems to be from the face that 
all men desie it ¢ s specilly 5o to the vrtuous and. the blesed, For they. 
e more resson 0 choose fte, and ther lfe is the mest blessed, 

One who ses,fels that he see, and one who hesrs. that he hears, and 
one who walks, that he walks, and in other actvitics, ikewise, we fecl our. 
selves acing. For indeed e sense that we sense, and e know that ve. 
Knowing. “This s 40 becatise we sense o ntellecaually know that we exist For being was dined as sensing or knowing. To sense that one i living iy 

g those things whieh are deighiful in themelves For by nature fle 
s g0 and 1o perceive something good existing in cnesll i plessing, 
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Living 45 an abject of ehoice s especialy o 10 the good, because their exis- 
ence it good 1o them and likewise delightul. Feeling that which K good in 
fisell, they are delighted 

Now the virtuous man is to his fiend as 0 himselt. For bis frend is 
another sel. Just s his own being is worthy of choice 10 each, s0 als is 
his riend, or nearly so. 1t s heen said that being was worthy of choice, 
becatse of feling the existence of something goo, Such fecling i delighttul 
i self. He neods to be conselous therefor, also of bis frend. and s i 
done by lving together and communicating in words and thought. For thit 
seems (o be How men should be said to Tive togethes, and. not Tike animals 
who only cat together. 11 therefore existence & something that 3 bisied 
man 0pts for a somehing good in sl since existence s goud by ature 
‘and delightful, that of bis frend i sery nearly 10, and 4 (riend ix among 
hose things which & man would choose 1o have. 

Now whatever is deitable for & man 1o have, must be, orheruise he will 
e deficient in this espect. Thus the happy man will need sirtuous (riends. 

    

  

  

    

After assigning certain moral reasons why a happy man 
needs friends, the Philosopher now shows the same by a more 
natural reason. First he shows that 2 happy man would choose 
to have a friend, secondly he concludes further that a happy man 

  

    

  

needs friends. Thus he says that if anyone should wish 1o con- 
sider the question from 2 more natural point of view, it will 
be clear that & man who is virtuous and happy will naturally 
choose a virtuous friend, even more than other external goods. 

This he proves by showing, first, what is naturally worth 
choosing and pleasing t0 a virtwous man in respect (o himself, 
secondly in respect 0 a friend, As to the first he begins by 
showing that it is natural for a good man 10 choose to be and 
o live, secondly that it is pleasing for him to feel this. Thus 
he begins by saying that whatever is naturally good, is good and 
pleasing 1o a virtuous man s such, as appears from Book VIL 
But being and living is good and pleasing to the virtuous man, 

As to the proof of this he first shows in what life consists, 
“Thus he says that in all animals, life s generically determined 
according to the power of sense. 1n men however, it is determined 
according to the senses as €0 that which man has in common with 
the other animals, and according to the power of the intellect, 
as to that which is proper to him. Every power is reduced (o 
operation as to its proper perfection, Therefore, that which 
is principal consists in activity, and not in mere power, as is 
proved in Book IX of the Metaphysics. From this it is evident 
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that lfe for animals or man consists principally in feeling o 
intellectual knowledge. When one sleeps, because one is not 
actually fecling or knowing, one s not perfectly alive but has a 
half lfe, s is said in Book 1 

Now he shows that life is nawrally good and pleasing: 
saying thatlife is among those things which are good and pleasing 
i themselves. He proves this by the fact that life s determined. 
That which is determined pertains to the nature of good. 

In evidence of thi, it is to be considered that a power as 
such is indetermined because it can be ordered to many things; 
it is determined by act, as is evident in maer and form. A 
power or potency without act s a power with a privation, which 
s in the order of evil, just as the perfection which comes 
through act s in the order of good. Therefore just as anything, 
in 50 far a it i indetermined is evil in so far as it is determined, 
it is good. 

Life s determined, in that it consists principally in activity, 
¢ has been said. Whence it is evident that life is naturally good. 
That which is naturally good is also good (o the virtuous man, 
since the virous man is the measure in the human specics, 
a3 has been said.Therelore, since living is naturally good, we 
see that i is pleasing o al 

He sets aside a doubt, saying that the statement that lfe is 
nawurally good and delightful, is not o be applied t© a bad 
life i, vicious and corrupt lfe which recedes from the true 
order, fior even a life of sorrow. Such a life is not naturally 
good, because it is indetermined, ie,, lacking the desired perfec- 
tion as to the things concerned with it. Because each thing is 
determined. by that which is in it if that is indetermined then 
the thing itself will be indetermined, just as if sickness is inde- 
termined the sick body will be indetermined and bad, just as are 
evil itselt and corruption o sadness._This will be mare evident 
when one treat of sadness(in Book X). 

He now infers a conclusion to the aloresaid reason, saying 
that i lie s naturally good and pleasing, which not only appears 
from the above but also from the fact that all desire it, it follows 
that especially for the virtuous and the blessed is it good and 
pleasing to live. For their life is most perfect and most blessed, 
and therefore is more desirable to them. 

He now shows that to feel oneself living is something a 
virtuous man wil choose and enjoy.  He who sees himself sceing 
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feels his sight, and likewise he who hears himsell hearing, and 
50 forth in other activitiesin which one fecls onesclf acting. In 
that we feel ourselves feeling, and know ourslyes knowing, we 
fecl and know ourslves to be. For it has been stated above that 
0 be and o live for a man is principally o fecl or o kno 
For a person 10 fecl himself living is among those things which 
are pleasing in themselves, because, as proved above, life 
nawrally good. For a_person to feel good within himsel 
Pleasing. Thus it is evident that, since life is something worth 
choosing, and especially for the good. whose being s good and 
pleasing, also Tor them 1o perceive their fecling and_their 
knowing is pleasing o them, for along with this they feel that 
which is good in itsel, namely being and lving, and this they 
enoy. 

Now he shows what is worth choosing for a virtuous and 
happy man in regard t0 a friend. Thus he says that a virtuous 
man s toward his friend as toward himself, since his riend 
a way, another self, Therefore, just as it is desirable and 
pleasing for the virtuous man that he should be, so also it is 
desirable and pleasing for him that his friend should be. 11 not 
equally as much, at least nearly so. For the natural unity 
which one has (o onesell s greater than the unity of affection 
which one has with one’s riend. 1t has been stated above that 
for the virtuous man his being and living is something desirable 
since he fecls that his being and living are good. Such fecling 
is pleasing in itself, in that one feels good within oncself 
Therefore, just as one delights in one’s being and living by 
feeling it, 50 also in order 1o enjoy this in one’s friend, one must 
el him to be. 

This occurs when they live together according to the com- 
munication of words and the consideration of the mind. For 
in this way are men properly sad to live together, ., according 
1 the life which is proper 10 man, not because they happen to 
eat together, as occurs in catdle. 

Thus, from all that has gone before, he concludes what he 
had frst proposed, saying that if his lfe is naturally desirable 
t the blessed man, in that it is nacurally good and pleasing, 
since the being and life of his friend are, 25 to his affection, 
close 10 his own ife, it follows that a friend is desirable for 
the virtous and happy man 
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He shows further that friends are necessary for the happy man.What is desirable for the happy man, he must have, otherwise there will remain something lacking, which is against the nature of happiness, which requires sufficiency. It is required therefore that he who 3s in the state of happiness should have friends. ~Aristotle is speaking however, of happiness such as it ‘can be had in this life, a is said in Book L 

  

  
    

  

ed a5 to whether one should have many friends. Aristotle solves this by saying that this is not expedi. ent, since a few suffice for pleasure, and one cannot have ‘many friends according to virtue. 
Should one make as many frends s posibe, or should one apply what 48 prudenty said of raveling in the proverh “Let me neithes be euled reat aveller aor one who.does nat travel 3t All" likewise 10 friendabip and neithr to be 1o friend a4 al, nor, by exces, the fricmd of may 45 10 fiends for utiliy’s sake. what has been said sce o apply com- pleiely. For it is a Iaborious tak 10 misiter to many, and  whole Mo ‘would mot sufic to accomplish this. A geeaer number, therefore, han arg necessay for one’s own lf, are a disuraction and an impediment o well, 0 we have o e of them. s for those who sufice for pleasue, we need only a few, ke condiments in food, 
But as for virtuous frends, should we have ss many as pasible, o there 4 certain measare of what makes 3 friendly group, 5 here s of ciy? For neithe s a cty composed of ten men, nor of e myriads (100900) of men. Just exactly how many is perhaps o one single mumber, but on may deteimine 2 mean between (s exiremes So for friends also ther is 4 certain determined number, and that it fs robably the number with whom one can live and share himclf, s obvious For ihis seems 1o be truc friendship. That one cannot lve with many sl parcel onesef out 1o them, i obvious. Furthermore, they must be fiends of each other, if they e all o dwell together. But it is difficul for such a situation o exis among Tty It s Hikewis diffcult to ejoice and gieve fntimately with fany. Tt could arise that one might have 10 rejoice with one and sorrow. Wi anoiher Simultancously, 
“Ths it s perhaps ight that one should not seek to be very riendly ith many, but only s0 many as sufice for living together. Nor dow i stens fo happen' that & man can be a close friend of many, berawse. o pent love many. For ove i 3 Kind of excos of riendship. B his o only b el for o, or at most for 3 fow “This is what seems to happen in acuulity, for one does not have many friends n a comradely way. 1t s two who are said 1o sing topethen: Than 
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who have many fiends and. mix intimately with al seem the frends of none 
in a political semse they are called complacnt. 

I’ the way proper to fellow citises, it is fndeed powible o be the 
friend of many without being obsequious, but 3 genuincly good man. But 
niendehip for viete nd for another’s sake 13 not tovard many. Ti & 3 
lovable thing it we can find a few such, 

  

16, therefore, one has more useful friends than are necessary 
for one’s life, one will be too much distracted and impeded 
from e goods of life which consist in the work ol virtue, 
because when 2 man superfluously engages in the alfairs of 
others, it follows that he cannot give due care to himself. 
Thus it is evident that it is not necessary for & man to have 3 
number of useful friends. 

He now shows that even for pleasant living a few friends 
suffce. For the external pleasure which is aflorded by such 
friends s sought in human life like seasoning in food, which 
although it be slight,is enough. Whenee i s that a few friends 
suffice 3 man for pleasure that he may recreate with them for a 
time. 

He now solves the question a (o friends according (o virtue, 
first by reason, then by experience. He begins by summing up 
e question, saying that it remains (o be comsidered whether 
one should make oneself virtuous friends in numbers, so that 
thie more one had the better it would be, or whether one should 
have a certain measure as 10 the number of one’s friends, as 
appears in states, which are not composed. of ten men only, but 
neither are they composed of ten myriads, .., a hundred thousand 
(or @ myrias i the same a3 ten thousand), for by reason of the 
numbes it will then not be a city but rather a kingdom. But 
how geeat a number is necessary for a city is not determiried by 
any set rule, because there can be both a large and a small city. 
But one can establish teo extremes, between which a middle state 
can be determined as a fitting number for 2 city. 

He now solves the doubt, saying that there should not be an 
immense multitude of friends, but rather a certain determined 
number of them. This he proves by three reasons. The first 
s that a man can live with & certain number of friends: for this 
among others seems to be more in the nature of friendship, i 
befiting friendship which is according to virtue. It is plain, 
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however, that a man cannot live with an immoderate number of men, and parcel himself out, 50 10 speak, among many, Thus itis evident that there cannot be many friends according to virtue, The sccond reason is as follows. 1t is plain that friends should live with one another. Likewise, if one has many friends, they must all be friends of each other, Otherwise they could Dot live together, nor consequently with their friend. This, however, is dificult to bring about where many are concerned. ‘Thus it does not seem possible for one man to have many friends, ‘The third reason is that, as was said above, a friend rejoices with s friend. It i difficult, however, for anyone to intimately rejoice and grieve with many. It might well happen that one might be called upon simultaneously 1o rejoice with one and sortow with the other, which is impossible. For this reason also itis not possible to have many fricnds. 
‘He concludes {rom the above that it is not well for a man to seek to be a close friend of many but only so many as may suffice for living together, because it does not seem to happen, anyway, that a man is a close fricnd of many. Whence it is that according to passionate love, one man does ot love several women with intense love, because perfect friendship consists in a certain superabundance of love, which cannot be fulfilled except toward o person, or, at most, toward a very fewt For always that which s abundant belongs to a few, because it cannot occur in many cases that a thing be brought to its highest perfeetion, because of the multiple deficiencies and obstacles, which interver, He now shows this by experience. For we sec that in reality @ man has friendship toward 4 few. For a man is not found to have many friends according to the friendship of those who are associated or conjoined. This is also proved by a certain proverl which states that it is two who sing together. 
Indeed it is customary for young people to come along. singing in pairs. But those who are the friends of many, who act in a familiar way toward all, do not seem to be the true friends of any, because they do not stay long with any, but pasing on they act amicably toward all. Nevertheless such men are called political friends, according to the custom in cities, in which friendship is judged by such plaudits and familiarities. Those who are the friends of many are called placid men, which implies the vice of excess in delighting with others, a is said above in Book IV. 
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He now shows according to what kind of friendship men may 
truly be said to be the friends of many, Thus he says that thi 
can occur in political friendship, not only in the sense in which 
a placid man s the friend of many, but also in a way befitting a 
truly virtous man. For it has been stated above that political 
iriendship appears (0 be the same thing as concord, The virtuous 
man, however, concurs with many in those things which pertain 
to political life. It does not happen, however, that a virtuous 
man has friendship toward many for the sake of virtue, loving 
them for themselves and not only for utility's or pleasure’s sake. 
Rather it should be exceedingly lovable and dear o a man if 
he can find a few such friends, ic, for virtue's sake and for 
themselyes. 

    

  

  

Ch. 13: Now Aristotle asks whether a man needs friends in 
adversity as well as in prosperity. He solves this by saying 
that in adversity a man necds friends very much, especially 
useful friends, although in both states of fortune, there is 
nothing better than friends. 

  

Are frends needed more i good fortune than in mixfortunes They are 
needed in both, for those in mistortune need help, and fostunate men need 
iends 1o live with and o whom 10 do good, since they wih 10 3ct el 

They are more necesary, indeed, in mistortune, and thesefore in this 
case ane needs sl Tiends. But i i bettr to have friends in good fortune, 
and therclore virtuos men seck them, For it e more worihy fa do god 
o such and to comverse with them, 
T very presnce of frends Is delightful, whether in good fortune 

or in misoraune, 
For those who sorrow are xelieved by fiends who sorso with them. 
O might sk whether it is 1 thowgh they take upon themelves 7 share 

of the burden, or some oiher reason. For the presence lsll of frieads is 
elightul and the thought of theis grievng for us diminishes aur sadness, 
Whether 1 s because of this or some other cause does not matiee here, but 
things appear 1 happen in the way we have said, 

However, the presence of frends s 3 certain mixed pleasure. To e 
onet frends i 3 pleasore and espeisly (o the infortumate man, and it 3 
centain help against. his sadness. Tor  frend consoles us both by his sght 
and by His words i he i skilled. For he knows our ways and what plesees 
s, and saddens ws, But it is sad 10 feel one’s frend sorrowed at our mis. 
forcunes. Tor exeryone avoids being a canke of sadnes 10 his fricnds. 

Therefore those of 2 manly nature fear having their fiends griev for 
them. 1€ the. sadness caused his frend i not greater than his own, he will 
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allow Him 1o bear 3 part of it Not do such men rejoice in having others 
nekp it them, for they do not weep themselvs. It 1s womanly and for 
men of lke nare 1o be happy when others dhare their anguish, and they 
o sch 35 frends and companions in soriow. But in al things we should 
imitate the better man 

L good foruune, however,the presence of friends and thei conyersation 
s delighubal 4 is the Knowledge that they are enjoying one’s good things 

For this reason, i cetainly secms that we should prompily summen our 
riends 10 our good. fortune, For the good should be used in doing good. 
But one should be slow o call one's friends o ones troubles. For 3 man 
Shoud share his misiorune s litle 35 powible. Whence the proverb: “It 
i enctugh that 1 should be Iforuunate” We should. summon friends, then, 
e o0 all When with ltle trouble on their part we may be greatly aided. 

On the other hand, it is probably sight that one should go o friends 
n misfortune without being caled. and this promply. For it is the pare 
o & frend o o good and expecally to those n need and who do not ask 
fo it “Thi i betir and more pleasant to both. We should also be prompt 
i cooperating in the good fortune of our friends. For fricnds are needed 
i Shi too: bt we should not be over.eager. Tt is nol good to be swift 1o 
accept help. One should avoid 3 reputation unpleasing o one’ frends 
becasi. o hanging about for benefs, 4 sometimes happens. Thus the 
rescnce of iends . all crcumsiances seems.to be something which the 
Sood man wil choose 

   
  

  

  

After having solved the difficulty concerning the number 
of one’s friends, the Philosopher now brings up the question of 
their necessity. Thus he says first that one might ask whether a 
man needs friends more in good fortune or in misfortune. It 
is clear that a man needs friends in both conditions. In mis- 
fortune a man needs friends who will bring him aid against 
the misfortune. In good fortune a man needs friends with 
whom to live and to whom to do good. For if they are virtuous 
they wish t0 act well 

He solves the question concluding from what has been said 
that for & man to have friends is more necessary in misfortune, in 
swhich he needs the help which is given by friends, as has been 
said. Whence it s that in such 2 state a man needs useful 
friends who will bring him help, But in good fortune it is 
better, i.e., more morally good, to have friends. Therefore, in 
this state men seck friends who are virtuous. This they do because. 
itis better to choose to do good to such men and to live with them. 

This he now proves, namely that friends are needed in both 
states. First he proposes what he is going to prove, saying that the 
4.  



| presence of friends is agreeable both in good fortune and in evil 
fortune., 

He proves this, therefore, first as t0 
men who are in sadness fecl a certain 1 
riends who sorrow with them. 

Next he asks what the causes of this may be, and gives two, 
with the doubt as o which predominates.  The first is taken 
from the example of those who carry on some heavy borden, 
wherein one is relieved. by the help of another who assumes the 
Toad with him. It seems to be likewise that the burden of sadness 
is more easily borne by one friend if another friend bears the 
same burden with him. 

Bu this likeness does not seem 10 prevail as to the sadness 
itself.For one docs not assume a part of the same sadness which 
one'sfriend has in order to diminish his sadness. This can apply, 
however, as to the cause of the sadness, as when one is saddened 
by some Toss that one has undergone and a fricnd assumes part 
of the loss, which in diminishing the loss, thereby also diminishes 
the sadness. 

The second cause is better and applis 1o the sadness isel 
1tis clear that any supervening pleasure diminishes sadness and 
friend who s present and sympathizes brings pleasure in two ways. 
In one way, because the presence of a friend is agrecable. In 
another way, because when one knows him to gricve with one, 
one has pleasure in his friendship and thus the sadness is 
diminished. 

Since this is outside the principal question, be adds that at 
present one will not examine whether it is because of what has 
been said, or for some other reason that men who are sad are 
selieved by the presence of sympathetic friends. 1t is manifest, 
nevertheles, that what has been said docs occur. 

He now shows that the presence of  friend has a certain 
sadness mixed with it. Thus he says first that the presence of 
sympathetic friends appears to_comprise 4 certain mixture of 
pleasure and sadness, For the sight of one’s friends is agreeable, 
both in general, and in particular for a man in misfortune who 
helped by his friend ot to sorrow, in that bis friend consoles 

im, both by his sight, and also by his words, i he is competent 
in consoling. For one friend knows the mind of the other, and 
what pleases and sorrows his friend, and thus he can bring the 
suitable remedy against his sadness.  In this way the presence of 
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fortune, stating that 
in the presence of    

  

  

     



a sympathetic friend is agreeable. But on the ather hand it is sad, in that a man feels his friend grieving with him in his misfortunes. For any man who is well disposcd avoids as much a3 he can being a cause of sadnes to b friends, 
He concludes from the above that men who have virile souls are naturally apprehensive lest their friends should be. saddened on their account. For it is in the nature of friendship that  friend should wish to do good to his Iriend, not be the cause of some harm to him. Virile men cannot bear in any way that their friends be saddencd on their account unless the help brought by the friends exceeds the sadness they may be caused. For they accep that their friends be slightly saddencd if thereby their own sadness is relieved. Tn general it is not pleasing for virile men 1o have those who weep with them, because virfle men are not inclined to weep, 
There are however cettain men with more feminine disposi- tions who arc cheered in having orhers who share heir anghish, and.they love those who grieve ith them as friends.  But in this divergence among men, one should fmitate in 41l things those who are better, namely virile men. 
He now shows the second part of the question, namely that the presence of friends in good fortune is praiscworthy, He states that in good fortune the presence of friends gives pleasure in two ways.  First, as 1o conversing with them, for it is agreeable to converse with one's friends.  Secondly, because one sees one's friends enjoying one's goods. For every man seeky 10 be a cause of pleasure to his fricnds, 
He infers a certain corollary from the above which containg some moral teaching. This applies first to those who summon their friends.“Thus he conclades from the above, first, that because it is pleasant for 4 man to know that his friends enjoy his goods, a man should prompily summon his friends 10 his good fortun, in order to share it with his friends. For 4 good man must do good to his friend. 
Secondly a man should be slow and somewhat lax about calling his friend in his misiortune, For a man should share his harm with his friend as litle s possible. To this end he adduces the proverb of a certain sayer: “It is enough for me to be infortunate,” as though saying: It is enough that 1 should suffermisfortune, it is nov fuing that my friends should also sufer it 
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Thirdly friends are to be called in 
“when with slight inconveni 
help 1o their friend. 

He now gives three teachings concerned with going spon- 
taneously to one’s friends, The first is that when one’s friends 
suffer misfortune one should on occasion go to them promptly, 
even when not asked, because it is proper to friendship to do 
good t0 one’s friends and especially those who are in need, and 
who do not consider that they should ask this of their friend. 
For thus, when help is given to him who does not ask it, it is more 
virtuous on the part of both, ic, both he who gives and he 
who receives. This is so because he who gives is seen to give 
‘more spontancously and he who receives to act virtuously in that 
he fas not wished to burden his friend. It is also more pleasing 
to both, since the one receiving does not suffer shame as he 
would in asking someshing of his friend, and he who gives has 
‘more pleasure as giving of himself and not being prompied to 
do 0 

The second teaching in this line is that in a man's good 
fortune, a friend should be prompt in offering to cooperate 
with him, for a man needs friends to act with him. 

The third is that for a man to be well received by a friend 
in good fortune he should present himself quietly, i.c, not over- 
eagerly, nor 100 casily. For it is not good for a man to be 
prompt in receiving help from a friend. But rather a man should. 
fear and avoid a reputation for pleasure, i.c. lest he should gain 
the reputation of not being pleasing to his friend, because he 
renders himself onerous to him. 1t is clear that this sometimes 
happens. For when some men rush forward too much to receive 
benefits, they render themselves burdensome and unpleasing (o 
their friends. Or in another sense, a man should fear, i.c. avoid 
a reputation for pleasure by staing around, lest his friend 
should think of him that he enjoys remaining with him because 
of his benefits. 

Finally he concludes from all the above that the presence of 
friends in all sicuations is seen to be desirable, 

  

sfortune especially 
ce on their part they can be of great   
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   ced whether, just as those in love delight in the 
sight of each other, so too friends delight in living together. 
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Having finished the question of the number and necessity of friends, Arisotle here treats of their iving together, He proposes the question, stating that living together s based tpon a certai Tikeness of friendship to love between a man and & woman, in which we see that those who love desire above all to sce the women they love. They choose thissense before all other external senses becatse, as said above, the passion of love begins by sight especially and through this sense is preserved. For such love fs provoked principally by beauty, which sight perceives. What therefore is proportionate to sight in friendship? Is it for friends to live together Just as lovers are delighted above all by the sight of each other, are friends delighted by living together? According to another text, this is not brought up as a question but s a conclusion. One could arrive at such 4 con- clusion from what has been proved above, namely that the presence of friends i at all times delightful. 
He shows the truth of the aforesaid, whether as a question or a conclusion, by three reasons. The first is that friendship consists in communication, as is evident from what has been said 
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in Book VIIL But friends communicate especially in living to- 
gether. Whence living together appears especially to be proper 
and delightful in friendship. 

Secondly, just as & man is to himsell, so he is 10 his friend, 
as is evident from what has been said above. As regards himself, 
it is desirable and pleasing for a man to be aware of himself 
“Therefore, this is also pleasing to him in regard 1o his friend. 
But this is done by living together, because by their mutual 
activities which they sce, they perceive themselves o be. 1t is 
fitting thercore that friends should wish o live together. 

‘The third reason is taken from expericnce. For we see that 
men wish to converse with their friends according to that 
activity which principally delights them, which they consider 
t0 be their being, and for the sake of which they choose to live, 
as though ordering their whole life to this end. 

Whence it is that some wish to drink with their friends. 
Others to play dice with them. Others still to exercise with 
them, for example in tournaments, combats, and so forth. Yet 
others to hunt together or philosophize together. Each wishes 
to live with his friends in those actions which he loves above all 
others in this life. Their wishing to live with their friends 
consists in_ performing with them those actions in which they 
most delight and in which they consider their whole ife exists. 
They communicate in such actions with their friends and con- 
sider this communication to be living together. Thus it i 
evident that living together is chosen before all else in friendship. 

He now concludes from the abose concerning the friendship 
of the good and the wicked. First as t0 the wicked, whose friend. 
ship s evil. They delight principally in evil deeds, and com- 
‘municate with each other in these. Since they arc unstable, they 
always go from bad to worse, because one is made wicked by 
accepting the likeness of the other. 

'He concludes concerning the good that the friendship of 
virtuous men is good, and constanly increases in virtue by good 
conversations., These friends are made better by virtue of acting 
together and loving each other. For one receives from the other 
the example of virtuous activity in which he delights. Whence 
it is stated proverbially that a man receives good things from the 
good. 

Finally he concludes saying that so much has been said of 
friendship, and that next pleasure is to be treated. Thus ends 
the teaching of Baok IX. 
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APPENDIX 

* Arstotles Ethics i 3 suady of human bappines: what i i and How 
i« may e aitained, Tn Book 1 he amivs at a defition of happines s an 
Scivily of the sol scondin 10 perfct ixue. ‘The remaining Books are 
ereoe et 13 st o the oraland nslcctun Vieue an Gty 
Books VI and IX to & sy of fndsip since the traly happy man il 
e e, ook X, he s boak s shudy o plesure, which 1 & nces 

Sy concomiant 0 sppiness 
ecaus iiendihi s o iue, o a st mplis virue, i reted a5 3 

pac af moral phiasophy. The snses can Know ndividual hings, but it s 
Ealyresson which ca perceve e ondr o one ting (o nother.” The oxdex 
S8 o thing 0 another, haweve, in any group, wimatel depends upon the 
ordesofthee things o the end o principle o the group. Thi, in an army, 
e gndes of on sadie 1 anotber wlimately depends pon the arde of the 
Mihole oy 1 s cie, Philosophy s nohing othe han & consideration of 
e order xiing betwecn thing, principaly 1 relerence o th order of the 
kol group io b wlimae end o this i he il eson and explanacon 
S whiteve order exs. 

“Ths the consideation of the rder cxistin in vatue i natural philoso- 
iy e conseration o th order wich the i e i s own ativiy s 
Ffona hilsophy. (o logi the consrstion o the o which man sets 
i i vcumiat e s el pilosophy. (o eibie) . The onder which the 
hind st s exteral things contrive by human reson s ar. 

" Frendship s relecl To s a st of viue, n %0 far 3 i it an 
letin habit ' habi s any o o s permanent disposition exising i 3 
ety An-clcive habiis one which v & semlt of mns delibersie 
o, o which he elet o have, one, hercore, which mplies the wse 
F ek and il 

T s such permanent and deliberste habis which & man forms, raher 
han i ransory feclinga, which comate  man's harscer 1 is his 
11t of purpose, et s deliberate choice, whidh constitate sueh acs a8 
ety hiat and coming o the man himscl, s gaimt those acts which 
e Ahe el o sudden mpuse o folng, and do ot necesarily represent 
e sl "Th word elctive or s syaonym wil secu feqnly s 3 characierisic 
of 2 permnent ite OF characier (i) o a something worthy of beng 
fnade he sbjec of wirue. Thus it vil recur speiically i dsinguishing 
e permancht habis of iiendibip from 3 spontaasous and. powily pasing 
g ofTov n o ense, which though it Ty be 3 beginig of rendship, 
ot s Fiendabp, Seel 1 s becase hi element of deiberat choic 
Tuphing rily hussan aciviy, is > csentil 10 irta i general nd (riend- 
A vt that we orkider prmarly the iment of the gve i friend 
i rothr than his it wheres i (h ordinary exchangesof businss we are 
oncerne with the worth of the objectalone.(Ch. 19) 

S Ehi i not sid i th senic that the end f the indisidual is 0 be 
subordinaied lo another 0. whic I hat of the st 38 8 the cas in 
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which is o according 10 the sxses. “The two are ot exclusive, but rather 
represent a diflrence of degree. The true good wil include the good of 
he senses, bt the. pleasing willinselve sense good slonc. 

It & o be noted that Aristolle does not resric (iendship 1o the 
riendsbip of irtue dlone.  The other two types, that for pleasure and. that 
for iy, are also fiendsbips—though of an imperfect type—in that cach 
Knowingly wishe the good of the other, even though this is done for selfsh 
moties, 10 is hecause these thrce ypes really exist that misundersandings 
i arisc when people who think dhey are frends of the fist ype, ae really 
icnds of the second or third types. (Book 1X, Ch. 3). 1t is alo for this 
resson that even though another’ friendip. toward one is on 4 utilitarian 
i, one s névertheless morally bound, if one acepts the bene, 1o make 
avetin (Book X, Ch. 13). 

"Thic i a cardinal principle which exiends hiough the whole real 
of Atisirelian philosophy. Whereas existing hings may be diflrentated by 
hei fori, how dse. aci to he diflerentated? By their objecs, Thus 
Aoowing i Gifferentiated from villing because the object of the ormer i some 
it the objec ofthe latter some good. Seeing i diflrentiated from hearing 
by the fact that the cbject of one i color,of the other,sound. In moral, one 
2 of, 4y, slmsgiving, il be diflcrentiated from ihe other according to 
Whether the abject in iew is 3 sincre desire o help the poor man o (0 attain 
X eputation fo yenerosity.  Thus, 100, Irendships which may. externally 
‘Sppear alke are diferntiate by the object which (he frends hase in view: 
he so0d, plessre or uilty. 

Eivicndshp. for plessire or_wilty s sid to be accidental (o 
{acidenal) m mat i 1acks the indispensable charaeterid of pesfct frend: 
iy whic s 0 wish the good of the othe for his ake. 

I This i one of Arbtotle's penetrting perceptons, further amplficd 
by St. Themaa. - Although one’s eslings are given a primordial role n love 
s ot by them that one realy loves another in the true sense of wis 
i gond o s oun sake, since. owr pusions vary accordingly s the object 

plénsing or displeasing 0 us 
T oiion Gt i chcon my be vt 0 fndny 

of aur Presilents (0 gather cerain men around them 35 “roubleshooters” or 
“hatchet ment” and others s “court jestrs. 

2 This s 3 purcnthetical remark of 5t Thomas of a realivm paral- 
lelling thatof Aot 

e possble mplicaion that one might deaw here of e relaton- 
ship of hisband o wie o e of domsinion of man over woman s disipated 
Tusiher o when Avstotle compare their reltionship not 10 that of 2 king 
towards A subjec, but Father (o that of an arstocracy wherein sevenl, o 
taniting by iktue, exercise joine rule €ach fn his own sphere. (Gh. 10, 1), 
“nd when he speaks of theis riendship for cach other (Ch. 12) 

Vi Keeplg with the observation that the friendship of fther o son 
does ot involve th sendering of the same thing from both partics, it i hardly 
o he expecied that Atstoe and St. Thomas would approve of the propasal 
{6 seuie family dillculies by having parents and children sit down at tsble 
ogether and ik things over “man 1o man.” 

4 This a8 an_indication of the mportant posiion of frendship in 
aman elatons, sinc frendship will automoticatly bring about an equality, 
Whicha aneided sirugel for justce may be incapable of auaining. The 
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limate goal of juice i o ttain or cach hi due, but when a ian becomes ihe i o anothes e has eady mplcily esognne the Hght of he other 1o his fir share and.iniende (o give 1t 1o pim:  Thus iendship Conain jutic, wile usie lone s ot ye Iicnaip:  Consequenty the. docuine ol ove of o' Tellon man 25 the slution 1o nternaions] undet: Standing is more han a V45U gEnEFl punsees, sioce TR D: whetber of i 0 man, o naton to nation, s e ot efecive sl dree mans of producing Jusic, 
2 This satement s not pare of a proces which these prone o the ncriialrpediion f o1 s igh 6k the “chrsnizaion of ATl Avistore doee ek of scparated sustances n o ancestain cxm. (Gl Metaphysicn, Book X1, 071 3nd 174y where Aristos rets of separaied Atince ad the cutom of alling then “Go0e’) 25 Thomas fn i commeniris on Atsole remains on 3 sty phikosaphic plane, going n farher than th conclsions of ewon il llon. s, natuelly spsking, there s o posibiiey o Hiendship bewen man and Gad,Lecause o th srea csance betneen thm, 1t 1 ony when e by s 10 certain patiipation in he divine e tht Ifechbipy is b, Whih feeniubp s aley chaity 7°This point in Iriendship is ofien ovriooked, mamely dhat it not only implies doio goud o one's fricn, b Aho preventing i from doing i ather than alowiog i 10 Rarm insel by condoning 304 overiesing 1 
¥ Communicato i the Lain word. thus vendere, 1t woula appese ihat the o communiaton n 0 e of o aciv ity Do ufon e common ground b enders he eaning of the word i comminiy Which appears to denore more  purcly paie st n this Iorme s the word communicaton ejin s common Engli sens of 1 ciua itercharge of \ords nd houghis. 1t s s fn i e ha e wil b it in e mos specibaly I he coure of Arioe’s discusion: howentt ihe word wil e wed In o more enee s of any Kin of cive umi maintained by thes involved on the b o some common gound. 115 1 s sese that 3l Irendibi i+ i 10 depend.upon. communication. 1 Ariales siatement that 3l other communicaions are_ ordained {hough he polidcal s more than 5 corollry f s siviemnt. Tt e cience of Bl i3 rangd e the enera sunce of Foliier Adbering o & relisic view Avistote note that ot anly are men natraly drbwe. o families by (he common st of the prestvacon of the Face and the neea 10 bisn e ncesie of Hic bt ais sk, whether by the mulipcason of 3 sigle il or by the swociaion of seerl e, maturaly ol o 5o nko commnics, orginatin (o th Sk of he b nees F e s i for he sakeof 5 bt and mars fll e “Theteor, i the crler founs of iy a1 Tatural 0 s he it for it the cnd of them,and the e o 3 hin i i matae, For what cac shing 55 when ¢ i full developed we cl it mature . . Hence 1 s vident. that the st s creaton of ncure an hat man by it » ol smmal> @olitir, Boo 1, 122) 
Tk st o community sepresents the aural whoe o which 2 man elongs.Th family libough It mus it prit o th ste does o sand a8 he Ulkimate natural wnity, since man, i arde 1 lad 3 complee Hie Ratoraly resor o 3 commuaiy: This the Sate 5 not 5 spplementiny 
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   avifical cxetion, bt in the order of mature stands 0 the family 3 the whole 
o the pat, I the words of St. Thommas, “just 3 the hand or foor cunnor 
exist wthout the man, neither  one man suicien 1o live himslf without 
the stte” 

With the introduction of subjecisism nto philosophy and socicty, the 
realific concept of man 58 3 socal animal was supposedly 10 be supplanicd 
by the peeudoscientific phantasics of such men 36 Jean Jacques Rouscas, 
Their theories of government are erected on the compleely umerifed, i not 
impossible, supposiion of an original “sate of nature” i ‘which ma lived 
Happ. and aline. Only to protect his property did he reluctantly agree 10 
enter nto s purely contractua socety. (This probably aforded Jean-Jacqucs 
With 4 convenient motive for his practice of eposiing s children a the 
Foundiing Hospital of Paris) Our supposedly enlightened age cagerly 
wallows Such oy and ultimately vicious theories, with dheir consequent 
‘xaltaion of the absolaterights of the individual and the purely opportunistic 
Haoion of Jaw a0 moraliy, while recolng from the reatiam of Aristole and 
i, Thomas, How could 4 man posibly exist in 3 solitary "stae of nature™ 
When h s have parete 1o be born, must bave constand care for ears, and 

‘yearns for the companionship and ilp which others give him? 
To sum up In the words of Arisae: “The sate s 1ot 3 mere soccty, 

having 2 commmon place, ablihed for the prevention of mutual crime and 
for the ke of exchan. .. (i) i & communiey of families and agaregations 
of famities in well-beng, for the sake of a potect and slfsulicing lie." 
politics, Book. 11, 12800) 

0 Here Ansttle is speaking theoretically, ‘The kingdom is best in that 
i implies that e man 1 50 vasly superior by his viste and wisdom that 
e people naturaly wish him o ule over them, 1€ no such man exiss, the 
ext bt thig would be o have several good men govern—sinee several 
Wil always have more combined wisdom than one—and this & arisocray. 
They will aio ule by law, since ow Is an unimpassioned ruler, “reason 
wnalecid by desive” However, since even ths sort of government scems 
imposible because many of the ¢idens wil resent being excluded from che. 
overmment, and sl because it i powible that the whole group of citzens 
Ty combine even mor vircue und wisdom than the few good men, Aristotle 
Coneludes (in Poliic Book 1V) st probably the best sort of government, 
from  practica paint of view, s that of majoriy rule. 

Sich  consauutional govermment would. be timocracy, fnzsmuch 3 it 
implics 3 cerain mesa of wealth.  Since governments are endangered elther 
by the domination of the ery rich of by the rebelllous despair o the very 
poor, the i wouldbe comstantly (0 broaden the majorly middle class by 
Fiing the rich and giving subsidics 1o the poor. 

" Aistotle & not condemning democtaey 35 we conceive it, The reader 
will note that the type of gosernment which he cals timocracy and which, 
i the Palite, h recommends as probably the only workable forn of govern 
e for free men, is that which corresponds oo noton.of democray. 
That form of government which he define 2 3 perversion of timocracy, or 
constirutional government, corsespords 10 the Sovet notion of democracy 
2 ictstorip of the people” to the exclusion of the middle cas and the 
Tich, Condtitutional government, hawever, which he secormmends, implics 
4 government in which no clas is excluded and all are equal under T, 

Jetrson pays Aristote s due i secogeizing him a5 an exponent of 
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democracy, but eserss to his own age the concept of representative govern- ment 453 subsiute lor baving the Nhole people meet 1o deliberate. How: ever, a5 4 reader of the Politics will obsere, Aristtle 1l envisioned repre- sntaive government. “When the clsss of sbandmen and of those Who possess moderate fortunes have the supreme power, the government it administered according o law. For the ciens being compelied (o live by heir Taor have no leisure; and o they set up. the sthoriy of the fax and attend ascemblies only when necesary. They all biain a share. i the government when they hase acquired the qualfcation which s fixed by aw—the absolute exclusion of any. clas would be a siep towards oligarchy. hence all who have acquired.the property qualifcation are admiied 10 4 share i the consiution” _(Poltcs, Book 1V, 12620y Jelfemon even followed Aristole 3 (0 the desiabiltyof th citizn having & cériain propersy qualficaion, s may be seen by his clloris 10 prevent large. mewing of indussies with their eonsequent propertylse workess, % Here Aristorle unequivocally admiessisvery as a lgitimate insitution, Bt what was his concept of slavery? It was that of voluntary submision rither than compulsory seritude,  Ths, while admitting of nacural savery, he condems Jegl savery. 
To undersand Arisole’s point of view, it it necessry o return o 3 cardinal poiat of his philosophy and that of St Thomat.  Wheneeer severat things are gathered. iogether o form a whols there mist be 4 governing principle and. that which i governed. This applics o the whole wniverss and every particular order within. the univers. The resson for it is plain: f any group i 1o ac a5 & whol, there must be within i some unifying and dixeting principle and, conversly, that which s wnified ana diveced:  The universe as 2 whole mainains it Harmony and balunce becatue of some diseting principle which coordinates s vatious parts, Man 34 3 compoate of body snd soul maintains his equilibrium by coondinating the two clements within bimself._This coordination s ot atisined by Ieting body and sl ht it out on an equal footing, but rather by sessan dirccring the actvly of the body in crder to prodice the fulles posible Tfe for the whole map, Thus harmony is achieved. by direction on' the one hand and conformity on the other. In all asociations, one part maturaily Tules and the other is naturally ruled, ane it 3 for the god of Al Since man cannot attain a fll and perfect ffe wlone, he nacurally moves into soccty. That is why man i called nacurally 3 paliial animl, since his fll matural perfection 45 an individusl it autaingd, not alone, bt socety. That is why friendship i not something that a min can ke of leave alone but something.he nacurally needs for his full ‘periction Comsequently the stsie appears, ot as something which rsrics the free development of the individual, but s the indispensible meas of bringing he individual o his full pestecton.  Since the state Cxids for the perfecion of the individual, tsend wil be o Turther the accomplichraent of that which man_cannot attsin alone, namely the coordinating of maieril resourdes undee the direction of tesson o bring about the fullest passible e for al concerned. Since some are more highly endowed mentally, while oo physcaly, the most complee Iie for ail wil be achieved when those who have the greatet intellgence obain the cooperation of those wha have the reatet physcal vigor in working together 1o achieve & pesfec M. Thiy those excelling in reason will be able to achieve 4 maiesil prosperiy for 
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al of society which they could ot bring about alone, and.those exceling 
in physical work il achieve 3 more full and happy exisience than they 
could devise through thlr own efforts 

“The former i Aristole’s coneept of 2 master, 2 man who by his menial 
endowtnents is naturally suited 1o direct others Tes gilied for the general 
Welfare of the community, The lastr s his concept of 3 save,  man physi- 
lly able, who resogaizes hat he ca best atain to 3 prosperous nd complete 
‘istnce by folowing the directon of another. “This fs our own concept 
o the diviion of sbor, whereby some will pecilie in menta libor, others 
i physical ibor to produce the best posibie Iite for . 

“Actually, Aristotle’s moion is humane and for the good of all, both 
masters and servants, whereas oue socety, whether it admits it or not, 
inclincs in pracice towards the forced slivery which Arisorle_condemns, 
(Politcs B, 1, 1255b) in that contollng poscons in societ are guaraniced 
o those who Bave no qualifcations, while otbes, regardies of their endow. 
menis are force through lack of appostunity o’ remain In o stie of legal 
vy Natural slavery would méan ot oy that those who recognized 
bt they did mot have abilty 1o diret the common welfare would put theie 
resources at the disposal of thove better able 1o 4o so, but ko that any 
man who shawed intellectual superioity and 3 capacty for divecting would 
e given an ppartunity to do so, regurdles of hisstatws. Thus the common 
neres of ail would be bes served. 

¥ Athough in theory e may aegue that ansibing less than absolute 
cquality beiween man and wife and al men in genersl is sank injusice, 
vl in_ practice we do not follow this. ‘We do nol becanse we 
ot Arisore was both rationsl and 3 seals._By reason he recognized 
{hat no asaciation could cver fancton 25 3 united whole without some 
Acknontedged leadership. Likewise his objeccive view of reaity did not 
llow Uscory to abscure to him the fact that both in the family and socicry 
T naturally and. willinghy tell oo the relationship of ruler and ruled, 
and this for the becter accomplshment of the common end. Thus in our 
Socity, no matter what we may bold up 38 the theoretcal idea, in practice 
e would not or s moment toerat the caastrophic consequences of allowing. 
2 sen, whether old or youn, learmed or unlearned, to have an equal s2y 
i all matier. We secognize, At last implicdly, that although all men arc 
Cheated ‘equ as far 3 human nature i conceened, nevertheless the very 
peatection of vciey fo al concerned, onsists i 4 ceizin coordination, which 
{0 i mplies inecton volunarly recognized. 

't Thomas points aut in the Summa Theologin that it would be un: 
desitable for all men o be ereated equal in the absolut sene, since this 
‘woulld éxclude the existence of even better men by whom the whole group. 
“Would be benched. 1 s because of the perversity of human nature, whercby. 
uthorty % 4 often used 25 an Insrument of selfih interet, that we resent 
i But In the true sense, he beter man in sciey is he who, beiug betier 
ndowed, is able iy his efors 1o faie the level of the group s a whole. 

Specically, n the Tamily n wife vould wish to assume equal responst 
o all matters it her busband.  That is why Aristolle compares the 

Felationship of husband and wife, in the £(hcs, to an arstocicy, which is 
i ssociation of good. men, each in his own sphere supreme. and in the 
Paliics o a constutional government. which s an asocation of equals 
Wi an elctive form of government.  As in socety one dlects leaders who. 
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      e for the-common good within the law, £ also in the fumil, which is he component part of socity, of two equal the husband i by nature elocied 10 be e lader within the law, since 1t is he who is endowed by nature o taking the lead in the securing of the needs of e which i the fundamental season for socety.  Within this framewark, however, and folkowing the. arstocratic principle. the wife will have ful autharit in er owi sphete T’ their masial reltions, however, which are primarly oh ofice of natue, and o specifialy o society, husband and wite sre abuolutely cqual wih an equal abligaion on the part of cach of sendering to the other the conjugal deb whenever it is (reasonably) asked (ST., T, G645 4 Most fathes and mothers would deny this. However, what is mesn, a5 s clar f10m the context of the original allwsion in the Physics, i that in the beginning children know theis pasents only confusedly, 55 sources of their physical wellbeing. I intancy it i just 35 easy for them 1o love 2 nure s mother, i the forme is more continuoraly in contsct with them: It is only with the laps of time that » child hecomes specihcally avare of s arents a5 parents and pays them the special espect tha is e 16 them: 53°Thi is not meant absolutely. n the physcal sense,since s St Albett the Great potats out, both the elesents in keneration have both matter and form. Likewise the cortesponding activiy and passivity i generation which Aristotle and . Thomas allude to, and Which s at least true in a seneral s, does ot imply interoriy on the part. of the femal sice gencration wolis the fuson of equaly indispensable elements (S, 1. 145241 =5 Alhough the fumily exis before socier, the ultimate unity Which natue is seen o intend-—since only thix can man live the full fife he naturally aspives to—is nox the fumily any more than it  the individusl; e socity, ot s a thing . Tself, bt 2 the state in which the individual man finds his parural fulkiment 3 an individual. The famly is prior to socety in the sens hat the bricks are prior 1o the house, but it is e house which s the reason for the bricks being ther, 7 Since man i not only 3 conjugal animal bt alo a poliical anfmal, the seationship of husband and wife will acieve it pestecion when' thelt friendship s not only that of willty and pleasure, common. 10 all conjussl nimals, buc als that of virte, which is proper 10 an. This T rendship 15 not only the best and ruest of all, but in s periecion ko brings bote concomianly he perfec fulflment of useful and pleasant iendship 2+ Useful frendsbip is not a metely selish protedure, 1t i a roo and legitimate type of fiendship, more liberal than a'formally. conmactual elationship and therelore more plessing, tt in which the modve, whether ‘expresed o not,is mutual wility, This should be at last taeitly sesognised Dy borh partics nd 4 return made, A Aristotle shows, quarrels and dislluionment atie when we do not trouble to discen, heneath the surface similarity, the distnct fype of fricnds ship we e involved in. and ofend our fiend whom we think 1 iving 10 s for our o sake(Fiendship of vietue) when in rexlty he. expecs 3 sevirn riendship of utllity). ‘This misunderstanding comés abont. a5 Arbiste ‘mentions, from the trat comiton o ourselves a5 well 5 odhers, of whcon. siously disguising a8 virtuous s act we intend for ity This i the rational explanation of 1 phenomenon we all recognise: ur intent upon the wafue of the service sendesed in tricaddhips for ity sk, and our intent. upon the intention of the Siver in 

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   
  

  

  

   

   

  

  

     



reasure, 1 i because thae which i primary in true frendship i ot some 
common ity but the lve of and sociation ith the character and virive 
of our e 

55 The siuation exiss in he so-called “marriages for 1oney.” 
51 Whereasthe ane thing ane it ooking for in 3 studs of secial relation- 

ships s precise and detailed key, whereby one il have an fnfallible guide 
o producing the optimum sesal in cach pasticulas case, his is (he o 
hing that such a study <unnot supply. The very nature of the mader 
prechude hi, since i Duman rlatonships « rule which applis 1o one et 
51 crcumstances, will not apply esacdy to another—and the ety of 
Clrcumstances can be infinitly mutiplied. The best one ean do is 0 hecome 
Svare of the makeup.of human beings and of the enental patiers of their 
ehavior Success in actualy dealing with onesell and with others in practical 
Cast, which s he ullmate goal of etbical study, depends upon the acquisiion 
G that istue which Aristotle places hefore all others: pridence o pracical 
Swisdom.  This vire s compounded from cxperience, Undesstanding, quick 
s 1 Tean, sletness, ressoning power, foresght and. circumspection, and 
epends for s periect Gunccloning an the posemion of 4 sense of Justce, 
el ool and courage, Thus the man who wishes 1o become the good 
man of the Ethics il have to do more thin read 3 book.  He will hate o 
ring <l his facultes, physical and. spiital, 10 bear i translating the 
perceptions of Tis resson inta the paricolr, concreie, constandly varying 
ety which: consttute his life, ¥ How many of the pangs of love could be assuaged if one were frank 
enough 10 recoznize that what one would Tike 10 believe s the frendship. 
G vitue i ey hiendship for pleasure or wilt. 

- Aisotle here hegind 0 show 1hat the good man has fst of all 
taward himsel] the theee principle act of fiendship: beneficence, benevo- 
Tence (soodwil) and condord. Each of the three wil be reated n decail 
i the ensuing chapters (Ch567) 

5410 should. be noted here, 3 the Key o the whole discusion on the 
love of slf, that the good mans fove of himself i not the mave of his 
actons bat rather the resul of them. Thus the good mans primary aim 

10 conform his e 1 sesson, which is the bighes. thing in i, and which 
e conceves of ot s the ltimate expresion of his own wishes, bu 3 the 
expression of the esential ovde o the uniserse estiblished by the ulimate 
St and gondnes, God. His paiton in this order is not 2 mee exiermal 
fator o hi. exitence, it i his very nature. Just 3 every being, by the 
ey compulion of i mature, stives o be (o the fullst extent what it s 
Suppose e, 0 th good i, by the very compulsion of hs narure srives 
o ive accurding (o fetsan, L 10 conforns himself o the order of which e 
perceives himsel 1 be a part, 1 s n doing this not for himself, but because 
e prceise tha that is the very ruison e o his being, tha he alo suains 
closes i cloer o the pesfection of his being. Thus, by ling according (0 
Season, he concomisanty and as though unconscioudly, does good o himsell 
Tiecate s She proces o lving according o season he fneviably does 0od (0 
el e mst be traly sid 0 love hiself. Thos in working not for hin. 
sl bt for Goil he. abwo, 35 it were automatically, brings about his oo 
Sreatet pesfection. 

“Thi i equally rue in the religious sense._Often people ar reprosched 
it loving o 3¢ though. this were some sort of & Jong range calcultion 
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o one's omn b iniet, Bt the fov ok Cod which i debandi iion s pecibealy  tov of God o than ol and efon onesl, 158 Tove f God o of sl Bt o 4 n e cs of he food man; by conormin oneel. by ae it wer 1ot dvin reson one a ek s it i s b sl He o oes o B shal T s, bt e b shll oe s W for My sabe skl fd it ath 1039 T i wouts seem o 1t 1o 4t 0 spesk o “grodnil 3t e 
sight” raher than v a1 . g s T Toregoing s 3 s xsimple o St. Thoma’ skl in evlng 3 o e wonisof Ao T inoies retment of the meaning of 3 love o el may b summed oo 2 oo & Plowe o sl may be citer one who seks  grate chare o moral S o hinac, o on i sk rete s of it g, B o i ar lovers of sl in s o s el th. i e mnaly ey s ST moughtat eader s 1 i B the st emph o oth Avitoc and S Thomes upon recin s the s of o and Soodnee. For the it ok th Q0 domvtion. ot e mgeloschar GF the L which coniate he vl of e sement, o n th k. i i R paes ot e PPy Soch - aerdiam demands ¥ reincation offeon o th art of i sthden and 1he blind acepance on T of . anivese which ' he peronal oeain of 2 soiary Raman ing, the prfesor Koot ana 5. Thomss do not sk theis studens 1o acorpt. atcment Decane hey it b TRt Ty o Sh 1o et and oy ot et s sty i o s iependentl vrfied sy oy o it shoull e cea ha ove in T Dt ke i ot 3 e complacent eling, bt et ghied illing and dong of oo o anohn: T 1 101 in the s of 5 e mekfe Srpecton ity he good ma 5 o lve i, bt rthe i e s ht . scein 10 e wrding oo e doe g o R, appinc, whch all ek, i nvertheles somebing few are able o defne. Sucenive dslasoigs with Sjecs me T would ke one appy proe that one i non o sre Vheren I e 1t it ettt It b ot s phsin st 1 one' sepugmance 103 notin f sl s whie mpic siing around n o with nothing o do.cenly shows. Not I S0 abjct. Man dock mt ey & sk o o abjec e hjos et fe Cicny. v 14 3 a00vy: s e el sk g & persom vl o il plcsue,  cerin panial wellbins, happines will b an ey bt il e men the um toal of ) powible Flesare, petec snd somplee Vel feng Jus 2 paia plesur and well eingcoes rom the apimum funetion: ing of any one. sy compiess. happive wil con o she opmm furcdoning of the whole rah, when s wan s ing 10 he Tt pose xien. T ot words ot 2 there i i of misor happincs hen any P of man i Coctoning petecly ani siutinn, coplee Mppinch il come e te whele i s acing Tl and uingy Tt o dos man 2 34 3 man what 4 fll e or a1 I grovingand reprodcing That b has i comman wich the anfals. Whae R e of mans 1 1 his temen: Theeine happins wil be o 
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e fullest and most acive possible lfe according 1o reason; but ot reason 
alone, since man abio has hs body. Therelore happiness will wldmately 
consit in the acive and contmuous enjoyment of infnite good by his reaon, 
Sccompanied by an equally perlect wllbeing of his body through the 
posesion of the same Infinite good. 

W1 The current problem of the Existentaliss, which is to distil the 
sense of cxisence sl which Tusks at the bise of our ital acts, i in reality 

o problem. 1t is not 25 though sensing or knowing are products of 
ot basi Sorce which s exisence, Sensing and knowing,as bing lormal 
and principal in s, ar our exisence. ust 4 the existence of  plant i den 
Kiicd with the segsistve Lf of the plant, the existence of an animal with 
the purely senmory life of the 4nimal, 56 alo s the exstence of 3 man 
ideutihed with tha form of e which i proper to him: sensng and knowing 
For him, o e, (o exis, it o sense and o know. 18 he does not do these 
hings, he duck noi exist, It he were to perform merely the Segetative 
functions of ffe, then, s & man, e would not exist For a man o exist 
At a1l e must exis a5 & man, L. must be sensing and knowing, for that is 
his existence, Thus. the procedure of tuing 3 subie, introspective ear 
o detect the theob o existnce deep down underneath our actviies i pure 
imsgination. We do o have to know our exisience reflectiely, we do not 
hen néed o seek an Intuiton. of i, we are our exisience, Our sensing 
i knowing i our exisience, fully present o us. To abstract the sensing 
ind Knowing from our ace with the dea that the residue will be pure 
Exisience i imposibl, since in removing sensing and knowing, even mentaly 

e removes exisience el 
This preudo-problem i simila 1o that of Kant who suddenly made the 

horriying discovery that in his sensing and knowing he couldst get 1id of 
imsel. 1 s not 5 though there i & certain something calld the 1" which 
i certain separable Fanctons suc 4 sensing and.thinking. The sensing 
i thinking 5 the “I". Jost 35 Kant calls 2l our knowledge subjecive 
becaus e "I is ahvays lurking somewhere in i, 50 4l he would have to 
il 3 tree subjecive and. ot real becavse in it ife the tree coukd never 
et quite away from. the tormenting fact that at botiom the ree vas always 
there 

Fundamentall this eflor to_get 3t something, islf formles, which it 
presumed to be a the base of all forms, s cither an nconscious eflort 1o 
Hdentity onesclf with primordial matter, or for more intelectual beings, 
wih that sole being, unlimited by any form which fs God 

44, Thomas qualifies thus the concluson of Arisote because in super 
st Beatiade, which consists in the possssion of God, the sum totl of all 
o0k, friends are not esentially necessry, In this 1t they are neccssary 
for the pertection of vitue, but i supesnatural beaditude one finds complete 
pertection in God. Vet ane will have friends in eteral beadtude because 
of the mumber of the elect. That this is ficing may be drawn from the 
principle that guace docs not destroy but perfees navune. Thus i it s 
Ratural for man, a necesarly socisl animal, to have friends in this 1, 
i also in Keeping for him to have them in the life of glory. Likewise 

heaven man will Jose nane of the goods he had on thi carth, but will 
e have. nfnitely greater ones added 1o them. Thus the oves and 

friendibipy which man had on (his earth, which are the greaiest of his 
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exterml goods, il L, 026 3. 19) sHere ain Arisole wweses the fact tha sinee welul frendsbip s e type of rendship one s moraly bound 1o make he recun spproprdte o that e of Eiendship ¥ Although in the sl mode of thinking pusionsie love s probably st over the iendabp.of it 35 mesi goas are. wsasly more 
cherished i siritual ones, i i dlsr from Ariotl’s apalyi Gt the {ormer which i gauged by oncs felings slon, cannot of et 40 beyond ane’ own peron, while the i i that love which resches out t do good 10 the oiher for N own ke, and i thu tru dove and. e Tiencuhp: 
Nedien 10 1y the two are nok mutually exchuie sincs both can'very well exit toward the same. perton, bt it remains that Tindehip ot he good of anothr predominacs over riendship for pleaire. On'the ather handl pasionsi love aone i nox onl not yet peiect Hienddhips but o coen Tl o the featr raiifiaton of the pasion, pleasre which 18 acually harmhul 6 the goud of one iend 

5. Thoms' finat ward on he value of fienstip e even. ore emphaic than Arisoie, A gimps of St Thomas' s Gtcem for frind i may b scen i he apening s of 5 Jee 1o 3 Dominkin proteser in Venie: Having read you leter, T found fn i 3 frest mumber of quesions which o charity ke that 1 anewer for you within Tous days. Alihough vt vy oceupicd with othr things, e 1 shouhd b Gound wantng (o 1 et of your rendship, 1 have ps e the other hings 1 ke cat of, and. have underiaken 1o anowe €ach Of 1p. uctions 3o propose 1o " There folows 5 compite and desiled ansuer 1o, cach 015 quesions, trminating with the Thes: “Thee are, dar friend, e ansrs 1 gise fo your quesions, more at Jength than You asked - - . May your charty be longlived and plese repay e work wih. your prayes’ " Aol ene shovs e mobiliy af perie iemhip. whose ery orselfsnes contibute 1 the deeper happings of the i, For whil one friend will hide his prin fom' the othr e be S gricve, (e ot il come unaske and thereby ghve i reaie appines 
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